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1925 
Sept. 23 
Sept. 24 
Sept. 25 
Sept. 28 
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J une 14 
FIRST TERM 
} Registration of new students. 
Registration of old students. 
Instruction begins. 
Last day for announcing titles of theses by candidates for advanced 
degrees in June. 
Last day for completing requirements for advanced degrees to be 
conferred in February. 
SECOND TERM 
} Registration for the second tenn. 
Last day for filing appUcations for fellowships and graduate 
scholarships. 
Last day for completing requirements for advanced degrees to be 
conferred at Commencement. 
Commencement. 
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
H ISTORY AND ORGANIZATION 
TH~ i?itiatioJ! of graduate studies at Cornell University was comcldent With the establishment of the University; the first 
advanced degree was conferred at the 5e<:ond annual Commence. 
men~. Un~il 1896 .there was no fannal organization of graduate 
studIes, which were Intrusted to the direction of the University Facul-
ty, although beginning with 1890 a standing Committee on Graduate 
Work of the University Faculty had general charge of graduate study. 
In 1896 graduate work was definitely organized as a Graduate Depart-
ment under the immediate charge of the University Faculty . In 
1901), on the recommendation of the Faculty, the Board of Trustees 
established the Graduate School, to have exclusive jurisdiction over 
all graduate work and advanced degrees. 
The President of the University is ex officio Chainnan of the 
Faculty of the Graduate School, which consists of all members of the 
University staff who are actively engaged in supervising the work 
of graduate students. The Dean of the Graduate School is the exec-
utive officer of the Faculty. 
For the convenient discussion of questions which chiefly concern 
those engaged. in related fields of work. the members of the Faculty 
of the Graduate School are divided. into seven groups, as follows: 
A. Languages and Literatures. 
B. History, Political Science, Philosophy, Education. 
C. Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Phy-
sical Geography. 
D. Biological Sciences. 
2. Engineering, Architecture, Applied Physical Sciences. 
F. Science Departments of the Cornell University Medical College 
in New York City. 
G. Agricultural Sciences. 
The General Committee of the Graduate School consists of four 
members at large, ejected by the Faculty; seven members elected, one 
by each group; and the Dean, who is ex officio chainnan of the 
General Committee. 
THE PURPOSE OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
The purpose of the Graduate School is two·fold; it aims to pro-
vide the student with a comprehensive view of a field of knowledge 
and to train him for individual investigation in that field. The stu-
dent who comes as a candidate for the master's degree will nonnally 
devote the larger part of his time to the first of these aspects; he will 
need to supplement and to ~oTTelat~ his ~nders~nding of his fiel~, 
to study its background and Its relatIOnship to kmdred fields, to gam 
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a wider vision of its significance. The student who comes as a candi_ 
date for the doctor's degree will first secure this broader understand_ 
ing and then push on to cast new light on some phase of it, to enlarge 
in some measure the knowledge of the field. But to all who come the 
Graduate School strives to furnish the technique of analyzing a body 
of information or observation and the power to express an indepen-
dent and unprejudiced judgment. 
In furnishing this opportunity for independent study and inve;.. 
tigation, the Graduate School seeks to make the conditions such as 
will enable the student to devote himself wholly to his chosen field. 
Unhampered by restrictions that necessarily obtain in undergraduate 
work, he will come into freedom of association with older scholars, 
who will seek to make his work profitable to him by giving him such 
aid and directions as he may need. Inasmuch as subjects differ 
greatly, the requirements for all subjects cannot be stated in tenns 
at once specific and uniform. In some departments of knowledge 
original research may begin with the student's entrance into the 
School; in other subjects much preliminary work may be necessary to 
fit the student for profitable research. 
In carrying on studies in the Graduate School, the student is 
expected to asswne the initiative and the responsibility. All courses 
of study offered in the University. and all the facilities for study and 
investigation afforded by its libraries, museums, and laboratories are 
open to graduate students in so far as they are qualified to make use 
of such facilities. It is important, however, to recognize from the be-
ginning that graduate work does not consist in the fulfilment of 
routine requirements, and that the various opportunities for study, 
as well as the advice and assistance of teachers, are to be regarded 
simply as aids to the student in acquiring for himself the disci-
pline and methoo of independent scholarship. 
ADMISSION 
Graduates of the following colleges of Cornell University, namely, 
the College of Arts and Sciences. the College of Architecture. the 
College of Engineering, the Medical College, the New York State 
College of Agriculture, the New York State Veterinary College, 
and the New York State College of Home Economics, and also grad-
uates of other institutions in which the requirements for the first de-
gree are substantially equivalent. are eligible for admission to the 
Graduate School. In other cases studies pursued after gradUfition, 
and experience gained by professional work or otherwise. are taken 
into consideration in deciding whether the candidate's preparation 
as a whole is such as to justify his admission to the Graduate School. 
In order to be admitted to the Graduate School, a student must 
furnish evidence that he has already received a first degree. by pre-
senting either a diploma or a statement from some official source. 
The simplest procedure will ordinarily be to submit an official state-
ment from the registrar or dean that the degree has been conferred. 
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In the case of graduates of Cornell University this is not necessary, 
sin~e the records are conveniently accessible. Graduates of colleges 
which are not on the Approved List of the Association of American 
Universities should in every case submit with their applications for 
admission a transcript of their undergraduate studies. 
~o avoid delays at the beginning of the academic year, those who 
desire to enter the Graduate School are advised to make application 
for admission, either in person or by letter, in the preceding spring or 
summer. Correspondence should be addressed to the Dean of the 
Graduate School, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 
Seniors in the colleges of Cornell University who have completed 
all requirements for the Bachelor's degree except that of residence, 
may, with the approval of the deans of their respective colleges, be 
admitted to the Graduate School. 
Ordinarily, a student admitted to the Graduate School is eligible 
for admission to candidacy for an advanced degree in any field for 
which he has had the necessary preparation. In every case he must 
receive the recommendation of his Special Committee that he is quali-
fied to undertake such advanced work as the Faculty will accept 
for the degree. Candidates for one of the advanced technical degrees, 
M.C.E., M.M.E., M.E.E., M.Arch., M.F., M.C., M.L.A., and M.s. 
in Agr., must have had the equivalent of the corresponding first degree 
at Cornell University. No student, however. may be admitted to 
candidacy for an advanced degree whose training has not included 
work in a foreign language. 
Graduates of colleges other than those of Cornell University 
whose training is regarded as less than one year short of that required 
for the first degree at Cornell, may be admitted to the Graduate 
School but not to candidacy for an advanced degree. Graduates 
of col\~ges other than those of Cornell University whose training is 
regarded as a year or more short of that required for the first degree 
at Cornell, are required to enter an undergraduate college. 
REGISTRATION 
Students who have been admitted to the Graduate School are 
required to register both in the offi~e of .the Graduate School a~d in ~he 
office of the Registrar of the UmveTSlty. on the regular. regts~ratlOn 
days of each tenn. unless special pennisslOn for later registratIOn .has 
been granted by the Dean. 
THE CHOICE OF A FIELD OF STUDY 
Each student, upon entering the Graduate School. must chO?se 
a field of study. Within that field, the br~nc~ of .knowledge ~o wh~ch 
he intends to devote the larger part of hiS t'-?le IS ~enned hiS ~aJor 
Subject; the other subject or subject~, which WIll necessanly .be 
more restricted in their scope and which should be selected With 
reference to their direct bearing upon the Major Subject, are termed 
the Minor Subjects. 
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The Graduate School does not prescribe the fields in which a 
student may pursue his work ; any group of subjects. recognized as 
of graduate standing, which has a basic unity is considered a proper 
fi eld for study. As a general principle, however, when the Major 
Subject is selected from the applied sciences, it is desirable that the 
theoretical science or sciences most directly involved should be 
chosen as Minor Subjects. 
The work of each graduate student who is a candidate for an 
advanced degree is in charge of a Special Committee consisting of the 
teachers under whom his major and minor studies are pursued, a 
representative of his Major Subject being chairman. The student is 
expected to confer freely with the members of his Special Committee, 
both in regard to the general plan of his work and in connection with 
individual courses of study. A candidate for an advanced degree 
must present to the Dean, not later than two weeks after registration 
in the Graduate School, a statement of his Major and Minor Subjects, 
approved by the members of his Special Committee. 
The work of each graduate student who is not a candidate for a 
degree is in charge of an Adviser selected by the student from the 
members of the Faculty represcnting his field of work. A student 
who is not a candidate for a degree must present to the Dean, not 
later than two weeks after registration, a detailed statement of the 
studies selected, approved by his Adviser. 
RESIDENCE 
Residence credit toward an advanced degree is granted to regular-
ly enrolled students only upon the satisfactory completion of a tenn 
or other period of work, attested by the chainnan of the student's 
Special Committee, 
CREDIT FOR WORK DONE IN CORNELL UNIVERSiTY 
Residence credit for work ill tlte Utl ivers1'ty may be acquired in 
three ways: 
(I) By the satisfactory completion of a tenn or portion of a tenn 
of work during the regular sessions of the University. 
(2) By the satisfactory completion of work done in a Summer 
Session of Cornell University. in the Summer School in Agriculture, 
or in the Summer School of Biology, 
Residence credit for this work may be counted toward the degrees of Master 
of Arts, Master of Science, and Master of Science in Agriculture, but not toward 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy; one term of residence may be acquired by 
two summer sessions. and one year (or two terms) of work by four summer $tS. 
sions. All students pursuinJ? graduate studies during one of the Summer Sessions 
are required to enroll both In the office of the Registrar of the University and in 
that of the Dean of the Graduate School before beginning work. Candidates for 
these degrees who are in residence during Summer Sessions only are required also 
to continue their studies during the year under the direction of the Chairman of 
the Special Committee in charge of their work. It should be noted that in some 
departments no graduate work is offered in the Summer Session. A statement 
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of the graduate work offered. will be found-in the Announcements of the various 
S~et: Sessions, which will be sent upon appl ication to the Secretary of the 
!!!!,1~e~lty. , .. _ ..... 
(3) By the satisfactory completion of a period of work during 
the summer under the personal dire<:tion of a member of the Faculty. 
'J.'he g.eneral library a,?-d many of the laboratories and special libraries of the 
UmvefSlty are .o~n dll!1ng this period, and certain members of the instructing S?:fI who remain In ~Idence during the summer are willing to assume responsi-
~Ihty .for ~he SUper:IS~on of ~he work of students who are qualified to carry on 
11lvesbgatlons. It IS 1Illposslble to make any announcement in advance as to 
what opportunities for graduate work may be found at any definite time in a par-
ticular subject; but such information may be obtained by correspondence. Resi-
dence credit towards an advanced degree for work carried on under personal 
direction during the summer wilJ be granted only if the following conditions are 
complied with: (a) The student must have already completed at least a full 
year of graduate work as a candidate for an advanced degree, either in this 
University or in some institution whose graduate work is acceptable. In all cases 
graduate students are required to register both in the office of the Registrar of the 
University and in that of the Dean of the Graduate 5<:hool. No candidate for 
the Doctor's degree may receive credit for more than two tenns of residence 
during any twelve consecutive months. (b) The student must present to the Dean 
of the Graduate School a statement from the member of the Faculty under whose 
direction the student is to work, signifying his readiness to undertake such direc-
t ion and also stating the number of weeks during which he will be prepared to 
supervise this work. 
CREOtT FOR WORK DONE ELSEWHERE 
Ordinarily a student is expected to spend his full tenn of residence 
for an advanced degree at this University . For the Master's degrees 
no credit may be ob tained for work done elsewhere. For the Doctor's 
degree, however, residence credit for work done elsewhere may be 
granted in the following cases: . .. 
(r) Residence as a graduate student m another UniversIty may, 
by pennission of the Faculty, be accepted as the equivalent of resi-
dence at Cornell University. No general statement can be made 
regarding the conditions under which this pennission will be granted ; 
each case will be decided on its merits. A request for credit for resi-
dent work elsewhere must be approved by the student's Special Com· 
mittee. At least one year's residence in Cornell University is required 
in all cases. 
(2) There are certain cases in which, in order to give the work of 
the Graduate School the greatest possible breadth , it i~ des~rable, 
from the point of view both of the student and of the Umverslty, ~o 
take advantage of opportunities for study and research not found m 
university centers. 
The conditions under which a candidate for th~ degree o~ Doctor of Philosophy 
may be allowed residence toward this deg.ree for tunc spent ~n 5t~dy away from the 
University have been stated in the foJloWlDg fonn by the legislation of the Fa?U'ty: 
(a) Applicants must be regularly registered in the Gra~uate School as c:andldates 
for the Doctorate, and while not in residence shall recel\'e no comJ>t:nsatlon exce~t 
from the University. (b) They shaH have spent at least ~W? terms m Cornelll!m-
versity in study towards the Doctor's degree. (c) PermiSSiOn to count ~uch tune 
as residence may be given bv the Dean of the Graduate School for a penod not to 
exceed one term, when the application is unanimously approved by the members 
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of the student's Special Committee. When a longer period of outside study is 
required, applications for an extension of time should be made to the General 
Committee, which may, at its discretion, extend the period to two ter~ . .In no 
event however, shall a student acquire a total of more than two tenns residence 
unde; these provisions. (d) A student who avails himself of this privilege shall 
continue to work under the general direction of his Special Committee. Whenever 
possible, however, the work should be carried on under the immediate super_ 
vision of a competent director, acting for the Special Committee and to be desig_ 
nated by that Committee. (e) Reports regardmg the progress of the work shall 
be made as directed by the Special Committee at intervals not in excess of one 
month. 
(3) Under conditions to be ascertained from the Dean, instructors 
in Cornell University who are also registered in the Graduate School 
may receive credit for work done without compensation during the 
summer months away from the University. 
Graduate students who hold appointments as instructors or assistants in 
Cornell University may not receive more than three-fourths residence credit for 
graduate work carried on during the period of their appointment. Such students 
may, on recommendation of their Spe<:ial Committee, obtain full graduate resi · 
dence for the year by carrying on their studies during the summer provided they 
devote their whole time during this period to graduate study and do not hold a 
teaching appointment. An instructor or assistant who has completed at least one 
tenn of satisfactory graduate work at another university may, however, upon the 
recommendation of his Spe<:ial Committee, satisfy the residence requirement for 
the master's degree by one year at Cornell. 
Graduate students who are engaged in other outside work which reduces the 
time and thought which they are able to give to graduate study will be required 
to spend more than the minimwn period of residence required of candidates for 
advanced degrees. 
RESIDENCE CREDIT CoNVEliTlOLE 
Residence, whether at Cornell University or elsewhere, in pursuance of work 
for a Master's degree, may be credited toward the residence required for the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy provided the Special Committee in charge of the 
work approves, certifying the work done as forming an integral part of the work 
required for the Doctor's degree. 
DEGREES 
The requirements for advanced degrees are based, not upon courses 
or credits, but upon the completion of a definite period of residence, 
the presentation of a satisfactory thesis or essay, and the passing of 
an examination. 
THE MASTER'S DEGREES 
Cornell University confers the degrees of Master of Arts, Master 
of Science, Master of Architecture, Master of Civil Engineering, 
Master of Mechanical Engineering, Master of Electrical Engineering, 
Master in Forestry, Master in Landscape Architecture, Master of 
Chemistry, and Master of Science in Agriculture. 
The Master's degree is conferred upon a candidate who, after 
completing at least one year of residence devoted to the study of a 
field comprising a Major Subject and one Minor Subject, presents a 
satisfactory thesis, or essay, as the chainnan of the candidate's 
Special Committee may decide, and passes an examination on his 
special field. 
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THE THESIS 
~he thesis, or essay, must demonstrate the candidate's ability to 
~o mdependent work, and must be acceptable in style and composi-
tIOn. J: statement of the general subject of the thesis, or essay, with the 
wntten approval of the chainnan of the Special Committee in charge 
of the candidate's work, must be filed in the office of the Dean at 
least ~i:'{ J?lonths before the candidate expects to present himself for 
exammatlOn. 
The completed thesis, or essay, approved by the Special Commit-
tee, must be presented to the Dean at least five days before the ex-
amination for the degree, and must remain on file until the day pre-
ceding the examination. When the Major Subject for the degree of 
Master of ArchitectW'e or the degree of Master in Landscape Archi-
tecture is in Design, the candidate is required to deposit in place of 
the thesis, either the original drawings or a photographic reproduction 
of them. 
Each candidate for a Master's degree is required to furnish a 
bound typewritten copy of his thesis, or essay, for the use of the Uni-
versity Library, and this copy is to be delivered to the Dean not less 
than five days before the degree is to be conferred. The paper on 
which the thesis is typewritten must be a durable rag bond; the size of 
the page of the typewritten thesis should be 8 x IOU inches. This 
copy of the thesis becomes the pennanent property of the Library. 
EXAMINATIONS 
After this thesis, or essay, has been duly presented and is accepted 
by the Special Committee, the candidate is required to present him-
self for examination on his Major and Minor Subjects and on the 
subject matter of his thesis. 
Examinations for a Master's degree may be written or oral, or 
both, at the option of the examining committee, and are open to all 
members of the Faculty . Th examination for the degree of Master 
of Architecture may be waived by the General Committee of the 
Graduate School in any case where, in the opinion of the student's 
Special Committee, the Major and Minor Subjects are of such a 
nature as to make an examination impossible or inexpedient. 
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy is conferred upon a candidate 
who, after completing not less than three years of resident graduate 
work devoted to the study of a field of work comprising a Major 
Subject and two Minor Subjects, presents a satisfactory thesis, and 
passes an examination on his chosen field and on the subject matter 
of his thesis. 
The Doctor's degree is intended to represent, not a specified 
amount of work covering a specified time, but the attainment, 
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through long study, of independent and comprehensive scholarship 
in a special field. 
A candidate for the Doctor's degree will ordinarily be expected 
to have a working knowledge of French and German before beginning 
graduate work. In all cases he must, before beginning his second 
year of residence, show to the satisfaction of his Special Conunittee 
that he possesses a reading knowledge of these languages. 
QUALIFYING EXAMINATIONS 
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are required 
to pass a Qualifying Examination, to be held normally DOt latcr than 
the close of the second year of residence. The legislation of the 
Faculty on this subject is given in the following paragraphs: 
(I) The qualifying e:<amination or examinations required of a candidate for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy shall be held at such time as his Special Com-
mittee may determine, normally not later than the close of the seoond year of 
residence. No candidate may proceed to his final examination until two terms 
have been completed after he has passed the qualifying examination, 
(2) The Special Committee shall pass upon the results of this examination 
as a whole, and shall report to the Dean whether the candidate has made satis-
factory progress and is qualified to proceed in due order to complete the require-
ments for the degree. 
(J) The Special Committee, in the case of any candidate, may waive the quali-
fying examination in whole or in part; but the Committee shaH nevertheless 
report to the Dean whether the candidate has made satisfactory progress and is 
qualified to proceed in due order to oomplete the requirements for the degree, 
(4) If a candidate fails to pass the qualifying examination, no re-examination 
shall be allowed except on the recommendation of the Special Committee. 
THESIS 
The thesis for the Doctor's degree must give evidence of the candi-
date's power to carry on independent investigation and must be 
satisfactory in style and composition. A statement of the general 
subject of the thesis, with the written approval of the chairman of 
the Special Committee in charge of the candidate's work, must be 
filed in the office of the Dean at least six months before the candi-
date expects to present himself for examination. The thesis of a 
candidate intending to take his degree at the June commencement 
should normally be completed by May IS, in Order that ample time 
may be afforded for the inspection of the thesis by all members of the 
Special Committee. The completed thesis, approved by the Special 
Committee, is to be presented at the office of the Graduate School 
at least five days before the examination for the degree, and must 
remain on file until the day preceding the e.xamination. 
Each candidate for the Doctor's degree must meet one of the fol-
lowing requirements: 
(1) He must deposit in the office of the Dean of the Graduate 
School one hundred printed copies of his thesis for the purposes of 
the University Library; or 
(2) He must deposit in the office of the Dean of the Graduate 
School two bound typewritten copies of his thesis. At the same time 
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he must present one hundred prin.ted copies of an abstract or de-
scription of his thesis, which must be approved by his Special Commit-
tee, or a typewritten copy of the abstract, which in such a case shall 
not exceed fifteen hundred words, and the sum of twenty-five dollars 
to defray the expenses of printing. All students are recommended to 
publish their theses in full; and any successful candidate for the doc-
tor's degree who before the end of one year after the granting of the 
degree shall have deposited one hundred printed copies of his thesis 
or presented evidence of the acceptance of the thesis for publication, 
shall, on receipt of the one hundred printed copies, have refunded to 
him the twenty-five dollars deposited for printing the abstract. 
The paper on which the thesis is typewritten must be a durable 
rag bond; the size of the page of the typewritten thesis should be 
8 x I OU inches. 
PUBLICATION OF T H E T HESI S 
The candidate should consult with the Dean regarding the form 
of publication of the thesis. The thesis shall have both a cover and a 
title-page. The title-page shall include the printed statement that 
the thesis is presented to the Faculty of the Graduate School of 
Cornell University for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. If the 
thesis is a reprint, the place and date of the original publication must 
be given. 
The attention of present and former graduate students of Cornell 
University is called to an arrangement whereby theses which have 
been accepted in fulfilment of the requirements of the doctorate at 
Cornell University may be published (at the expense of the authors) 
through the office of the Secretary of the University. The advantages 
of this arrangement to the writer of a thesis are: prompt and sat-
isfactory publication. with the likelihood of moderate expense and 
the certainty of good printing; conformity of the individual thesis 
to a good style of typography and binding; ease of distribution, 
with the higher probability that a thesis will be sought and found 
when it is one of a series than when it is privately owned and sepa-
rately published . 
The writer whose thesis bas been accepted by his Special Committee 
and who wishes to avail himself of the arrangement in question, 
should apply to the chairman of that Committee, who will make the 
necessary arrangements for publication through the chairman of the 
Editorial Committee of the Faculty. This consists, in each case, of 
three members: the Dean of the Graduate School, the chairman of 
the Special Committee, and Professor Lane Cooper, the chairman of 
the Editorial Committee. 
FINAL EXAMINATIONS 
The final examinations for the doctor's degree may be either oral 
or written , or both at the option of the examining committee, and 
are open to all members of the Faculty. The Faculty has, however, 
expressed the opinion that a written examination should be required 
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for the doctorate at some time during the student's candidacy. In 
the event of failure in final examination, no re-examination may be 
held until three months after the completion of the minimum period 
of residence. 
It is not the policy of the Graduate School to divide the fina l 
examination for advanced degrees into parts, or to accept piece-meal 
fulfilment of the requirements for these degrees. In ordinary cases, 
examinations for advanced degrees are not held until after the candi-
date has completed the minimum period of residence and presented 
a thesis duly approved by the members of his Special Committee. 
But on recommendation of the Special Committee the general exam-
ination for the Doctor's degree may be held in the fifth term of resi-
dence. If this examination be passed, it must be followed by an ex-
amination on the subject matter of the thesis when the completed 
thesis is presented. 
DATES FOR CONFERRING DEGREES 
Advanced degrees are conferred in February, June, and Septem-
ber. 
In February, degrees will be conferred on students who have made 
application for the degree on or before the first day of instruction 
after the Christmas recess, and who have completed the requirements 
not later than the last day of the final tenn examinations. 
In June, degrees will be conferred on students who have made 
application for the degree not later than May IS. and who have com-
pleted the requirements not later than the last day of the final term 
examinations. 
In September, degrees will be conferred on students who have 
made application for the degree not later than September I , and who 
have completed. the requirements not later than the day preceding 
the first day of instruction of the first tenn. 
TUITION AND OTHER FEES 
A Tut"ticn Fee of S7s for the academic year is to be paid by all 
students registered in the Graduate School. It is payable in install-
ments of $37.50 at the beginning of each tenn. 
Certain classes of students are exempt from the payment of the tuition fee. 
The¥ are: 
(I} Graduate students holding appointments as University Fellows or Grad-
uate Scholars. 
(2) Graduate students holding appointments as assistants and instructors 
and having their major studies in the college or line of work in which they are 
instructing .. are exempt from .the p~yment of tuition fees and laboratory and 
shop fees III tht; depart.ment m whIch they are employed to give instruction; 
members of the Instructmg staff who take work for which they must pay tuition 
are required to pay in proportion to the amount of work for which they are 
registered. 
(3) Graduate students who at the beginning of the college year are and for 
at least twelve months prior thereto have been bona fi<k residents of the State 
of New York and whose major work is taken in departments connected with 
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the New York State College of Agriculture, the New York State Veterinary 
College, or the New York State College of Home Economics. 
No student may receive the Master's degree who has no t paid the tuition fee 
for at l.e~t one year, and no one may receive the Doctor's degree who has not paid 
the tUItIon fee for at least three years, unless one or more of the years spent in 
stud), for the Doctor's degree have been spent in graduate study at another uni-
vel'lnty, or unless payment of tuition has been waived under one of the foregoing 
heads. 
~ny student of the Gradu~te &:hool who has completed the requirement of 
resIdence for the degree for whIch he is a candidate, whose studies have been satis-
facto~ to the F,aculty, an.d who during that time has satisfied the requirements as 
to tUItIOn fees, IS, 0!l.paymg the annual administration fee, exempt from the fur-
ther payment of tUItIOn fees for a period not to exceed one year. 
An Administration Fee of $25 is to be paid by all students registered 
in the Graduate School. I t is payable in installments of $ 12.50 at 
the beginning of each term. 
A MatriC1tlat1'on Fee of $10 is required of every student upon 
entrance into the University. It must be paid at the time of regis-
tration. 
An Infirmary Fee of $5 a term is required of all students (except 
those registered in the Medical College in New York City) at the 
beginning of each term. For a statement of the privileges given in 
return for this fee, see the General Circular of lnfomlation. 
A Graduation Fee of $20 is required, at least ten days before the 
degree is to be conferred, of every candidate for an advanced degree. 
The fee will be returned if the degree is not conferred. 
Laboratory Fees. Every person taking laboratory work or courses 
in which a fee is charged must pay to the Treasurer of the University 
the required fee or the required deposit for the materials et cetera t hat 
are to be used in the work. 
Fees jar the Summer Session. Students of the University Summer 
Session, the Summer School in Agriculture, and the Summer School 
of Biology who have been admitted to candidacy for an advanced 
degree are required to pay the regular tuition fee of the session, S50, 
but are exempt from tuition and administration fees in the Graduate 
School. On registering for the first time as a candidate, a student 
who has not previously matriculated in Cornell University will be 
matriculated without payment of the usual matriculation fee on pre-
senting a certificate that he has paid the tuition charges for the current 
Summer Session. Students registering in the Graduate School who 
have been excused from tuition in the Summer School in Agriculture 
as residents of New York State are charged, on their first registration 
in the Graduate School, a matriculation fee of $ 10 and for each session 
an administration fee of $6.25. 
Personal Direction. Students carrying on studies during the sum-
mer as candidates for advanced degrees under Personal Direction are 
required to register with the Registrar as well as in the Graduate 
School and to gay an administration fee of $10. No administration 
fee is required of persons who have been regularly appointed mem-
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bers of the instructing staff during the preceding academic year and 
who have during that year paid the full administration fee . 
Tuition and other fees become due when the student registers. The University 
allows twenty days of grace after the last registration day of each term. The 
last dar of grace is generally printed on the registration coupon which the student 
is requIred to present at the Treasurer's office. Any student who fails to pay his 
t uition charges, other fees, and other indebtedness to the University, or who, if 
entitled to free tuition, fails to claim it at the Treasurer's office and to pay his 
fees and other indebtedness, within the prescribed period of grace, is thereby 
dropped from the University unless the Treasurer has granted him an extension 
of time to complete payment. For the conditions and tenns of any such exten-
sion, see the General Circular of Infonnation. 
Students registering at any time during the last ten weeks of either the first 
or the second tenn are required to pay tuition at the rate of ten per cent of tbe 
regular tuition of the tenn for each week or fraction of a week between the day 
of registration and the last examination day of the tenn. Students registering 
at any time during the last four weeks in the short summer courses are required 
to pay tuition at the rate of twenty-five per cent of the tenn's tuition for each 
week or fraction of a week between the day of registration and the last examination 
day of the tenn. 
A tuition fee or other fee may be changed by the Trustees at any time without 
previous notice. 
FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS, PRIZES 
H ONORARY FELLOWSHIPS 
Holders of the Doctor's degree or other persons of recognized 
standing as scholars who wish to continue work in a field in which 
they have already achieved distinction may, in the discretion of the 
Faculty, be appointed to honorary fellowships . These fellowships 
cover all fees except laboratory charges. Actual residence at the 
University and regular registration in the Graduate School are re-
quired of appointees. 
FELLOWSHIPS 
The following twenty-five fellowships are annually offered in the 
Graduate School: 
I. The Cornell Fellowship in En~lish. 
2. The McGraw Fellowship in CIVil Engineering. 
3. The Sage Fello"\\'Ship in Chemistry. 
4· The Schuyler Fellowship in Animal Biology. 
5· The Sibley ~ell0Y:'5hip in Mec~an.ical and Electrical Engineering. 
6. The GoldWln SmIth FellowshIp In Botany, Geology, or PhySical Geog-
raphy. 
7· The President White Fellowship in Physics. 
8. The Erastus Brooks Fellowship in .Mathematics. 
9· The University Fellowship in Architecture. 
10. The University Fellowship in Romance Languages. 
II . The University Fellowship in German. 
12. The University Fellowship in Agriculture. 
13· The Charles Bull Earle Memorial Fellowship in Mechanical and Electri-
cal En~ineering. 
14· The PresIdent White Fellowship in Modem History. 
IS· The President White Fellowship in Political and Social Science. 
16,17. The Susan Linn Sage Fello"\\'Ships in Philosophy. 
FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSH IPS, PRIZES 
18. The Susan Linn Sage Fellowship in Psychology. 
19.20. The Fellowshjps !n Political Economy. 
2 1,22. The Fellowships In Greek and Latin. 
23. The Fellowship in American History. 
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24· The Edgar j. Meyer Memorial Fellowship in Engineering Research. 
25· The 9eorge C. Boldt Fellowship in History. 
T,he President While Fellowships m Modem History and in Political and 
~Science have an annual value of 5Sooeach ; the George C. Boldt Fellowship 
In HIstory has an annual value of ",000: the othen; have an annual value of 
$400 each. All Fellows are also exempt from tuition. It is possible tha t , during 
the year 1925--:26, some modifications may be made in the list of fellowships and 
graduate scholarships and in certain cases the stipends attaching to them may be 
considerably increased. In cases where any such change is made applicants will 
be intonned by colTcspondence. 
The President White Fellowships in History and Political Science may, in the 
discretion of the Faculty of the Graduate School, be made traveling fellowships. 
The holden; of these fellowships are by the terms of the gift called upon to be in 
attendance for a certain period each day in the President White Library, where 
they will naturally do a large part of their study. In the case of a student of very 
exceptional ability and promise in the fields of either of these fellowships, the two 
!ellowships may, in the discretion of the Faculty, be combined for a single year 
Into one. 
S PECIAL TEMPORARY FELLOWSHIPS 
In addition to the fellowships enumerated above, the income of 
the Susan Phelps Gage Fund for research in physics may, by the 
decision of the professors in the Department of Physics, be devoted 
to the support of fellowships in Physics. At the present time the 
following special fellowships are also awarded by the Faculty of the 
Graduate School : The Hennan Frasch Fellowship, which provides 
for two Fellows; the Crasselli Fellowship in Chemistry, supported by 
the Grasselli Chemical Company of Cleveland, Ohio; the Gypsum 
Industries Association Fellowships; the Du Pont FcllO\vships, sup. 
ported by E. L du Pont de Nemours and Company; the Palmolive 
Fellowship in Chemistry; the Williamson Co-operative Vegetable 
Association Fellowship; the International Milk Dealers' Association 
Fellowship; the National Canners' Association Fellowship in Chemis-
try ; the Western New York Fanns Corporation Fellowship; the 
Union Sulphur Company Fellowship; and the Bayer Fellowsh ip in 
Plant Pathology. I t is impossible at the present time to announce 
these fellowships as annually awarded to applicants. Infonnation 
in regard to them may at any time be obtained by correspondence 
with the respective departments. 
GRADUAT E SCHOLARSHIPS 
The fonowing eigh teen graduate scholarships are offered annually 
in the Graduate School. 
1-5. The Susan Linn Sage Graduate Scholarships in Philosophy. 
6. The Susan Linn Sage Graduate Scholan;hip in Psychology. 
7. The Graduate Scholarship in Mathematics. 
8. The Graduate Scholarship in Chemistry. 
9. The Graduate Scholarship in Physics. 
10. The Graduate Scholarship in Civil Engineering. 
II . The Graduate Scholarship in Latin and Greek. 
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J:l. The Graduate Scholarship in Archaeology and Comparative Philology. 
13. The Graduate Scholarship in Animal Biology. 
14. The Graduate Scholarsh!p in Botany, Geology, or Physical Geography. 
15. The Graduate Scholarship in English. 
16. The Graduate Scholarship in History. 
17. The Graduate Scholarship in Architecture. 
18. The Graduate Scholarship in Veterinary Medicine. 
The graduate scholarships, with the exception of the Scholarship in Architec_ 
ture, have an annual value of Szoo each. Holders of graduate scholarships are 
also exempt from tuition. The Graduate Scholarship in Architecture grants only 
free tuition. 
On the recommendation of the Faculty of the Graduate School a fellowship 
may be divided for a single year into two graduate scholarships, the value of each 
to be one-half of the divided fellowship. But no fellowship may be thus divided 
oftener than once in two years. 
AWARD AND TENURE 
Appointments to fellowships and scholarships for the ensuing 
year are made by the faculty, upon recommendation of the profes-
sors concerned, on April J of each year. 
Official forms for making application for fellowships and graduate 
scholarships may be obtained from the Dean of the Graduate School. 
All applications should be filed in the office of the Dean on or before 
M arch J 5 of the academic year preceding the one for which applica. 
tion is made. Before this application is filed, the applicant should 
have convinced himself by correspondence that he is eligible for ad· 
mission to the Graduate School of this University in full standing, 
since appointments are given only to those who are eligible for admis. 
sian to candidacy for an advanced degree. 
All other information, papers, and testimonials should be sub-
mitted on or before March IS to the department in which the appli-
Cant desires to cany on the principal part of his work. Applicants are 
advised to submit any published or unpublished papers or reports 
showing the result of their study or research which might serve to 
indicate the extent of their knowledge of the subject, their command 
of the methods and tools of research, and their capacity generally 
for clear written expression . Candidates who are graduates of other 
colleges or universities should submit recommendations from the 
instructors best acquainted with their ability and attainments. It 
should be borne in mind that information cannot be too exact or 
detailed in the case of students not personally known to the appointing 
body. 
The term of each fellowship and graduate scholarship is one year, 
but the term may under exceptional circumstances be extended to 
two years. 
Students holding fellowships or graduate scholarships are not 
free to accept other appointments, but will be expected to devote 
their time uninterruptedly to the prosecution of their studies. 
All persons elected to fellowships and graduate scholarships are 
required. upon accepting their appointments, to file a bond, that in 
case of their resignation before the expiration of the time for which 
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they were appointed, they will repay to the University any sums 
that they may have received. The bond must be for the value of the 
fellowship or the scholarship and must have two sureties approved by 
the Treasurer of the University. Attention is called to the ruling of 
the ~~ste~ of the University that members of the Instructing and 
AdmmIstr?-tIve. Staff are not eligible as sureties on the bonds required 
by the UmversIty from holders of Fellowships and Graduate Scholar· 
ships. 
The moneys due on fellowships and graduate scholarships are 
paId at the office of the Treasurer of the University in six equal pay· 
ments on October IS, December I, January IS, February IS , April 
I, and June 1. 
THE GRAOUATE PRIZE IN PHILOSOPHY 
The Graduate Prize in Philosophy has an annual value of about 
twenty-five dollars, and is open for competition to all students 
registered in the Graduate School of Cornell University. 
The prize will be awarded to the graduate student who submits the best paper 
embodying the results of research in the field ofthilosophy. To be acceptable, 
the paper must show independent scholarship an research in dealing with philo_ 
sophical ideas. The subject of the paper may be either historical or critical and 
constructive in character. It may be concerned either with problems of pure 
philosol?hy or with the philosophical bearing of the concepts and methods em-
ployed III mathematics or in any of the natural or humanistic sciences. 
Papers submitted in competition must be deposited in the office of the Dean 
of the Graduate School on or before the first of May. Each paper is to be type_ 
written, and must bear a fictitious signature and be accompanied by the name of 
the writer in a sealed envelope. 
The prize will be awarded by a committee appointed by the President of the 
University. A copy of the successful paper is to be deposited in the University 
Library by the Dean of the Graduate School. 
THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
W ILLARD A USTEN, Librarian; E. R. B. WILLIS, A ssistant Librarian; 
G. L. BURR, LibrariGlI Emeritus of the President White Library; 
HALLOOR HERMANNSSON, Curator of the I celandic CollectiOtt; 
G. L. H AMILTON, Curator of the Dante and Petrarch Collectitms; 
E. E. WILLEVER. Libran"a,~ of tlte Law Library; W. W. ELLIS, 
Librarian oj the Agricultural College Library. 
The University Libraries comprise the General Library of the 
University, the Seminary Libraries in the General Library Building, 
the Architectural Library. the Chemical Library, the Sibley Engineer-
ing Library, the Civil Engineering Library. the Law Library, the 
F lower Veterinary Library, the Barnes Hall Library, the Goldwin 
Smith Hall Library, the Van Cleef Memorial Medical Library, the 
Library of the New York State College of Agriculture, and the 
Library of the New York State Agricultural Experiment Station at 
Geneva. The total number of bound volumes in them is now over 
seven hundred and fifty thousand. The number of periodicals, trans-
actions, and other serials. currently received, is over two thousand, 
and of most of these complete sets are on the shelves. 
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Among the more important special collections in the General 
Library are : 
THE ANTHON LIIIRARY of nearly seven thousand volumes, comprising works in 
classical languages a~d literatures, besides history and general literature. 
T HE Bopp LIBRARY of about twenty-five hundred volumes, relating to the Ori-
ental languages a~d literatures, and comparative philology, being the collection 
made by Professor Franz Bopp of the University of Berlin. 
THE GOLDWIN SMITH LIBRARY, of thirty·five hundred volumes, comprising chiefly 
historical works and editions of the English and ancient classics presented to 
the University in 1869 by th~ late !,rof~or Goldwin Smith, and increased 
during later years by the contmued hberallty of the donor. 
THE WHlTE ARCHITECTURAL LUlRAR\', a collection of over twelve hundred vol-
umes relating to arclJitecture and kindred branches of seience, given by the 
late President White, which is being added to from year to year. 
THe KELLY MATHEMATICAL LIBRARY, comprising eighteen hundred volumes and 
seven hundred tracts, presented by the late William Kelly, of Rhinebeck. 
TilE SPARKS LIBRARY, being the library of Jared Sparks, sometime President of 
Harvard University, consisting of upward of five thousand volumes and four 
thousand pamphlets, relating chiefly to the history of America. 
Til E MAY COLLECTiON, relating to the history of slavery and anti-slavery, the 
nucleus of which was fonned by the gift of the library of the late Rev. Samuel 
J. May of Syracuse. 
THE ScHUYLER COLLECTION of folk-lore, Russian history, and Russian literature, 
presented by the late Eugene Schuyler in 1884. 
THe PRESIDENT WHlTE HISTOIUCAL LIBRARY, the gift of the late President 
White, received in . 891, and since largely added to by gift and purchase, 
espedally rich in the primary sources of history. containing notable collections 
on the period of the Refonnation , on the English and French RevolutiOns, on 
the American Civil War, and on the history of superstition. 
THE SPINOZA COLLECTION. numbering four hundred and fifty volumes presented 
in 1&}4, by the late President White. 
Four remarkably rich collections given by the late Willard Fiske, comprising the 
DANTE COLLECTION, containing over eight thousand volumes, the PETRARca 
COLLECTION, containing about four thousand volumes, the RHAETO-ROMANIC 
COLLECTION, containing about thirteen hundred volumes, and the ICELANDIC 
CoLLECTION, containing over fifteen thousand volumes. 
THE ZARNCKE. LI BRARY, containing about thirteen thousand volumes and pam-
phlets, especially rich in Gennanic philology and li terature, purchased and 
presented in 1893 by William H. Sage. 
TilE HERBERT H . SMITH COLLECTION of books relating to South America, pur-
chased in 181}6. 
A valuable collection of books on French and Italian Society in the 16th and 17th 
centuries, presented by Professor T. F. Crane in 18<)6. 
THE FLOWER VETERINARY LIBRARY, the gift of Roswell P. Flower to Cornell 
University, for the use of the State Veterinary College, in 1897. 
THE EISENLOllR LIBRARY. containing about one thousand volumes on Egyptology 
and Assyriology purchased and presented in 1902 by A. Abraham. 
THE BAYA RD TAYLOR correspondence and journals and his collection of Goethe 
literature, presented to the Library, in 190:;, by Mrs. Marie Taylor. 
THE ANGLO-SAXON COLLECTION and the CoWPER COLLECTION fonned by the 
late Professor Hiram Corson, bequeathed to the Library, and received in 1911. 
TaE E NGLISH COLLECTION presented by Professor J. M . Hart in 1914. 
THE GUITEAU INSURANCE LIBRARY, purchased in 1916. 
TaE 9 HARLES WILLl A)!. WASON COLLECTION of books dealin? with China and the 
Chmese, bequeathed to the University by C. W. Wason, 76, in 1918. 
TaE JAMES VERNER SCA ifE COLLECTION dealing with the Civil War in the 
Ufllted States, given by J. V. Scaife. '89, in 1919. 
TaE B!>,I.N~RD~. SINN CoLLECTION of naval biography and history, given by B. 
A. Smn, 97, In 1919. 
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TSE ROLLiN A. HARRIS COLLECTION of mathematical books given for the use of 
the Department of Mathematics by Mrs. R. A. Harris. 
ToE EMIl. KUICHLiNG COLLECTION of works dealing with sanitary science given 
for the use of the Engineering College by Mrs. Kuichling. 
THE LAW LIBRARy of forty-seven thousand volumes containing an unusually 
complete collectIOn of American, English, and Colonial reports with comple-
ment of textbooks and statutes, and complete sets of all leading periodicals in 
English. 
THE BENNO LoEWY COLL£CTION of books in general literature, law, free-masonry , 
Shakespeariana and dramatic literature, autographs and portraits. 
These collections and others such as these, making possible an 
exhaustive study of certain fields, are of the greatest service in research 
work. A similar purpose is served by the seminary rooms of the Uni-
versity Library. Thus, for the study of English, of the classical 
languages, of the Gennanic and Romance languages, of philosophy, 
of politics and economics, of American and of European history. there 
have been provided in the library building seven of these research 
rooms, each equipped with a carefully chosen body of reference books, 
to which advanced students in these fields have access. In connection 
with the scientific and technical laboratories similar collections have 
been fonned and well supplied with reference books, standard works, 
and sets of periodicals, conveniently arranged for study and research. 
Cards of admission to the shelves in the stackrooms and to the 
White Historical Library will be issued to graduate students for the 
purpose of consultation and research. The privilege of taking books 
for home use is granted to all students who comply with the library 
regulations. 
LECTURES IN BIBLIOGRAPHY. As a part of the work of the General 
Library, Mr. Willis, assistant librarian in charge of the readers 
division, offers a series of infonnal talks to graduate students in the 
second tenn on the resources and facilities of the Library and on the 
employment as aids to research of the general bibliographical helps. 
FIELDS OF I NSTRUCTION 
In the following pages are outlined the opportunities for graduate study in the 
various subjects taught in the University. The subjects a re grouped in broad 
fields. An asterisk (*) preceding the title of a special field of study indicates that 
this is a field which may be chosen as a Major Of Minor Subject. Under each 
subject theTe is usually given a statement of ( I ) the special facilities and en-
couragements for work in that subject, (2) the general p rerequisites for advanced 
work in the subject, (3) courses of instruction for graduates and undergraduates 
or primarily for graduates, and opportunities offered for the direction of individual 
investigation in the subject. ..
More detailed information concerning anyone of these VariOUS courses (tIme 
and place of meeting, and in the case of a few courses given in a lternate years 
whether or not offered in 1925-26, etc.) will be found in the separate announce-
ment of the college in which the particular course is given. The latest edition of 
any of these special announcements of the several colleges may be obtained by 
application to the Secretary of the UniveI'Sity. 
THE FINE ARTS 
A RCHITECTURE 
Pro!ts50rs F. H . BOSWOIlTB. C. A. MAIlTlN, O. M. BIlAUNEIl, A. C. PHELPS, 
GEO II.GE YOUNG, jr. , CHII.ISTIAN MIOJO, L. P. BURNHAJ,I , G. R. CHAMBERLAIN, 
W. K. STONE, H. E. BAXTER, and GEORGE FRASER. 
Graduate work is offered in architectumi design, in the history of architecture, 
in painting and sculpture, in advanced construction, and in drawing, paint ing, 
modeling, and deooration. 
Candidates for the degree of Master of Architecture must bave had preliminary 
training in the subjects elected for graduate work equivalent to that required in 
like subjects in this UniveI'Sity for the degree of Bachelor of Architecture. Archi-
tectural Desi~ , History of Architecture, and Architectural Construction are 
offered as major subjects for the Master's degree ; Landscape Design; Drawing, 
Painting, Modeling, and approved courses in other departments of the University 
may be elected as minor subjects. 
The facilities for graduate work in a rchitecture are excellent. Large, well 
lighted drafting-rooms and studios are provided and a special architectural li-
brary, comprising several thousand books, photographs, lantern slides, and num-
erous original drawings, is situated in White Hall where it is easily accessible to 
the student. 
Instruction is given by means of lectures, seminary discussions, and especially 
by direct personal critiCIsm and advice. 
· ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN. Professors BOSWORTH and BURNHAM. 
· HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. Professor PHELPS. 
· ARCHITECTURAL CONSTRUCTION. Professors l\1ARTIN, YOUNG, and BAXTER. 
·DRAWING AND PAINTING. Professors BRAUNER, MID]O, CHAMBERLAIN, and 
STONE. 
· MODELI NG. Professor MloJo. 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Professors E. GORTON DAVIS, R. W. CURTIS, E. D. MONTILlON, and EDWARD 
LAWSON, and the Faculty of Architecture. 
Graduate work is offered in landscape design . in history of landscape architec-
ture, and the usc of plants in design. 
Candidates for the degree of Master in Landscape Architecture must have had 
preliminary training in the subjects elected for graduate work equivalent to that 
required in like subjects in this University for the degree of Bachelor of Landscape 
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Architecture. Landscape Design, the History of Landscape Architecture and P1a~ting are ~ffered.as major subjects. for the Master's degree ; Archite~tural 
Design, Drav.1ng., Pal~ting, and Modeling, and approved courses in other depart-
!"'1ents of the Umv:erslty n:ay be elected as minor subjects. A general seminary 
In landscape Architecture IS offered by Professor Davis 
-LANDSCAPE DESIGN. P rofessors DAVIS, MONTlLLO;, and LAWSON. 
- PLANTI NG DESIG N. P rofessor CURTIS. 
-HISTORY OF LA NDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE. Professor D AVIS. 
·M uSIC 
Professor OITO KINKEL DEY . 
Graduate work . in music . will lay special .emphasis upon the musicological 
aspect of the subject, that IS, upon the al;lphcation of the methods of modem 
philological, philosophical, historical, and literary scholarship and research to the 
whole field of musical art in all its phases and ramifications, and its interrelation 
with science, literature, and the other a rts . 
. ~ k:oowledge of musi~l ~heory ,!-~d form , not necessarily a romposer 's ability, 
IS mdlspensable ; also a hmlted ability to play the piano. A reading knowledge 
of one or more of the important modem languages (French, German, Italian) is 
highly desirable. 
Work in the field may be chosen as a major subject or a minor for the Master 's 
degree and as a minor for the Doctor 's degree. 
Fo r Graduates and Umkrgradl.ates 
THE HISTORY OF MUSIC. A complete survey of the evolution of the art of 
music, with particular reference to questions of style and to the place of music in 
the artistic and social life of nations. First term , the music of primitive nations, 
of antiquity, and of the Middle Ages. Second term, from the Sixteenth century 
to the present day. 
THE OPERA: ITS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT; ITS PLACE IN NODERN MUSICAL 
ART. First term. 
T HE ROMANTIC ScliOOL. The influence of romanticism upon music, particularly 
in France and Germany. Berlio:.. and Chopin; Schwnalm, Mendelssohn, and 
Wagner. Second term. 
Primarily for Graduate.! 
SENINARY IN MUSICOLOGY. The work is intended to acquaint the student 
wi th the accomplishment of the past and with modem aims and methods in the 
field of musiro!ogy, and to afford him some practice in independent musical re-
search and study. Special topics, or fields of study, such as musical folklore; 
primitive music ; theories of hearing; ronsonance and dissonance; developments 
111 modern harmony ; the development of musical instruments; the evolution of 
pianoforte music; the Lied; Italian opera in the nineteenth century. and the like 
will be selected for each tenn after consultation wi th the class. 
LA NGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
·SEM ITIC L ANGUAGES AND L ITERATURES 
Professor NATHAN IEL ScHM IDT. 
Special facilities (or advanced ... -ork in these subjects are : (I ) a col!ection of 
several hundred squee:o;es of inscriptions found in Syria and Arabia Pet raea, 
chiefly in Arabic, Hebrew, Syriac, Assyrian, Nabataean, and Greek; tz) squ~s 
of Old Egyptian , Coptic. and Hit tite inscriptions ; (3) a rolleetion of several thou-
sand photographs taken in Syria and Arabia Petraea and slides taken from these 
photographs; (4) reproductions of inscriptions and objects of art in the M useum 
of Casts; (5) a valuable coll~ction ?f Arabic, H!!brew, 5an?-aritan , Ethi?pic, a.nd 
Coptic manuscrip ts secured 111 SyrIa; (6) the EI5enlohr LIbrary, espeC1ally nch 
in Egyptology; (7) the Fiske collection of Arabic books; (8) a growing collection 
of Egyptian antiqui ties. . . . 
To the candidate for an advanced degree. opportuOlt!CS are offcred of studymg 
every Semitic language and dialect, and also Sumerian, Old Egyptian, and Copt ic. 
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The student may, if he so chooses, specialize in Semitic literature or in Oriental 
history. A candidate for the Master's degree or the Doctor 's degree, with Semitic 
languages as a major subject,. must have had a year o.f eietll:entary ~ebrew or 
Arabic' and a candidate for either of these degrees, with Oriental history as a 
major ~ubject, must have had one year of ancient history and one year either of 
the history of Asia or the history of Africa before entering upon the graduate 
oo=<. 
ADVANCED H eBREW. NEo-HEBRAIC. ETB10PIC. ASSYRIAN. SUMERIAN. 
ARAMAIC (Man?aic, Bab}'ionian Talmudic, Syriac, Nabata.ean, Palmy~ne. 
Galilean, Sarnantan, and J udean). ARABIC (Sabaean and Mmaean, Classical, 
Modem). EGYPTIAN. CoPTIC. CoWPARATIVE SEMITIC PHILOLOGY. SEMITIC 
EPIGRAPHY (in Semitic Seminary). HEBREW L ITERATURE (in Semitic Seminary). 
See also ORIENTAL HISTORY. 
THE CLASSICS 
Profusors H. C. ELMER, C. L. DURHAM, E . P. ANDREWS, H. L. JONES, J. F. 
MOUNTFORD, and HARRY CAPLAN. 
Admission to graduate study in a subject included in the group of the Classics, 
except in archaeology, asswnes a knowledge of the field selected equivalent in 
general to that expected of a student who has pursued the subject concerned 
throughout four years of undergraduate study in a college of recognized standing. 
Graduate work in the Classics is conducted in the main by the seminary sys-
tem, the object of which is training in the methods, the principles, and tbe per. 
formance of independent research and criticism, and the work IS therefore as far 
as possible ~ut into the hands of the students themselves. Subjects other than 
those investigated in one of the seminaries of the year are ordinarily presented by 
COUI"SeS of lectures. 
T wo seminary rooms in the Library BuiJdinit are reserved for the exclusive use 
of graduate students in the Classics. In addition to the various complete sets of 
philological and of archaeological journals and standard works of reference in 
these rooms, the general University Library is at the disposal of the graduate 
students: stack peonits are available when required, and special collections of 
books can be transferred from the general library to the seminary rooms when 
needed. 
Two fellowships in Greek and Latin; a scholarship in Greek and Latin: and 
a scholarship in Archaeology and Comparative Philology are awarded annually. 
The Charles Edwin Bennett Fund for Research in the Classical Languages 
yields an annual income of three hundred dollars which may be used each year in 
the way best suited to promote the object for which the fund was established. 
·GREEK 
Primarily for Undergraduates 
HERODOTUS; DRAMATIC POETRY: LYSIAS: DEYOSTBENES; L YRIC POETRY: 
THUCYDIDES; T HE NEW TESTAMENT. 
HOMER'S ILIAD OR ODYSSEY. Assistant Professor CA PLAN. 
AOVANCED GREEK CO)!POSITiON. Professor JONES. 
THE MYTHS OF TH£ EpIC CYCLE. Professor JONES. 
THE ODES OF P INOAR. Professor JONES. 
Primarily for Graduates 
GREEK SJ;;IoI INARY. Professor JONES. Lysias : the rise aod development of 
G~k Ory<tory; Athenian le~al procedure; a reading of all the extaot speeches of 
LySlas With a study of speCial textual problems; or Greek Historical Geography; 
the geography of Homer in the Odyssey, a study based on Strabo's Geography and 
Berard's Les PhtnicUns el L'Odyss~e : also special problems connected with the 
text of Strabo. 
GREEK SEldi NARY. Professor MOUNTfORD. The works of Aeschylus: their 
literary value and relation to the history of Greek tragedy: textual and met· 
rical problems of the Oresteia. 
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ANCIENT MUSIc. Professor MOUNTFORD. The discovery, elucidation, and 
assessing of evidence. 
See also PLATO'S REPUBLIC (under PHILOSOPHy), INDO-EuROPEAN PHlL-
OLOGY and PALAEOGRAPHY AND THE PRINCIPLES OF TEXTUAL CRITICISM (under 
LATIN), and METHOOS OF LITERARY AND LINGUISTIC STUDY (under ENGLISH). 
·LATIN 
PrimariJy for Gradualt~ 
LATIN SEMIN ARY. Professor ELMER. The textual, exegetical, and historical 
study of the works of Virgil and their influence in medieval and modem times. 
LATIN SEM1 NAR:Y. Professor DURHAM. The MS tradition of Cicero's orator-
ical works; Plautus; Cicero's Orator and the Doctrine of Prose Rhythm ; prob-
lems in Latin pronunciation and versification ; Of Catullus and A!exandrianism. 
LATIN SEMI NARY. Professor MOUNTFORD. The works of Horace: their literary 
and historical significance with the textual and metrical problems presented. 
INDO-EuROPEAN PHILOLOGy. Professor DURHAM. Phonetics; the principles, 
methods, and results of the comparative philology of the Indo-European family 
of languages. 
HISTORICAL LATIN SyNTAX. Professor ELMER. With special reference to the 
moods and tenses of the Latin verb. 
LATIN WRITING. Professor ELMER . 
VULGAR LATIN. Professor DURHAM. The sounds, flexions, and syntax of 
infonnal Latin: the extension and the characteristics of the spoken language 
under the Empire. Primarily for students of Latin who are interested also in the 
history of the Romance languages. 
PALAEOGRAPtfY AND THE PR:INCIPLES O~· TEXTUAL CRITICISM. Professor 
MOUNTFORD. Study of the development and varieties of scripts with applica-
tions to the texts of standard authors. 
LATiN GLOSSOGRAPH\,. Professor MOUNTFORD. Analysis of glossaries and 
the sifting of fragments of ancient lore. 
LATIN EPIGRAPIIY. Professor DURHAM. The earlier republican and the later 
imperial inscriptions (including Christian inscriptions) wiH be studied primarily 
for their lingwstic value; the late republican inscriptions and those of the early 
Empire will be considered more particularly with reference to their historical 
content. 
SOUNDS AND FLEXIONS OF LATIN; THE ITALIC DIALECTS. Professor DURHAM. 
The sounds and Hexions of Latin from the earliest period down to the time of 
Augustus; the Oscan and Umbrian dialects. 
ROM AN ANTIQUITIES. Professor DURHAM. The topography and architectural 
remains of ancient Rome; R oman private life. 
GR££K A!oID ROMAN RHETORIC. Assistant Professor CAPLAN. 
·GREEK ART AND ANTIQUITIES 
Professor E. P. ANnREws. 
the Museum of Casts furnishes abundant material for the study of Greek 
sculpture and for most branches of Greek archaeology. Several hundred squeezes 
bring tbe most important Greek inscriptions within reach for independent work 
in Greek epigraphy. . . .. 
GREEK E PIGRAPHY, in Serflinary. The Greek alphabets and 1llustratlve in-
scriptions, working chiefly from squeezes. . .. . . 
GREE K ARCHAEOLOGY, in Seminary. The pre-hellemc CIVIlization; Greek 
vases, coins, terracottas, gems, metal-wor~, painting, architecture. 
HISTORY OF GREEK ScULPTURE, in Seminary. 
MODERN GREEK 'WRITTEN AND COLL.OQUIAL. 
PAUSANIAS, AND'THE TOPOGRAPHY OF GREECE, with especial reference to 
Athens. 
"ENGLISH L ANGUAGE AND L ITERATURE 
P,ofessors M. W. S,l.loIPSON, WILLIAM STRUNK, JR., LANE COOPER, F. C. PRES-
COTT, C. S. NORTHUP, ]. Q. AOAMS, B. S. MONROE, L. N. BROUGHTON, F. ?·L 
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SMITH,]. W. HEBEL, and F. E. FISKE; DoctQr W. H. FRENCH. .. 
Amon~ the books available to the student are complete sets of the pubhC!l-bons 
of the Early English Text, Chaucer, Scottish Text, Percy, Enghsh D!al~, 
Shakespeare, New Shakspcre, Spenser. Philological, Malone. and ot.her socie_ 
ties: of the Arber, Bullen. Grosart, and Farmer reprints; and of all the Important 
periodicals dealing v.ith the English language and literature# Most of th.e .Amer_ 
lcan and foreign dissertations on English subjects, standard and other editions of 
individual authors, English and American, and several special collections are 
also in the Library, which is exceptionally rich in the field of Old and Middle 
English, and in the Elizabethan and Victorian periods.. The Hart Mem~rial 
Library, founded by the late Professor J . M. J:Iar:t, con~lns valua:ble co.uectlons 
in the bibliography of English philology. ThiS library, In GoldWin Smith Hall, 
is for the use of graduate students and members of the Faculty. The Department 
has also a seminary room in the University Library. A fellowship and a scholar-
ship are annually awarded. The CorneU SluJies in .English, a serie~ of ~onographs 
issued by the Department, affords some opportunIty for the pubhcatlon of work 
accomplished by graduates as weU as by members of the staff. Nine volumes 
have ap~ared. 
Candidates for an advanced degree may take their major subl'ect in literature 
or in language. In general, thirty·six hours (i.e., three full years of college Eng_ 
lish are required before a student may enter upon candidacy for an advanced 
degree. Work in philosophy, history, and languages, ancient and modem, may, 
at the discretion of the candidate's special committee, be counted against a short. 
age in unde~raduate English. Training in the Greek and Latin literatures is 
especially desIrable as preparation for graduate work in English. All candidates 
must have a reasonable familiarity with Old and Middle English; must have a 
general knowledge of English literature and English history; and must accom_ 
plish satisfactory work in research. Candidates for the Master's degree must 
have sufficient knowledge of French or Gennan to make use of scholarly work in 
one of those languages, and candidates fOf the Doctor's degree must have a similar 
knowledge of both French and Gennan, and a reading knowledge of Latin. 
For Graduates and Undergraduates 
HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Professor STRUNK. Lectures on English 
literature from the fourteenth century to the present, ",ith reading and reports. 
CUAUCER. Professor STRUNK. First term: preliminary study of Chaucer's 
life and times; reading in the shorter poems. Second tenn: the Can-
tnbury Tales. 
SHAKESPEARE. Professor STRUNK. First tenn: the comedies; second term: 
the tragedies. 
EIGIITEENTH CENTURY PROSE. Assistant Professor BROUGHTON. Defoe, 
Swift, Addison, Steele, Johnson, Goldsmith. and Burke. 
THE E~GLlSH DRA~A. ~o 1~42. Professor ADAMS. First term: the origin orthe 
drama: miracles; morahtles; mterludes; the first regular comedies and tragedies. 
Second term: the predecessors, contemporaries, and successors of Shakespeare. 
SHAKESPEARE. Professor ADAMS. The chief plays of Shakespeare studied 
with reference to dramatic technique. ' 
MODERN NOVELISTS. Professor SAMPSON. A study of some of the representa-
tive works of Meredith, Hardy, Henry James. and Conrad. 
AMER ICAN LITERATURE. Professor PRESCOTT. American literature of the 
Colonial and Revolutionary .periods; the growth of literary .independence: Irving, 
Bryant, and Cooper. Amencan prose and poetry of the nmeteenth century . 
. BYI!-ON ~N~ SUELLEY. Professor PRESCOTT. In 1925-26: A study of Shelley's 
life, hiS pnnClpal works, and his influence. 
'p:",STORAL POETRY. Assistant Professor BROUGHTON. A study of the sources, 
ongm, and development of the appreciation of rustic life and landscape in English 
poetry. Among the authors considered are Theocritus, Virgil. Spenser Shake-
speare, F letcher.Jonson,Milton, Pope, Thomson, Collins, Bums. and Wordsworth. 
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY POETRY. Assistant Professor HEBEL. A study of the 
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chief poets of the first half of the seventeenth century, including Jonson, Donne, 
H erbert, Herrick, Vaughan, and Marvell. 
VICT~RIAN LITERATUR!l .. Professor NORTH UP. Lectures on the chief literary 
tendenCIes.and charactenstlcs of the period; studies of the leading poets and the 
greater wnters of prose . 
. OLD ENGl:ISH. Assistant Professor MONROE:. Old English grammar. Read-
mg of seJec~lOns from the Old English Chroni.(k, King Alfred, Aelfric, and other 
representative prose texts, and of the simpler poetry. Some study of M iddle 
English will be included in the second term. 
OLD AND. MIDDLE ENGLISH. Professor COOPER. A study of the foundation!> 
of the Enghsh lang;uage and literature, with emphasis upon literary aspects so far 
as a proper acquiSition of linguistic knowledge shall permit. 
THE ARTHURIAN LEGENDS. Professor NORTH UP. 
DRAWATIC STRUCTURE. Professor SAMPSON. A study of the principles of 
dramatic construction, based upon Greek, Elizabethan, classical French drama, 
and modem drama. 
TEACHERS' COURSE. Professor NORTHUP. Lectures, readings, and confer-
ences on the teaching of English in the secondary schools. 
Primar"y jor Graduates 
OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE. Assistant Professor MONROE. Reading of selected 
Old English works including Brow"lj or some of the Cyncwulfian poetry; studies 
in textual criticism and in style and metre; supplementary reading. 
DANTE IN ENGLISH. Professor Cool'ER. Reading for the sake of literary a nd 
historical perspective, followed by intensive study of select cantos from the Diuine 
Co medy. 
PRINCIPLES OF LITERARY CRITICISM. Professor COOPER. A study of the 
chief ancient and modem theories of poetry, as in the Poetics of Aristotle and 
the critical treatises of Sca.liger, Sidney, Jonson, Dryden, Lessing, and Shelley ; 
with constant reference to literary masterpieces. 
}'IETHODS OF LITERARY AND LINGUISTIC STUDY. Professor COOPER . Reading 
in 8oeckh's Encyklopddie, followed by a study of more recent treatises with special 
reference to the ancient classics and English. 
CHAUCER!AN SEM INARY. Professor CooPER. A survey of essential books and 
topics, systematic reading of Chaucer's works, and a detailed study of special 
problems: with a view to the practical development, in the student, of the method 
of English scholarship. 
ENGllSU LITERATURE 1500-1640. Professor ADAMS. A study of the non-
dramatic literature of England from the RenaiSSMlce to the Restoration, exclud· 
ing Milton. 
METUODS AND MATERIALS IN ELIZABETHAN RESEARCH. Professor ADAMS. A 
study of the more important works of reference used in research; a discussion of 
method in investigation; an e)lamination of specimens of the best recent Eliza-
bethan scholarship. 
WORDSWORTH AND HIS CoNTEMPORARIES. Assistant Professor BROUGHTON. 
A detailed study of the works of Wordsworth; their influence on contemporary 
English thought and literature; .and the .works of several of Wordswo!1-h s c:on-
temporaries. To each student WI ll be assigned some problem or field of tnvestlga-
tion. 
PASTOR},!, POETRY. Assistant Professor BROUGHTON. Studies in the criticism 
and bibliography of the subject, Elizabethan pastorals and foreign influences on 
the pastoral. 
EARLY MIDDLE ENGLISH. Assistant Professor MONROE. Textual and his-
t orical study of Layamon's Brut, with special reference to its connection with the 
Arthurian legend. 
MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERATURE. Professor NORTHUP. Studies of the greater 
writers of the period and of the influences which helped to mold their work. 
NINETEENTH CENTU RY FICTION. Professor NORTHUP. A seminary course; 
studies in the development of the novel from Scott to l.Ieredith. 
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AMERICAN LITERATURE. Professor PREscorr, The literary relations of Eng-
land and America. Provincial and national traits in American literature. 
THE DRAMA Professor SAMPSON. Middleton, and Beaumont and Fletcher. 
In addition to directing research bey.ond the l~mits ~f. the courses.liste<! abov~, 
the members of the instructing staff Will supervIse ongmal work, either m serm-
naries or by individual confcrences, in. the field,s here noted: 
The English Language; selected topICS. ASSistant Professor MONROE. 
Milton and Spenser. Assistant Profes&or HEBEL. 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century Literature. Professor ADAMS. 
The Comparative Study of Literature. Professor COOPER. 
English Philology. Professor STRUNK. 
Poetry . Professor SAMPSON. 
·RHETORIC AND P UBLIC SPEAKING 
Professors A. M. DRUMMOND, G. B. MUCHMORE, E. L. H UNT, H. A. 
WICHELNS, and HARRY CAPLAN. 
Candidates must present the equivalent of three years (i.e. twenty-four hours) 
of approved college work in public speaking before entering upon candidacy for 
an advanced degree. Work in English language or literature. phil0s;ophy. history, 
the political and social sciences, and psychology may be counted agamst a shortage 
of under;raduate public speaking. Proficiency in Eng~ish composition, in speak-
ing and m reading must be demonstrated to a oomnuttee from the department 
before admission to full candidacy for an advanced degree. All candidates must 
satisfy fundamental requirements in voice, speech training, and phonetics; must 
have a general knowledge of the literature and history of rhetoric and public 
address; and must do satisfactory work in research. 
Candidates for the Doctor's degree will be advised to make English language 
or literature one of their ullnor subjects. They must be able to make use of schol-
arly work in French and German. A working knowledge of Latin and Greek is 
desirable. It is expected that the candidate will so plan his work that he can 
devote his last year of preparation chiefly to the thesis. 
Candidates for the Master's degree will choose a minor subject in a field ap-
propriately allied to their special studies in publicspeaking. They will be expected 
to have a reading knowledge of French or German. 
The CorneU SllIdks in Rhetoric and Public Speaking will, from time to time, 
afford opportunities for publication by graduates as well as by members of the 
,taff. 
Further infonnation may be obtained from professors in the department. 
For Graduates and Underg raduates 
Argwnent and Debate; Persuasion and the Forms of Public Address; Ad· 
vanced Voice Training; Dramatic Interpretation. 
Primarily for GradWlles 
CLASSICAL RHETO~IC. Assistant Professor H UNT. 
HISTO~Y OF RHETORIC AND ELOQUENCE. Assistant Professor WICHELNS. 
GREEK AND ROMAN ORATORS. Assistant Professor CAPLAN. 
BRITISH ORATO~S. Assistant Professor MUCliMORE. A study including his-
torical, biographical, and critical background, of selected British speeches and 
addresses. 
AME~ICAN DEBATE. Assistant Professor HUNT. The study of argumentative 
method and the formation of public opinion in selected American legislative 
debates. 
PRINCIPLES OF RUETORIC. Assistant Professor WICHELNS. Modern views 
and applications of rhetorical theory. 
SPEECH TRAINING. Assistant Professor MUCIl/lIORE. Studies in phonetics, 
speech training, and the science fundamental to work with normal or defective 
speech. 
THEORIES OF DRAMATIC INTERPRETATION A:-OD PRESENTATION. Professor 
DRUMMOND. 
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PEDAGOGICAL PROBLEMS AND METHODS. Professor DRU),UIOND. 
S£lUNARY. Professor D lw MMoND ahd members of the staff. For the investi-
gation. of s~ial. subjects in the history, literatun:, theory, and pedagogy of 
rhetoric, pubhc diScourse, speech training, and dramatic interpretation. 
GERMANIC L ANGUAGES AND LITERAT URES 
-GERMAN 
P rofessors A. B. FAUST, A. W. BOESCHE, P. R. POPE, and A. L. ANDREWS. 
In the advanced courses in this subject the work is twofold literary and phil-
ological. The history of German literature from the earliest ~od to the present 
day is sketched in outline lecture courses with collateral reading. Special topics 
are selected for detailed study such as the epic and lyrical poetry of the Middle 
High German period, the literature of the Reformation, the classical period, the 
drama of the nineteenth century, and contemporary literature. The courses 
offered in philology include the study of Gothic, Old and Middle High Gennan, 
and Old Saxon. They a lso afford an introduction to the science of language and 
the principles of phonetics. 
The seminaries in German literature and philology aim to impart the principles 
and methods of investigation. A teachers' courne deals with classroom methods 
and theories of instruction in the modem languages. 
All the work in German is greatly facilitated by an exceptional library equip-
ment. The nucleus was formed by the acquisition of the Zarncke library, one 
of the largest collections of rare books for the study of German literature and 
philology ever brought to America. With constant enlargements the library 
has become one of the most semceable in the country. The German seminary 
room in the University Library contains books for ready reference, including 
philological journals and reviews. 
Candidates for advanced degrees in German are expe<.:ted to have an adequate 
knowledge of French and Latin. A fellowship in German is awarded annually. 
For Gradlla~s and Umierg,radllales 
LESSINC'S LIFE ANO WORKS. Professor POPil:. 
& HlLLER'S DRAMAS. Assistant Professor ANDREWS. 
& HILLER'S LYRICS AND P ROSE. Professor BOESCHE. 
GOETHE'S LIFE AND \VORKS. Professor BOESCHE. 
GOETHE'S FAUST. Professor FAUST. 
HISTORV OF GERMAN LITERATURE. Professor FAUST. 
CONTEMPORARY GERMAN LITERATURE. Professor FAUST. 
NINETEENTH CENTU RY DRAMA. Professor POPE. 
MID DLE HIGU GERMAN. Professor POPE and Assistant Professor ANDREWS. 
Primarily for Gradl#lles 
TEACHERS' COURSE iN METHODS. Professor FAUST. Methods of teaching 
modern languages; examination and criticism of textbooks available for the study 
of German: requirements for teachers ' examinations. 
GOTUIC. Professor BOESCHE. Streitberg's GoliJches Elemenwrbuch: Du 
GOlische Bibel, ed. by Streitberg. This courne will serve as a general introduction 
to Germanic philology. 
OLD HIGH GERMAN. Professor BOESCUE. Braune's Althf)Chdeutsche Gram-
ma/ik and Ailhochdeulsches Lesebllch. A study, mainly linguistic, of the oldest 
German texts. It should be preceded by the course in Gothic. 
PRINCIPLES O~· GeRMANIC PHILOLOGY. Assistant Professor A!-1DREWS. A 
discussion of the fundamental principles of linguistic relationships within the old 
Germanic dialects. Lectures and illustrative problems. This course should be 
preceded by those in Gothic and Old High German. 
SEMINARY IN GERMAN LITERATURE. Professor FAUST. A study of special 
literary problems, as: Goethe's FOlIsl II : Lessing's Hambllrg,iscM Dramalurgu : 
the Modem Slzlrm Imd Drang, Period; German-American Literature. 
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SEM INARY IN GERMAN PHlLOLOGY. Professor BOESCHE. A detailed study of 
early Gennan texts, such as the smaller Old High German poems, or of questions 
in Historical Gennan Syntax . 
• SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES AND LITER. .... TURES 
Professor H..u.LDOR HERMANNSSON. 
'the Fiske Icelandic Collection in the University Library, comprising about 
17.000 books and pamphlets, offers e:lcellent facilities for advanced w.ork in Old 
Norse-Icelandic language and literature, Norse mfthology and hero.le legends, 
ronology, and early Scandinavian history, as well as In ~odem Icelandic language 
and literature. The Library also has a small co\lc<:t!on of book:; .on the other 
modem Scandinavian languages and literatures to which some additions are made 
annually. 
OLD ICELANDIC. HISTORY OF THE OLD NORSE-IcELANDIC L ITERATUKE. 
NORSE MYTHOLOGY. EARLY ScANDINAVIAN HISTORY. MODERN ScANDINAVIAN 
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES. 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
Profusors ]. F. MASON, G. L. HAMILTON, O. G. GUERLAC, LAURENCE PUMPELLY, 
and G. I. DALE. 
The collection of French and Spanish books in the University Library is very 
large, and offers excellent facilities for advanced work. Objects of special pride 
are the unrivalled Dante and Petrarch collections, the gift of the late Willard 
Fiske, who likewise presented to the University a unique collection of Rhaeto-
Romance wurks. Smaller collections of Portugese, Proven9al. and Catalan 
books are also to be found in the University Library. The seminary library con-
tains several thousand volumes including many sets of bound periodicals. A 
university fellowship in Romance languages (of the value of $400 and free tuition) 
is annually awarded. 
The courses of studr. in this department are divided into three categories: 
those intended primanly for undergraduates, those intended alike for under-
graduates and graduates, and those intended primarily for graduates. All candi-
dates for advanced degrees in this department must possess a thorough reading 
knowledge of Latin, French, and Gennan, before announcing their candidacy. 
A graduate student in Romance languages should have completed some formal 
course of study in the language and literature of the language which he intends to 
select as his major subject, and should have a reading knowledge at least of the 
languages which he selects as his minor subjects. 
A candidate for the degree of Master of Arts whose major subject is in Romance 
languages is expected to present for the approval of the chairman of his Special 
Committee, within two weeks after registration day, an outline of the work plan-
ned for the year. The thesis, must, before May I , be submitted for the criticism 
of the chainnan of the candidate's Special Committee. If not already taken, a 
COUTse in the philology of the language which constitutes their major subject is 
required of graduate students in their first year of study. 
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are expected to follow ad-
vanced courses $iven in the field in which their major subject lies and to take up 
such work as will give a comprehensive view of the fields in which their minor 
6ubjects lie. It is intended that the last year of preparation for this degree shall 
be spent chiefly upon the thesis. Further infonnation may be obtained from the 
professors in this department. 
-FRENCH 
Professors MASON, GUERLAC, and PUMPELLY. 
HISTORY OF FRENCH LITERATURE. Professor MASON and Professor GUERLAC. 
LITERATURE OF THE SIXTEENTH CE!<.'TURY. Professor .r.-IASON". 
LITERATURE Of THE SEVENTEENTH CENTU RY. Professor GUEIU..AC. 
LITERATURE OF THE E IGHTEENTH CENTURY. Professor GUERLAC. 
LITERATURE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. Professor r."iASON. 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
FRENCH PHILOLOGY. Professor PUMPELLY. 
MEDIEVAL LITERATURE. Professor HAMILTON. 
MODERN FRENClI LITERATURE SEMISARY. Professor MASON. 
-ITALIAN 
Profusor HAMILTON. 
DANTE. LITERATURE OF THE RENAISSANCE. OLD ITALIAN. 
· SPAN ISH 
ProJusor DALE. 
R ISTO'IV OF SPANISH LITERATURE. SPANISH CLASSICAL LITERATURE. LIT-
ERATURE. OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. OLD SP"NISH. SEM INARY. 
·ROMANCE PHILOLOGY 
Low LATIN. Professor H"MILTON. 
OLD PROVENCAL. Professor HAMILTON. 
PORTUGESE GR"MMAR "ND READING. Professor DALE. 
ROMANCE PHONETICS. Professor DALE. 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
The subjects of history, economics, and government have been united since 
1887 in t he President White School of History and Political Science, which bears 
the name of the first president of the University in especial recognition of the gift 
of his valuable collection of historical literature to the University Library. 
The aims of the President White School are threefold: first, the advancement 
of knowledge by investigation and publication in the fields of history, economics, 
politics. jurisprudence, and social science: second, the training of scholars and 
teachers in these departments of study; third. the training of men and women 
lOT the public service, for business, and for professions such as law, journalism, 
and philanthropy. 
T he School issues the Cornell StuJus in History and Political &iencc, of which 
five volumes have appeared. They are: 
I. Money and Credit Inslrumenl5 in thdr Relation to General Prices. By 
Edwin Walter Kemmerer, Ph.D., now Professor in Princeton University. First 
edition, 1907. Second edition, 1<)09. 
2. Sa rgon of A ssyria. By Albert Ten Eyck Olmstead, Ph.D., now Professor 
of History in the University of Ill inois. 1908. 
3. The Judiciol Work of the Comptrolkr of the Treasury. By Willard E. Hotch-
kiss, Ph.D., now Directorof the National Industrial Federation of Clothing Manu-
facturers. 1910. 
4. Social Insurance: An Economic Analysis. By Robert Morse Woodbury, 
Ph.D., now Director of Statistical Research, Children's Bureau, U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor. 191 7. 
S. The Liberal Republican MflfIetnent. By Earle Dudley Ross, Ph.D., now 
Professor of History m the Iowa State College. 1919. 
HISTORY 
Professors NATH" NIEL Sca),lIDT, C. H. H ULL,]. P. BRETZ, CARL BECKER, WAL-
LACE NOTESTEIN, PRESERVED SMITH, M. L. W. LAISTNER. 
A graduate student in history should have a sufficient knowledge of general 
history and of geography. He should be able to speak and write good English. 
He should have a reading knowledge of French, of German, and of any other 
language necessary lor the thorough study of his s~ial subject. ~or w~rk in 
Medieval History he woul4 n~ a kn0-:v ledge of Latm, and for AnCIent HIStory 
both Latin and Greek. It IS hIghly desIrable that he should have had the neces-
sary linguistiC training as an undergraduate; but deficiencies in this respect may 
sometimes be made up after entering upon graduate work. 
The University Library contains ninety or a hundr~d thousand volumes 
dealing with history. In large part these are to be found III the room known as 
the White Historical Library. Graduate students have immediate access to this 
rich group of books which, with its many special collections, offers every facility 
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for training in the methods of minute and exhaustive research. The historical 
seminary rooms in the library building are amply fumished with atlases, cyclo-
pedias. dictionaries, bibliographies •. and other useful works of reference, and afford 
easy access to the shelves of the Library proper. 
It has been from the outset the policy of the University. while providing 
adequately for the symmetrical growth of the Library, to acquire the richer pri. 
vate collections of books which eminent scholars have through a lifetime of study 
built up as their tools of research. Thus, for the study of Oriental History, Cor. 
nell has been endowed with the E IS£NLOHR COLLECTION on the history of Egypt, 
with the WASON COLLECTION on the history and the civilization of China, and 
with that of President White on the history of Palestine. For the study of the 
Graeco-Roman world, it acquired that of Charles Anthon. For the Middle Ages, 
it has notable bodies of books on the birth of the Papal state, on the rise of the 
Carolingian empire, and in general on the relations of Church and State. For the 
Renaissance, it can boast the unrivaled F ISKE CoLLECTIONS on Dante and Pet-
rarch and the world of their time. For the age of the Reformation, for the history 
of super.;tition and perseeution (notably for Inquisition and Index, for the story 
of Witchcraft. for the beginnings of the sciences, for the rise of tolerance), it is 
equipped with the riches of the PRESIDENT WanE LIBRARY: and for the study of 
the French Revolution that library has no equal on this side of the Atlantic, if 
anywhere outside of F rance. For the history of America, the University possesses 
the library of the historian Jared Sparks, with the MAY CoLLECTION on American 
slavery and the ScAIFE COLL ECTION on the Civil War. Professor GOLDWlN 
SIIIITH enriched it with his working library of English history; it obtained that of 
Professor Tuttle on Prussia; from Professor Fiske came one singularly' complete 011 
I celand. In a multitude of narrower fields it has been found possible to gather 
for the special student materials for exhaustive research. Many of these collec-
tions are endowed with special funds for thei r increase: and all have been steadily 
built up with an eye to the needs of the mature student of history. 
Three fellowships and a scholarship are annually awarded to graduate students 
of history. The President Wbi te Fellowship in Modem European History has a 
value of $500. It may be granted as a travelling fellowship. The Fellowship in 
American History amounts to $400. The stipend of the George C. Boldt Fellow-
ship in History is $1 ,000. The Craduate Scholarship in History amounts to $::00. 
H olders of fellowships and graduate scholarships are exempt from the payment of 
tuition. There are twelve assistantships in history, which are filled preferably 
by the appointment of graduate students. 
The teachers and graduate students of h istory have formed a History Club, 
which meets once a month for the reading and discussion of papers on historical 
topics and for social intercourse. 
General courses, not enwnerated here, are offered in oriental. ancient, medie-
val, modem European and English history and in American history, both political 
and economic. These are intended for undergraduates, but, if supplemented by 
individual work, one or another of them may sometimes serve the purposes of a 
graduate student whose previous studies have not given him a general knowledge 
of its field. A general seminary in historical method is also offered by the Profes-
sor of Medieval History. 
Each of the professors of history is willing to direct research in his special 
field, provided the student comes with a topic on which he can work. 
·ORIENTAL HISTORY 
Professor NATHAN IEL ScH!>IIDT. 
1'I:IE HISTORY OF ASIA. A general survey of the political development and the 
cultural life from earliest times to the present day. with especial attention to Asia 
Minor, Syria, Mesopotamia, and Persia during the first term, and to India, China, 
and Japan during the second term. 
A similar course will be given in 19::6-:27 dealing with the history of Africa, 
and graduates making Oriental History their major subject must have had a year 
of Ancient History and a year of either the History of Asia or the History of 
Africa. 
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-ANCIENT HISTORY 
Professor M. L. ,V. LAISTNEIt. 
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GItEEK POLITICAL I NSTITUTIONS. ROMAN POLITICAL ft>STiTUTiON"S. Eco-
NOMIC HISTORY OF GREECE ANO ROME. SEMINARY IN ANCIENT HISTOItY. 
-MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE HISTORY AND 
INTELLECTUAL HISTORY 
Professor PItESERVED SMlTEi. 
For Graduatts ond UnrkrgradlUltts 
TUE MIODLE AGES. The History of Christenaom from the time of Constantine 
to the dawn of the Renaissance (300-1300) with special attention to the life of 
society ana to the progress of civilization. 
T1fe AGE OF THE RENAISSANCE AND TEll! REFOItMATlOt>. The J?Olitical, social, 
and religious history of Christendom during this age of transitIon (1300-1600 
A.D.), with especial attention to the beginnings of modem life and thought. 
THE INTELLECTUAL HISTORV OF MODl;;RN TIMES. A genetic account of science, 
culture, and ideas from about 1580 to the present. 
Primorily for Graduates 
SeMINARY IN CHURCa HISTORY. An investigation of the sources of ecclesias_ 
tical history from the beginning of the second century to the end of the six teenth; 
a discussion of the problems involved; together with reading and interpretation 
of some of the principal documents in the original Latin. 
SEMINARY IN LATIN PALA£OGRAPHY At>O DIPLO!>fATICS. An introduction to 
the sciences of reading and criticizing medieval Latin manuscripts. 
SeMINARY IN THE HISTORY OF THE SciENCE OF THE RENAISSANCE. Reading 
and interpretation of the most important scientific works written between 1300 
and 1700, toge ther with the investigation of typical problems in the history of 
science. 
-MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY 
ProfelSl1r CARL BECKER. 
For Graduates and Undergraduates 
ToE NAPOLEONIC AGE. A study of the organization of France under Napoleon, 
the establishment of the empire, the restoration of Europe in 1814-15. and the 
attempt to establish a European Federation or Concert of the Powers from 1815 
to 1825. 
ToE FEDERATION OF EUROPE. A study of the growth of the idea and practice 
of nationalism, with particular emphasis on the various projects for a federation 
of European States which have been advanced since the Seventeenth Century. 
Primarily for Graduates 
SEMINARY IN MODERN EU ROPEAN HISTORY. Offers an opportunity to do 
research in the original sources for the French Revolution or in some closely 
related field of modern history. 
-ENGLISH HISTORY 
Professor WALLACE NOTESTEIN. 
For Graduates and Undergraduates 
ENGLlsa HISTORY 1763-1925. This CQurse is earned on by lectures and re-
ports. Economic and social conditions are emphasized. 
GROWTH OF PARLIAMENT, 1558-1689. 
Primarily for Gradllates 
SEMINARY IN ENGLISH H ISTORY. This course wi\1 be given up in part to an 
examination of Gardiner's earlier volwnes in order to determine his methods of 
using sources. OttaSiona\1y students will be asked to take the same materials 
and put them together, ana the result wi\1 then be compared with that of Gardiner. 
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The coursewiU also be given up in part to a study of the social history of theyeal1l 
1603-16:15. Plays, ballads, pamphlets, broadsides, diaries, parish records, and 
other contemporary sources will be read in order to answer certain questions about 
the life of the people, about the situation of various classes, and about the work-
ings of local government. 
·AMERICAN HISTORY 
Professors C. H. HULl. and J. P. BRETZ. 
For Graduates and Undergraduates 
[CONSTITUTIONAL H ISTORY OF THE CoLONIES AND STATES. Professor H ULL. 
The establishment of British colonial governments and their transformation into 
the governments of our States. Study of contemporary docwnents and corre-
spondence and various interpretations thereof. Not given in 1925-26.J 
CONSTITUTIONAL H ISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1860. Professor 
BRETZ. Constitutional Questions of CUJTent interest with their historical back· 
ground. (FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES. Professor HULL. From 1775 
through the Spanish Wru:. A term paper on an individual topic is required. Not 
given in 1925-26.) 
THE ESTABLISOMENT OF EUROPEAN EMPIRES IN AYERICA, 1493-1763. Pro-
fessor HULL. 
TUE DISINTEGRATION OF EUROPEAN EMPIRES IN AMERICA, 1763-1823. Pro-
fessor HULL. 
ToE SEITLEMENT OF TOE MIDDLE WEST. Professor BRETZ. A survey of 
westwru:d e~pansion from 1750 to 1848. 
SElECTED TOPICS IN AJdERICAN HISTORY. Professor BRETZ. Readings in a 
selected field during the first term of each year; papers in the same field during 
the seoond term. 
Primarily for Grad_Its 
SEJdINARY IN AMERICAN HISTORY. Professor HULL. Designed for practice 
in discovering, interpreting, and valuing sources and in casting the results of such 
study into narrative form. The pru:ticular topics of study are selected each year 
with reference to the attainments and needs of members of the class. 
*GOVERNMENT 
Projessofl R. E . CUSHMAN, G. E. G. CATLIN, and R. A. MACKAy. 
Graduate courses in government afford an opportunity to students to carry 
on research in that field. As preparation for such work a familiarity with the 
essentials of American political institutions and of the principal systems of Euro-
pean government is assumed, as well as at least an elementary knowledge of Ameri· 
can and English or European history. For 1925-26 research in government will 
be directed primarily in the fields of American Constitutional Law, Political 
Theory and International Law and Relations, although topics relating more 
generally to American or European governmental institutions and political prob· 
lems may also be selected. 
The attention of students desiring to do graduate work in the various fields of 
public law is directed to the opportunities open to them in the College of Law. 
The courses in that College in Administrative Law and Public Officers, Consti· 
tutional Law, International Law, Jurisprudence, Labor Law, Municipal Corpora· 
tions, Public Service and Carriers, Restraints on Business and Industry, and 
Taxation, may be elected by graduate students with the consent of the professors 
in charge. (See Announcement of the College of Law.) The members of thefac::· 
ulty of the College of Law are willing to cooperate in directing the reseru:ches of 
students in their several fields, and to serve as members of the special committees 
of such students. 
For Grad_Ies and Undergraduo.les 
POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY AND SciENCE. Assistant Professor CATLIN. 
COWPARATIVE ApPLIED POLITICS. Assistant Professor CATLIN. 
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CURRENT b,EilNATIOSAL AND IMPERIAL PROBLEloI:S. Assistant Professor CAT_ 
LI N. 
I NTilOOUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL LAW. Assistant Professor l\IACKAV. 
INTERNATIONAL RP.LATIOSS. Assistant Professor MACKAY. 
PROULEMS IN GOVERNM ENT ASO AOM INISTRATION. Assistant Professor MAC-
KAV. 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW : T il E AMI!.RICAS FI!.O£RAL S ' ·ST£M. Professor CUSH-
WA N. 
CONSTITUTION Al. LAW: FUNDAMENTAL RIGIITS AND hIJol UN ITIES. ProCessor 
CUSHMAN. 
SociAl. AND POLITICAL ETIIICS, AND Til E PIIILOSOPIIICAl. T It EORY OF THE 
STAT£. (See PHILOSOPHY.) 
TUB STA TI!. IN R£LATION TO LADOR. (See ECONOMICS.) 
P UBLIC RR"ENURS. (See eCONOMICS.) 
Primarily j()r Cradl/(I/el 
SEWINARY IS CoNSTITUTIONAL PROIILEMS. Professor CUSliloIAS. Problems 
of current interest in American Constitutional Law will be selected for individual 
research. Students will be admiued upon consultation with the instructor. 
SEM INARY IN POLITICS. Assistant Professor CULlS. An opportunity will be 
afforded to carry on research in the field of political theory. Students will be 
admitted upon consulltltion with the instructor. 
SEloI:INAR\' IN I STERNATIONAL LAW ASD R£LATIOSS. Assistant Professor MAC-
KAy. Students will be admitted upon consultation with the Instructor. 
·ECONO)IICS 
Pro/ lIlofl W. F . WILLCOX, H . j. DA"ENPORT, DOl<-'ALD ESGLlSII , H. L. RUID, 
S. H. SLICUT£R, M. A. COPELASD and STAC\' MA\'. 
A student in economics should have as a preparation for I):raduate $tudy at 
Itast the equivalent of elementary courses in economics, econOlntC history, politics, 
and social scitnce. If he has 1I0t this preparation, he should take $uch elementary 
counts as early as possible; he will not ordinnrily be allowed to present this pre-
liminary work as partial fulfilment of the requiremtnt for a major or minor in any 
branch of economics. 
The work in economics in the President White School of History and Political 
Science falls into four divisions: economic theory, finance, social science and sta-
tistics, labor. These divisions aim to bring their work into close relationship with 
social, political, and business life. The members of the Faculty seek to keep in 
touch .",ith the practical as well as .",ith the purely $Cientific aspects of the prob-
lems treated, a nd have :lmong thei r interests the preparation of students for 
positions in business and in public service. 
Three fellowships are awarded annually to gradu:lte students in economics 
and government. The President White Fello .... -ship in Political and Social Science 
has a stipend of $500 and each of the other fellowships has a stipend of $400. In 
addition there are several assistantships, each yieltltng S250' which are open to 
graduate students. 
F()r Graduotes 01ld Undu, radu(lies 
PRINC IPLES OF ECOSOMICS. Professor DA\'£lIf'ORT. 
P UBLIC RE"ENUES. Professor DAVENPOilT. 
DEMOGRAPHV Oil POPULATiOS STATISTICS. Professor WILLCOX. 
ECONOWIC A50 INDUSTillAL STATISTICS. Professor WILLCOX. 
ACCOUNTING THEORY AND PROBLEMS. Professor ESGLISB. 
MONEY ASO BANK ISG. Professor RHO. 
CYCLICAL ANALVSIS. Professor Ru;o. 
CORPORATION F INANCE. Professor RlmD. 
[TUDE UNIONISM AND RELATED PROBL£MS. ProCessor SLiCIITER. Not given 
in 1925-26. 1 [TUE STATE IN R£LATION TO LABOR. Professor SLICIIT£R. Not given in 
1925-26·1 
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TRADE UNIONISM, Acting Assistant Professor DAVIS. 
PROBLEMS OF LABOR. Acting Assistant Professor DAVIS. 
GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF INDUSTRY. Assistant Professor MAY. 
TRANSrORT,4.TION AND COMM UNICATION. Assistant Professor COPELAND. 
TRUSTS AND MODERN CAPITAUSM. Assistant Professor COPELAND. 
Primarily for GradualM 
VALUE AND DISTRIBUTION, Professor DAVENPORT. A study of the chief 
problems of current economic theory. The v,'orks of the leading economic writeT$ 
will be critieal!y studied with a view to disclosing the basis of existing divergencies. 
STATISTICS OF INTERNATIONAL M IGRATIONS. Professor WILLCOX. For '915-
26 the statistics of international migrations from and into the leading countries of 
the world since the beginning of the records about a century ago will be studied. 
Open to those who have had an elementary course in statistics and are able to 
read a modem foreign language. 
SocI.4.L THEORV. Professor WILLCOX. Critical reading and discussion of two 
or three of the leading books on Social Theory or Sociology: collateral reading 
and reports. 
C.4.SE STUDIES IN CORPOR.4.TION F INANCE. Professor REED. Individual in-
vesti?"ations in the histories of selected business corporations for the purpose of 
acqulri~ familiarity with the sources and facility in applying the principles of 
corporatIon finance. 
(INDUSTRIAL GovI;;RNME"·T. Professor SLICHTER. An intensive study of the 
development of government in industry. An effort will be made to discover the 
basic factors molding governmental institutions in industry and the operation of 
several representative trade agreements will be studied in detail. A theoretical 
examination will be made of several of the more important untried proposals. 
Not given in 1925- 26.) 
(PROBLEMS IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. Professor SLiCHTER. Individual in-
vestigations of problems in the fields of trade unionism, labor legislation, the 
courts and labor. and industrial government. Not given in 1925--26.1 
THI;; PRICE SVSTEM, Assistant Professor COPELAND. A tentative effort to 
treat economic value theory from an institutional standpoint. employing methods 
drawn from physical and biological science, including statistical technique. 
SUIlNAiI.Y IN ECONOMICS. Requited of students taking a major or a minor in 
economics. 
RURAL ECONOMY, FARM MANAGEMENT, AND MARKET ING 
Professors G. F. WARREN, G. N. LAUMAN, J. E. BOYLE, G. P. ScOVILLE, E. G, 
MISNER, W, I. r-h-ERS, F. A. PEARSON, M. L. HOLlooIES, C. V. NOBLE, V. B. 
HART, LELAND SPENCER, M. P. RASMUSSEN, and H. A. Ross. 
For graduate work in the various fields here represented a knowledge of practical 
agriculture, scientific agriculture, and economics is usually required. For the 
Doctor's degree in these fields a minor in economics is usually required. 
· HISTORY OF AGRICULTURE 
Professor LAUMAN. 
rhSTORV Of AGRICULTURE, H ISTORY Of AGRICULTURE IN THE UNITED STATU, 
AGRICULTURAL H ISTORY SEMINAR. 
"RURAL ECONOMY 
Professors LAUMAN and BOYLE. 
(RURAL ECONOMY, GENERAl.. COURSE. Professor BOVLE. Not given in 19'5-
:16.) 
RURAL ECOlo.·OMY, ELEMENTAR\' COURSE. Professor LAUMAN. 
RURAL ECONOY\" ADVANCED COURSE. Professor LAUMAN, 
RUitAL ECONOJ.lY SEMINAR. Professor LAUMAN. 
·FARJ-,-f MANAGEMENT 
Professors WARREN, .JI.1YERS, MISNItR, ScOVILLE, NODLE and other members of 
the staff. 
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PAIII REcoRDS 10"'1) ACCOUNTS. Assistant Professor NOBLE . 
PAI.III MANAGEMENT. Professor WARIEN. 
BUSINESS OI GANIZIoTION AND MAN"AGEIU!N"T OF SUCCESSFUL NEW VOKII: 
PAUlS. P.rofessor ScOV ILL~. Trips will be taken t o successful fanns; two or th ree 
of them WIll be two-day tnps. 
ADVANCED FARM MANAGEIU!NT. Professors WARJ.EN, MVEI.S, M1SNEJ., 
ScOVILLIt, and PEARSON. 
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS. Professor PEARSON". 
S2MINAR. Professo.rs \VAJ.REN, BOYLE, l\ fV£RS, MISNER, ScO\'II..L£, PEARSON" , 
R
and HOLMES, and AssIstant Professors NOBLE, HART, SPE l'\"CER, RAS"-I (JSS EN" , and 
"' .. 
-MARKETI NG 
Projus()rJ MVERS, BOYLE, PEARSON, HOUIES, SPENCER, RASloI USS KN, Ross. 
ACCOUNTING. Professor HOLMES. 
CooPERATI VE MAJ.KETING. Professor MVERS. 
CoLLECTIVE BARGAINING. Professor Bo Vl. " . 
MARKET ING. Professors BOVLE, RASMUSSEN, Ross, SPENCER. 
ORGANIZED EXCHA NGES AND SPECUL ATION. Professor BOYL E. 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT. Professor HOLMES. 
AGItICULTUItAL PRICES. Professor PEARSON". 
T RANSPORTATION. 
·HOUSEHOLD E CONOMY 
ProfuJor FAITH M . WILLIAMS. 
F"or graduate work in the economic problems relat ing to the household, a 
knowled.!le of .general tC?no!llics is.a prerequisi te. 1I0r t he Doctor's degree in this 
field a ?lmor m. econonucs IS reqUIred. The problems for research next )'ear will 
center m a detailed survey of fi fty to one hundred fami lies whieh will be conducted 
by the College of Home Economics. The students wi ll study the distribu tion of 
expenditures in the budgets o f families of various types and will seek the relation. 
ShIP between the economic status of the families studied and thei r physical, men · 
tal, and social health. 
DISTRIBUTION OF FA),1 ILY I NCO ME AND El!;rRNIlITURR IN THE UNIT ED STATES . 
<>Den to seniors and to graduate s tudents. A survey of t he source and the division 
of income of the people of the United Sta tes and of standards of living and their 
more general economic implicat ions. Assistant Profe5liOr WI LI.lAMS. 
SEMINAR IN THR ECONOMIC PROBLI»IS OF TI l E CONSUM ER. Open to graduate 
students and especially qua lified seniors. A course in original investigat ion and 
field lI;·ork. Assistant Profcssor WILLl A),1S. 
RESEARCH IN THE ECONOMIC P ROEIL EIoI S OF TH I!. HOUSEHOLD. 
·RURAL SOCIAL O RGAN IZATION 
ProjeSJoT$ DWIGHT SANDERSON and BRUCE L. MEt.VIN. 
C raduate students who desire to regist er in Rural Social Organization as a 
major subject should have had a considerable personal experience with rural life 
and rural institutions. Students should have a fieneral knowledge of sociology, 
economics, history, and political science. Traimng in the technical branches of 
agrieu.lture is highly desIrable, and a substantial knowledge of scientific agrieul· 
ture, including fann manag~ent and rural economy, is essential. Attention is 
called to the opportunity for afTanging courses of study in t he nearly related 
departments of Rural Education, Ru ral Economy, and Fann Management , t he 
announcements of which should be consulted. Special attention will be given to 
affording facilities for graduate s tudy to agricultural ell:tension worken; , and those 
employed in positions of leadership in country life. Invest igat ions will usually 
require more than one year 's residence, but in some cases may be init iated while 
in residence and completed a fter the candidate has left the institution. 
RURAL LEADERSHIP. Professor SA!'WERSOS. A seminary course for the study 
of the psychology of rural leadership and the means for discovering and developing 
local leadership. 
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THE RURAL COMMUNITY. Professor SANDERSON. A detailed study of the 
nature of the rural oommunity; its historical development; ~ comparative ~tudy 
of types of rural oommunities, and the methods of community development and 
organization. 
THE SociAL PSVCHOLOGY OF RURAL LIFE. Acting Professor MELVIN. Con. 
sideration is given to the development of group psychology. On the basis of this 
specific applicati~n is ~ade to rural life .. The dom!nating rural mo~es, folkways: 
and attitudes whIch arise from the vocation of agrlclliture and of different types 
of agriculture, the reactions of family and community life, and the activities of 
rural organizations, constitute the content of the oourse considered. The elements 
that make for social solidarity, coordination, change and progress under the rura1 
environments are considered. 
THE VILLAGE. Acting Professor MELVIN. This course considers the structure 
and function of the village. A brief survey of the history of the village is made 
at th~ beginni~g of the c;ourse. The ~ajor'portion of the ti'!le is take~ in gathering 
and mterpretmg matenal from speCific villages. The object of thIS study is to 
find t~e p.resent trend of evolution of the village and its part in rural community 
orgamzatlon. 
RESEARCH IN RURAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION. Investigation of rural social 
problems; rural social surveys; study of oommunity organization, etc. 
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*EOUCATION 
Professor!! R. M. OGDEN, R. H. JORO"N, and C. Wn.SON SMITH. 
The educational museum oontains oollections illustrating the work done in 
various school grades, statistical charts, a full assortment of textbooks for Ameri· 
can and German schools, including a relatively oomplete collection of the te~ts 
used for industrial training in the German oontinuation schools, an e~tensive high 
school and college exhibit of the raw materials of commerce, a kindergarten and 
a Montessori exhibit, and other appropriate material. 
The educational laboratory has a collection of apparatus for demonstration 
and of instruments of precision for research in connection with school hygiene, 
the experimental study of school children (with special reference to the conduct of 
physical and mental tests), and the psychological phases of education in general. 
This equipment is constantly being enlarged and apparatus needed for special 
investigations is at once procured. 
Graduate students selecting education as their major subject will be expecud 
to take a certain amount of their work in the studies that are fundamental to 
an adequate mastery of educational theory and practice. These fall naturally 
into two groups, the philosophical and the social. The philosophical studies 
include psychology, ethics, and the history of philosophy; the social studies in· 
clude political, social, and economic sciences. All graduate study in education 
presupposes familiarity with the history and principles of education, and with 
educatIOnal pSyc110Iogy. Candidates for advanced degrees whose preparation 
in this respect is inadequate must make up this deficiency by taking the appro-
priate und('rgraduate courses. 
PIIILOSOPIiY OF EDUCATIO!'<. Professor OGDEN. 
READINGS IN THE HISTORY OF EDUC"TION. Assistant Professor--. 
READISG OF GERMAN EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. Professor OGOEN. 
SECONDARY EDUC"T loN. ~ Professor JORDAN. ! "'j .. ~ I i 4 
EDUC"T10NAL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION. Professor JORDAN. 
TIIE)JUNIOR HIGH ScliooL. Professor JORD"N. 
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT. Professor OGDEN. 
SEM INARY IN EDUCATIONAL TIIEORY. Professor OGDEN. 
SEMINARY IN EnUC"TIO!'<AL PRACTICE. Professor JORDAN. 
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"'R URAL EDUCATION 
P,ofl!$sors G. A. WORKS, P.]. KRUSE, R. M. STEWART, C. E. BINZEL. E. N. FER. 
RISS, J. E. BUTTERWORTH. E. L. PALMER, T. H. EATON, A. F. WaITE!', C. B. 
MOORE, and Mr. T. L. BAYNE. 
The Departn:ent of Rural. Education offers graduate courses designed for 
studen:.s prepanng for edu~tlO~allea.dership in the fol!owing types of positions; 
SUperviSOrs all:d teacher tramers In agriculture: supervisors and teacher trainers in 
home. economics; college teac~efl! of agri~ltural subjee':S: principa~s and vil!age 
supenntendents! co,:!nty and dlstnct supenntendents: and Instructors m psychology 
and rural education In co.lIeges and nOmlal schools:and for students of child training. 
The department adVises the student to select a specific type of professional 
work as a basis of organizing his graduate study, keeping in mind the require. 
ments of the Graduate School. Reserving the right to determine the fitness of any 
candidate, the department urges the student to ascertain by correspondence or 
conference whether or not he can pursue his study here advantageously. 
E DUCATIONAL .MEASUREMENT. Mr. BAYNE. An introduction to study of 
measurement in education; designed to aid students whose special problems ce. 
quire statistical treatment. 
MENTAL MEASUREMENT. Professor WIIITE. Laboratory facilities adequate to 
the requirements of the work in Child Training are aYailable. 
PRINCH'LES OF METHOD. Professor STEWART. 
THE PREPARATION OF TEAC HERS OF AGRICULTURE. Professor EATON. A 
study of the problems entering into the preparation of teachers of agriculture in 
secondary schools. 
THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS OF HOME ECONOMICS. Professor BINZEL. 
A study of the problems entering into the preparation of teachers of home eco-
nomics in secondary schools. 
THE H IGH ScHOOL IN RURAL AND VILLAGE COYl>IUNITIES. Professor FERRISS. 
A study of the basic problems of modern secondary education in its adaptation 
to rural and village conditions. 
PRINCIPLES of RURAL ScHOOL ADM INISTRATION. Professor BUTTERWORTH. 
SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN RURAL ScHOOL AOMINISTRATlO:-'". Professor BUTT.&R· 
1I'0RTH. A course in three units ; A, Deyeloping the Local School Unit; B, School 
Finance; and C. Pupil Accounting. 
ADM INISTRATION ANI) SUPERVISION OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE . Professor 
WORKS. 
THE SUPERVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS. Professor BI!'<ZEL. A course de· 
signed to direct students preparing for supen.·ision of home economics. 
EOUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. Professor K RUSE. A fundamental course de-
signed for mature students with teaching experience. 
PSYCHOLOGY FOR STUDENTS OF CIIILD TRA INING. Professor WHITE. Designed 
to give opportunity for advanced work in this field. 
P ROBLEMS OF AGRICU LTURAL COLLEGE TEACHING. Professor WORKS. De· 
signed for instructors in col leges of agriculture. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF ELEMENTARY ScHOOL SUBJECTS. Professor MOORE. 
PRINCIPLES OF SUPERVISION. Professor 1\·IOORE. The work of the supervisor 
will be analyzed and the problems arising will be coru;idered in the light of the 
principles of teaching. 
RESEARCH IN RURAL EDUCATION. Opportunity fOr investigating special 
problems under the direction of some member of the staff whom t he student may 
select. 
PROIILEMS OF EXTENSIO!'< TEACHING. Professor EATO!'<. 
GENERAL SEMINAR. First term. Professor STEWART. Required of all students. 
SPECIAL SEMINARS. Second term. 
A. EOUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. Professor STEWART. 
B. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. Professors EATO!'< and WORKS. 
C. RURAL ScHOOL ADM INISTRATIoN. Professor BUTTERWORTR. 
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D. RURAL SECONDARY EDUCATION. Professor FERRISS. 
THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS FOR R URAL ScHOOLS. ?rofessor BU~It_ 
WOItTH. A course designed to meet the needs of those respo~lbJe for the traUlmg 
of rural teachers or for those who are preparing for such dutIes. 
THE CURRICULUM fOR R URAL ScHOOLS. Professor FERRISS. A study of the 
major problems of curriculum content and organization in elementary and second-
ary schools. 
TuE bEORY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. Professor EATON. Discussions of 
questions arising out of the probJems of vocational education. 
·CHILD TRAiNING 
ProjUlor NELLIE L. PERKINS and 
The laboratories for graduate work in qhild Training .are.situated it;! a separa.te 
building which was atone time a .lru:ge resIdence and whIch ~s l?ca~ m The CIr-
cle near the Home Economics BUlldmg. One floor of the bUlldmg IS to be used for 
conducting a nursery sch~l. The:e will be specia.l equipment for the purpose of 
providing food for the children, WIth ~n:s set asIde for work, play, and. rest .. 
Psychology for students of Child TraIning, an under~aduate course In ChIld 
Training, or its equivalent, and a year's. experience WIth children, either.a.s a 
teacher, social case .... 'Orker, nurse, probatIon officer, or parent, are prereqUISItes 
for graduate work in Child Tr~ininJ;". Fo~ a Doctor's d~ree in this field, minors 
in Psychology and one other biologIcal sCience are reqUired. 
Graduate work in Child Trainin~ will be covered by three main types of courses: 
I. A course in which a study "1'.,11 be made, first, of all the oontributions made 
to our knowledge of the isolated factors which affect nonnality in childhood, and. 
second, of the effects upon the growth and development of children when an 
factors in so far as they arc controllable under nursery school organiz.a.tion and 
cooperation with the home, arc made to approach what is now regarded as opti-
mum. This course will consist of lectures, round table discussions, and observa-
tion and direction of young children at work under conditioIlS especially adapted 
to meet their needs. 
1. A Seminar: Problems of Child Training. A study of behavior problems 
characteristic of the pre-school period, with a review of the literature covering the 
procedure for these special behavior problems. 
3. A survey of 100 families havin~ pre-school children which shall include data 
on those factors in the life of the family (such as food habits of parents of children. 
personality of parents of children. present health of parents of children, health 
history of family, mental and phYSical conditioIlS of children) which are known 
from scientific experimentation to have a far-reaching effect on child health and 
development. 
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY 
The subjects of Philosophy and Psychology are grouped in the Susan Linn 
Sage School of Philosophy. This School owes its e:>;istence to the generosity 
of the late Henry W. Sal.;,e, who. in addition to endowing the Susan LilU1 Sage 
Phil~phical Professorship, made a further gift of $200,000 for the purpose of 
provld.lflg .pennanently at C?mel.l University for philosophical instruction and 
Iflvestlgatlon of the most vaned kmd and of the highest order. The endowments 
of the School of Philosophy enable it to secure whatever material facilities are 
requir~d for the su~essful'prosecution of philosophical studies and research. The 
more unportant philo~phlcal and psychological journals, American and foreign, 
are recelv~ by the LIbrary, which is also well equipped with philosophical and 
psychological works, and is particularly rich in literature relating to Plato, Spin-
Ol.8., and Kant. 
The larger part of the wor.k o~ th.e Sage School is adapted to the needs of 
graduates of thiS and other mstltutlons, who are preparing themselves to be 
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teachers or investiga~n in philosophy and in allied fields of studa. A student who h~ made a Special study ofr Dh ilosophy during his junior an senior yean 
mar stI li take a grad.uaee co.urse 0 three yean' work with history of philosophy, 
logIc and metaphY~lcs, ethl~ , or psychology, as his major subject. For the 
encourageme.nt of hIgher studIes and research in every branch represented by the 
School of PhIlosophy, there have been established three fellowshIps of the annual 
value of!4?O each. and six scholarships of the annual value of $200 each. Holders 
of.f~l1ows~lps and graduate sc~olarships are also exempt from the payment of 
tUltlOO. Of these, one fellOWShip and one scholarship are regularly assigned to 
psyct,wlogy. Applican.t.s for fellowships and scholarships should therefore state 
de~untely whe~her therr major subject will be in one of the several branches of 
philosophy or In psychology. 
The School is devoted to the free and unhampered investigation of truth in 
regard to all those questions of human inquiry which are embraced by logic 
me.t~physics, psychology, etJ.1ics. aesthetics, and the history and philosophy of 
rehglon. In tJ.1e courses of Instruction are represented the chief branches and 
problems of phIlosophy. Work devoted to the thesis for the doctorate is intended 
~o ~re the maximum of specialized training and the power of independent 
~nq~lry and stat~en.t of result.!;. I~ all di~isi~ of philosophy particular stress 
lS laid upon the hlstoncal study of philosophIcal Ideas as the best means of securing 
a comprehensive grasp of fundamental problems and values. 
·PHILOSOPHY 
Pro/trsors FRANK T III LI.Y, Philosophy; W. A. HA}()(ONO, Ancient and Medieval 
PhIlosophy and .A es~hetlcs ; ERNESt' ALIIEE, Philosophy; HAROLO R. SWART 
Philosophy; Dw /or E. T. PAINE, Philosophy. ' 
The philosophical seminary room in the University Library is provided with 
complete sets of the leading philosophical ~a\s, lexicons, and other books of 
reference, and the more important works 10 the several branches of philosophy 
and psrchology. The ~nt num~ n:f the philosophical journab are also to be 
found In the room. LIberal proVISion IS made for the constant growth of this 
special library. 
The Philosophical Rtview, established by the University. is a bi.monthly 
journal devoted to the interests of philosophy, embracing under that title logic, 
metaphysics, ethics, psychology, aesthetics, and philosophy of religion. Altilough 
supported by private endowment, it is not the organ of any institution or of 
any philosophical school, but by the tenns of the subsidy is an absolutely free 
organ of contemporary philosophy. Graduate students assist by contributing 
summaries of periodical literature for publication in the RevievI, and are thus 
kept in close touch with the results of recent investigations in their several depart-
ment.!; of work. In addition to this. graduate students have from time to time 
contributed original articles to the pages of the Review. 
Under the title of Corntll S tudies in PMlosoplty, a series of monograph studies 
is published from time to time as representative of the work done by graduate 
student.!; in philosophy. These monographs are issued under the editorial super· 
vision of the professors of philosophy, and consist mainly of. studiCli undertaken 
originally as dissertations for the doctorate. The series furn,~hes also a channel 
for the publication of research other than that of the thesis. SIXteen monographs 
have been issued in the series. 
A full description of the courses given by the Sage School of Philosophy will 
be found in the Announcement of the College of Art.!; and Sciences. 'Yhile any of 
these courses may be utilized by graduates, attendance at lectures IS to be re-
garded only as an aid to the independent development OD the part of tbe student 
of critical scholarship and methods of investigation. 
HISTOaY OF PHIL.OSOPHY. Professors HUUWNO and TH1LLV. The history of 
philosophical speculation from its origin among the Greeks to the present tlIlle. 
SocIAL AND POL.ll'lCAL. ETHICS "NO t'HE P Ull.OSOPHY OF t'HE STATE. Professor 
TuIl.LY. A study of political and legal theories and institution ... in their relation 
to ethics. 
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R APlI> R EADI NG OF PHILOSOPHIC AL GERM AN. Professor HAMMOND. For 
orientation in philosophical terminology in Gennan. 
HISTORY OF ANCIE NT AND M EDIEVAL ETHICS. P rofessor HUUI.O.ND. Develop. 
ment of ethical theories among the Greeks, Romans, and ScholastH:s. 
HISTORY OF MODERN E TH ICS. Professor kUEE. T he history of modem 
ethics with special reference to the recognized methods of ethics and with particu. 
lar attention to British ethics. 
t" THE ETHICS OF MODERN UTILITARI ANISM. Professor THILLY. A critical 
study of the development of modem Engli~h u~iJitarian ism as represented by 
John Stuart ~Iill Herbert Spencer, Henry Sldgwlck, and G. E . Moore. 
MODERN I DEA'LlSTIC THEORIES OF ETHICS. Professor TuILLY. A critical 
study of Kant 's Fundamental Princ~ples?f the Metap~ysics of Ethics and Crit· 
ique of Practical Reason, and Hegel s PhIlosophy of Right. 
SoURCES OF ANC IENT AND 11EDIEVAL PHILOSOPH Y. Professor HAMMOND. 
Critical examination of the primary sources and study of his torical problems. 
TilE REPUBLIC OF PLATO. Professor H AMM OND. Reading of Greek text. 
This course is intended for students of Greek litera ture as well as of Greek philos. 
ophy. 
PHILOSOPHIC AL ApPLICATIONS AND R ESULTS. Assistant Professor SWART. 
EMPIRICISM AND R ATIONALISM. Professor AL.UEE. Leetures and discussions. 
The empirical movement as represented by Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, and the 
rationalistic movement as represented especially by Leibni;/; . 
TilE CRITICAL PIII I.OSOPHl' OF KANT. Professor ALIIEE. Lectures and dis-
cussions. A study of the Critiql je of Pure Reason and the Critique of J wJrtM1ll, 
with frequent rcJerenccs to standard commentaries and to more recent interpre· 
tations. 
EARLl' RATIONALISM : SPINOlA AND LEla I' ll . Professor AL.DEE. A critical 
study of early Rationalism with special reference to the divergent tendencies 
represented by Spinoza and Leibn i;/; . 
MODERN BRITISIl IOHALISM. Professor AI..BEE. The lectures will deal mainly 
with representative works of T. H. Green. Bradley, and Pringle.Pattison. 
SEMINARY IN ETHICS. Professor THILLY, Fuodamental concepts of ETHICS. 
SEMIN ARY IS ANCIENT AND MeDIEVAL PHILOSOPH Y. Professor HAMMOND. 
SEMINARY IN LoGIC ANO M ETAPHYSICS. Assistant Professor SMART. 
SEMINARY IN AESTHETICS. Professor HA!oIMOND. Historical study of aesthetic 
theories. 
"PSYCHOLOGY 
Professors E. B. TITCHENER, H. P . 'VELO, K . M . DAJ..LENBACB, and L. B. HOIS-
INGTON; Mr. F. L . BIXBV; Doctor H. HELSON. 
The research department of the psychological laboratory in Morrill Hall con. 
tains fifteen rooms, t wo of which are used as the private laboratories of the officers 
of instruction, one as a seminary room, and one as a workshop; the remainder 
are at the disposal of students for advanced work. T he experimental rooms are 
furnished, as required, with air, gas, water, and the d irect and alternating electric 
current : they are also connected by an elaborate wiring system, so that two 
or more rooms may be employed together in a single invest igation. There are 
t wo dark chambers. The workshop is adequately equipped. The laboratory 
possesses standard instruments of precision for all t he principal modes of ex' 
perim,-:nt in human psychology, and is especially rich on the side oC acoustics. 
Matenals are available, or can be supplied, for the study of certain problems in 
comparative psychology. T he equipment is undergoing continual improvement, 
and special apparatus required for research is at once constructed or procured. 
The results of investigations pursued in the laboratory are published in the 
Amerium iOIlf1lal of P$ychology. 
Graduate students further have the use of the unusually complete sets of 
demonstra t ional and teaching apparatus contained in the demonstrat ionallabora-
tory (Goldwin Smith Hall) and the undergraduate laboratory (Morrill Hall .) 
Graduate study in psychology is informal, and no exclusively graduate courses 
are given. For the guidance of graduate study Professors Weld , Dallenbach, and 
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H oisingto.n conduct weekly conferences on subjects which paraHel the course in 
SystematIc Psychology,-a course which graduate students are (:eneraHy advised 
to ~e; Dr. Helson devotes ~ne hour a week to the demonstratIon of laboratory 
techmque; and Professor Tltchener directs a seminary on some psychological 
topic which is offered by invitation to candidates for the doctor's degree who are 
adequately prepa.red. Professor Titchener also confers weekly with candidates 
for the doctora~ m psycholo~, and Professor Weld holds weekly conferences .... ith 
students who eIther are candIdates for the master's degree or are pursuing a minor 
in psychology. For the technical training of the student stress is laid upon obser-
vational practice, and candidates for advanced degrees are urged to take part as 
observers in at least three experimental investigations; so far as possible this 
observational practice is given in subjects which are remote from thei r own prob-
1=. 
No list of prerequisites for !raduate work in psychology can be laid down. It 
is assumed, however, that be ore a student presents himself for graduate study 
he will have had a I):eneral course in psychology and laboratory course; in qualita-
tive and quantitative psychology. All undergraduate courses of the jumor and 
senior years are conducted by the heuristic method and with reference to original 
SOUJ"CeS, so that any deficiency of preparation on the part of the graduate student 
can, by attendance upon one or other of these courses, be made up without pass-
ing from the atmosphere of research to that of mere information. 
ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY. Professor TITCHE~ER. Assistant Professors DAL-
LEN BACH and HOISINGTON, Mr. BC"<HY and Dr. H£LSON. 
EXPEII.I)lENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, QUALITATIVE A~O QUA~TITATIVE. Professor 
WELD and Assistant Professors DALLENHACH and HOISINGTO~. 
SVSTEMATIC PSYCHOLOGY: SENSATION, IM AGE. Professor WELD and Mr. 
BIXBY. 
SYSTEMATIC PSYCHOLOGY: FEELi NG, ATTENTION, ACTION. Professor WELP and 
Assistant Professors DALLENHACII and HOISINGTON. 
REAPING OF GERMAN PSYCHOLOGY. Professor WELP. 
RE.4.PING OF FRENCH PS\"CHOLOGY. Professor WELD. 
ApPARATUS AND METHOOS: TECIIINQUE OF TilE LABORATORY. Dr. HELSON. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS, HISTORICAL AND EXPER IMENTAL. Professor 
WELD, Assistant Professors DALLE~BACH and HOISINGTON, and Mr. Blxu\". 
RESEARCH LABORATORY. Professor TITCHENER. 
MATHEMATICS 
p'(}/~JS(}'s J. H. TANNER, J. T. HUTCHI NSON, VIRGIL SNYDER, F. R. SUARPE , 
ARTHUR RANUM, W. A. H URWITZ, W. B. CARIIER, D. C. G ILLESPIE, C. F. 
CIlAIG, and F. \V. OWE:01S; Messrs. H. S. VANDIVER, JEA:01 WOJ.fENOHR, and 
H ILLEL PORlTlKY. 
The graduate .... 'ork provides instruction in the principal branches of mathe-
matics and furnishes preparation and material for independen~ inv~tiga~ion. 
Only a portion of the whole field can be covered by the courses given m a smgle 
year. The courses are changed, therefore, from year to year in order to meet the 
needs of students. 
In addition to the regular instruction, individual guidance and advice are 
offered to any student who wishes to follow a particular line of inquiry. 
Students who take mathematics as a major subject for an advanced degree 
must have completed previously the equivalent of the elementary course in ana-
lytic geometry and calculus, and further study in at least one more advanced 
subject, as for example, differential equations, advanced calculus, modem algebra, 
or projective or advanced analytic geometry. 
The Oliver !o.{athematical Club, composed of teachers and advanced students, 
meets weekly. and has for its object the systematic presentation by the members 
of some specified mathematical theory of recent deve!opme!1t, and.of repo~ on 
note"l\"OTthy articles in current journals and on results of speCIal readmg and mves-
tigations. . . 
The equipment consists of a coll~lon of about three hundred surfaces, m-
eluding the various forms of the cychdes, the Kununer surface, the surface of 
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centers, and minimum surfaces; plaster models illustrating positive, negative, 
and parabolic curvature, and. constant measure of curvatl!re; plaster m~els 
illustrating the theory of functIOns, among them models of simply and multiply 
connected surfaces, lind of several fOrnlS of Riemann's surfaces, and models repre-
senting the real parts of algebraic, exponential, logarithmic, and elliptic {unctions; 
~"OOden and glass models of crystals and polyhedra, wire a~d . thread models of 
twisted curves and ruled surfaces, and skeleton frames for mmunum surfaces. 
The University Library has a large collection of books on pure and applied 
mathematics, including collected works of mathematicians, complete sets of all the 
important mathematical journals, transactions and other publications of scientific 
societies, and doctoral theses from the leading American and European universi-
ties. 
The following courses are offered. The courses mentioned only by title will 
not be given in 19"5-26, but are usually given at intervals of two or three years. 
·ALGE BRA 
THEORY OF EQUATIONS. Professor SHARPE. Prerequisite, Elementary Cal-
culus. Algebraic equations, determinants, eliminations, linear transformations, 
invariants and covariants, elementary divisors. 
THEORY OF NUMDERS. Mr. VANDIVER. Prerequisite, Elementary Calculus. 
Congruences, quadratic forms, factoring and Fermat's theorem. 
ITHEORY OF GROU PS. Not given in 19"5- z6.] 
·ANALYSIS 
ELEMENTARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Professor CRAIG. Repeated second 
term. Prerequisite, Elementary Calculus. 
ADVANCED CALCULUS. Professor OWENS. Prerequisite, Elementary Calculus, 
The processes of the Calculus, their meanings and applications. 
THEORY OF FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEX VAlUABLE. Professor Gn.LESPIE. Pre-
requisite, Elementary Calculus. An elementary course in the theory of analytic 
{unctions o{ a complex variable. 
INTEGR AL EQUATiONS. Mr. WOLFENOER. Prerequisite, Advanced Calculus. 
Linear integral equations of the second kind, with applications; equations of the 
first kind; non-linear equations; integro-diflerential equations and Cunctionals. 
[INFINITE SERIES. Not given in 19Z5-26.J 
[CALCULUS OF VARIATION.9. Not given in 19Z5- .. 6.] 
[FUNCTIONS OF A REAL VAR IABLE. Not given in 19Z5-26.J 
·GEO~fETRY 
PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY. Professor CARVER. Prerequisite, Elementary Cal-
culus. The elements of pro.iective geometry treated synthetically. 
ADVANCED ANALYTIC GEOMJ>TRY. Professor OWENS. Prerequisite, Elementary 
Calculus. Homogeneous and projective coordinates, plane and space curves, 
quadric surfaces. 
A~GE.BRAIC GEO~ETRY . Professor SNYDER. Prerequisites, Advanced Calculus, 
Projective and Advanced Analytic Geometry. The theory of linear systems of 
curves and surfaces, including birational transCormations. 
9EOMETitY OF HYPERSPACE. Professor RANUM. A study of the principal prop-
erties of spaces of 4 or more dimensions. 
[DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY. Not given in 19Z5-26.J 
[LINE GEOMETR\". Not given in I 9"~-26.J 
INoN-EuCLIDIAN GEOMETRY. Not gIVen in 19Z5-26.J 
·ApPLI ED MAT HEMATICS 
. THEORY OF PROBABILITiES. Professor HURWITZ. The theory with applica-
tIOns to statistics, theory of errors, correlation, insurance. 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MATHE~ATICAL PH\·SICS. P rofessor HURWITZ. 
Prerequisite, Advanced Calculus. Their derivation and solution with appropriate 
boundary conditions. 
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HYDItODYNAlI IC~ ANI? ELASTICITY. Professor SHARPE. Prerequisite, Elemen-
tary Calculus. Pnmanly for students in Physics and Engineering. 
VECTOR. ANALYSIS. Mr. POInTs!.:Y. Prerequisite, Elementary Calculus. The 
al ~ebra and calculus of veCtors applications to geometry mechanics and elec--
tncity. ' " 
(FOURIER'S SEIUES AND POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS. Not given in 1925-26.1 
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Graduate wo~k in Engineering will be limited presumably to one field. This 
~y.be ch~ 10 any <?ne of the three larger subdivisions or schools of Engineer_ 
mg. I.e.: Civil. ~echamcal, nr Electrical, although further subdivision will always 
be reqUired. It IS. however. always possible to elect work and to pursue research 
in two or m?re schools •. provided nne fitld only is involved, as, for example, in 
hydro-electnc power or In hydro-electric traction. 
F~r bett.er teaching facilities, some duplication el(ists, both in subject matter 
and In eqUIpment, and a student should therefore select in such a case the school 
naturally making the same applications that he himself desires to make. For 
example, in the School of Mechanical Engineering, hydraulics naturally leads 
towa.r~s, and. is de;veloped with a view to, pump design or hydraulic power plants. 
In ClVil Engmeenng, on the other hand, hydraulics looks forward to water power 
installations. to canal and harbor construction, to sewerage and waterworks. 
I n some cases, as for example in studies on cement or steel specifications, fur-
ther training in chemistry might be found imperative. though that might involve 
work in still another school. Such additional study is desirable. sometimes essen-
tial for successful pursuit of many kinds of graduate work in Engineering. It is 
particularly desirable that a thorough knowledge of all fundamental theory be in 
hand before any attempt is made to carry out its applications into Engineering 
Design or Construction. 
" MECHANICS 
In CiuU Enginuring 
Pro!tssor5 S. G. GEORGI!. and E. W. RETTGER. 
An extensive departmental library in Lincoln Hall, in addition to the Univer_ 
sity Library, affords Cacilities Cor advanced work in the field of applied mechanics, 
especially in applications such as occur in structural engineering. 
The prerequisite training for graduate work in this subject should cover the 
fundamental principles and applications in mathematics. phr.sics, materials, 
mechanics and structural design required for graduation in ciVil engineering at 
Cornell University. Many of the advanced treatises are in French or German, 
and an ability to read technical works in these languages is extremely valuable. 
ADVANCED MECHANICS. Linear arches: curved bea1Tl5; special cases of 
flexure: problems in the mathematical theory of elasticity: thick hollow cylinders 
and spheres : plates variously supported; Castigliano's theorem of least work wi th 
extensive applications to deflections, beams. arches, and statically indeterminate 
cases of trusses, beams, frames. and arches. 
SPECIAL RESEARCH AND SEMINAR. COURSES IN ADVANCED MECHANICS. 
TOPICS AND METUODS O~· INVESTIGATION, individually arranged. 
·MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTiON 
Proftssor H. H, ScOFl I>L D. 
The library of the School of Civil Engineering is well supplied with reference 
works of various kinds on the subject of structural materials, their properties, 
specifications, and tests. Especial effort is made to add continually. the most 
recent investigations and researches as the results find their way into pnnt. 
The equipment is selected to make all ordinary and many special tests and 
investigations nf the materials oC construction. The testing machines range in 
capacities from 400,000 pounds in tension, compression. a.nd flexure on long 
span beams, to 1.000 pounds. The tests of toughness, abrasion, and wear may 
be made upon rock, paving brick, and similar materials. Core drills, diamond 
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saws, lap grinders. and other apparatus for the proper preparation of these test 
pieces are available. 
The cement and concrete laboratories are equipped to make all the standard 
tests upon cement and the various other ingredients entering into concrete. A 
specialty is made in the tests and investigations of the finished concrete under 
various conditions as to proportion, manufacture, and design. 
MATERIALS LADORATORY. Professor ScOFIRLD. Open to graduates who lack 
fundamental laboratory experience. 
E~GI ~EERING RESEARCH I N MATERIALS. Pro~essor ScOFIELD. Special in. 
vestlgatlons of an advanced nature of the propertle9 of structural units and the 
materials of construction. Proper investigational methods are insisted on so that 
the results shall be of the caliber and scope deemed essential for publication. 
HYDRAULICS AND HYDRAULIC ENGINEERrNG 
In Civil Enginuring 
Major work in Experimental Hydraulics, Theoretical Hydraulics, or Hydraulic 
Engineering may consist in part (subject to the thesis requirement) of advanced 
courses selected from the subjoined list, or the entire minor work may consist of 
such courses accompanied by such special work and reports as may be arranged 
with the faculty members of the special committee. 
A candidate for the degree of Master of Civil Engineering (or of Science), or 
Doctor of Philosophy who desires to take either a major or a minor subject in 
these fields of study must ordinarily have completed, preliminary to graduate 
work, courses in Hydraulics, Municipal Sanitation (including sewer design and 
construction and sewage disposal), and Water Supply, substantially equivalent 
to these courses as required of all undergraduates in the School of Civil Engine(lr-
ing. If a graduate student lacks one or more of these preliminary courses or 
considerable portions of any of them, more than the minimum period of residence 
may be necessary. 
Ordinarily for major work in Hydraulic Engineering the thesis requirement 
of the Graduate School must be satisfied by work involving original designs, 
estimates, or analyses based on actual engineering data, these to be gathered by 
the student himself as an essential part of advanced work in this field, and the 
requirement may not be satisfied by the so-called descriptive type of thesis with 
only rather vague design based on assumed data. 
For major work in Experimental (or Theoretical) Hydraulics the thesis re-
quirement may be satisfied by individual experimental (or theoretical) investiga-
tion and a thesis based thereon. The department can usually suggest interestjng 
subjects for investigation on some of the numerous topics of.hydraulics on whICh 
scientific infonnation is both needed and demanded by the engineering professio~. 
Ordinarily fully half of the studcnt 's total time should be devoted to the thesIS 
investigation. The tendency is to underestimate the time required for preliminary 
work and that necessary for a thorough digestion of results in preparation of the 
thesis. Consequently the work should be begun, if possible, early ,in the first 
tenn of residence. 
· HYDRAULICS 
P rofessor E. w. &HOD£I{, 
The unique situation and construction of the Hydraulic Laboratory render 
practicable investigations requiring a steady gravity water supply for long periods 
using relatively large flows of water. The water sUPEly is obtained from Fall 
Creek with a watershed of 126 square miles. Beebe ake, a pond of about 20 
acres, has been formed by the construction of a concrete dam, 26 feet high. with a 
spillway crest length of 130.5 feet. At one end of the dam there is an additional 
flood spillway 141.5 feet long. A rectangular canal po feet long and 16 feet wide 
is supplied from Beebe Lake through six headgates for controlling the amount of 
flow. The upper portion of the canal is 17.7 feet deep and the lower portion is 10 
feet deep. In this canal are two sharp crested weirs, 16 feet long, over which dis-
charges as large as 400 cubic feet a second may be passed. 
A short branch canal 6 leet wide, in the upper portion of the laboratory build-
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i!lg, ~y be supplied. directly from Beebe Lake by means of a 48-inch steel pipe 
hne With a short .}O-mch. br~lIch at its lower end. A 30-inch valve controls the 
flow from the 48·mch pipe mto the 6-foot cana\. The 6-foot canal discharges 
eit~er to waste into the pool below Triphammer Falls (a sheer drop of 60 feet) 
or 1n~0 the upper ~nd of a steel s.tandpipe 6 feet in diameter and 60 feet high. 
A sUltabl~ mechantsm causes an Instantaneous diversion of discharges as large 
as 60 cubiC feet a :reoo.nd frol"!' the waste flwne into the standpipe or vice versa. 
The 6-foot standpipe. IS provided at the bottom with a 36-inch discharge valve 
operat~ by hydraultc pressure.. There is a float guage indicating accurately 
the height of the water surface 111 the standpipe. An independent Io-inch ripe 
line from Beebe Lake to the bottom of the laboratory supplies the majority 0 the 
pieces of apparatus used for class work and researeh. The 6-foot standpipe may 
be used also as a supply tank, water being supplied to it either from the 6-foot 
canal or the IO-inch pipe line. 
The lower portion of the large J6-foot canal, 350 feet long between weirs, is 
used for measurements with floats and current meters. An electrically operated 
car spans t his canal and is used for rating the current meters. r..'1odels of dams 
may be built in the canal and the flow over them investigated with precision. 
Outdoors there are also twin flumes 2 feet wide, 2~ feet deep, and 90 feet long, 
extending downstream from a short canal 7 feet wide and 3 feet deep just below 
Beebe Dam to a 2ooo-cubic-foot eoncrete measuring tank. The water supply 
to these flumes is independent of the large canal or of the 48-inch pipe. Outside 
work is usually impracticable between December I and April I . 
In t he laboratory building there is also a concrete flume 2 feet wide, 4 feet 
deep, and 25 feet long. F lows up to I I cubic feet a second can be passed through 
this and measured volumetrically. This flume is conveniently arranged for 
e~periments on small weirs, low head orifices, etc. 
There are numerous flanged connections from 4 to 24 inches diameter for the 
attachment of apparatus. 
The hydraulic machinery CQuipment at present includes only types of the 
t urbine, Pelton-Doble wheel, overshot wheel, multi-stage centrifugal pump and 
hydraulic ram, all arranged for testing. 
Prospective graduate students should bear in mind that only under very rare 
ci rcumstances can a candidate for the Master's degree, or even the Doctor's 
degree, hope to carry out an experimental investigation in hydraulics involving 
large flows of water up to the capacity of the laboratory or involving e~tensive 
constructions. The limitations of seasonal availability of water and of weather 
conditions, as well as of time, labor, and expense, are such that the graduate 
student in this subject should look forward to investigations of lesser apparent 
magnitude, but often of equal value. 
ADVANCED H YDRAULICS. One recitation and two long periods a week. One 
Period is devoted to problems and the other to laboratory work and preparation 
of reports. The recitations and problems take up topics in stability of flotation: 
overflow dams, free and submerged: backwater and variable flow in open chan-
nels : standing waves: water hammer and surges: flow of air in pipes: impulse 
wheels and turbines : centrifugal pumps; hydraulic rams: logarithmic plotting. 
The laboratory experiments include gage testing, orifices, nozzles, pipes, current 
meter reading, Pitot tube, Venturi meter. 
HYDRAULIC MEASUREME"'TS. In addition to more thorough experimental 
investigations on some of the laboratory topics mentioned under (ourse 41, e.g., 
weirs, Pitot tubes, pipes and current meters, the work includes fire hose and 
nozzles, ordinary water meters, floats in open channels, actual measurement of 
river discharge (on a week-end trip) and such occasional tests as opportunity offers 
in the laboratory or the immediate neighborhood of Ithaca. 
EXPERIIdENTAL H YDRAU LIC MOTORS AND P UMPS. The determination of 
efficiency, capacity, and characteristics of hydraulic machinery by tests. 
EXPERUIENTAL H YDRAULIC iNVI'.STIGATION. The subject and scope of the 
investigation should be selected by conference at the beginning of the term if not 
previously arranged. I t is often permissible and desirable for two .students to 
work together on the same investigation. Written reports are reqUired but the 
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te:tt need not be typewritten in thesis style; these rep?rts are kept by the depart_ 
ment. In most cases it is necessary to arrange a defirute schedule for work in the 
laboratory to avoid conflicts. 
·HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING 
In Civil Engineering 
Professor F.]. SEERV. 
HVDRAULIC CONSTRUCTION. The course is devoted largely to a study of 
water storage and the engineering investigations and design of structures ass0-
ciated with stream regulation for public water supplies, water power, irrigatiOll 
or navigation. E:ttensive problems are worked out involving the preliminary 
investigation of a project, exploration of dam sites, surveys of reservoir sites, 
the economics of storage, manipulation of storage and pondage, the prepara-
t ion of an estimate of quantities, costs, plan of progres;s in construction, etc., for a 
particular project. The stability of weir dams by graphics, and the analytic de-
sign of high masonry dams by Wegmann's method, together with a study of all the 
factors affecting the stability and form of section of a dam, and the methods of con_ 
struction are fully covered by text and in problems. Earthen dams and embank· 
ments, timber weirs, movable dams, and flashboards are also considered. 
WATER_POWER ENGINEER ING. Recitations from assigned text and the work· 
ing of lengthy problems. The course is devoted to a general study of the problems 
of water power development, the factors affecting the economics of a project, the 
engineering and commercial feasibility of developing power and the value of a mi ll 
site. A detailed study of the characteristics of modem turbine types, the selectioll 
of mechanical equipment suited to the conditions of installation and operation, 
the effects of load factors, pondage, storage and steam au:til iary on the capacity 
and cost; together with an analysis of the power capacity of a low head mill site, 
the speed regulation of a plant under medium head fed by a long {lenstock, and a 
thorough study of the phenomena of unsteady flow and surging, With and without 
surge tanks, are covered by the te:tt and incorporated into numerical problems 
taken from existing plants. 
In Me,hllniclll Engineering 
PrO/tHO' F. G. SWITZER. 
Arrangements can sometimes be made for e:tperimental work in the University 
bydro-electric plallt. This plant contains a reaction turbine built by t1Ie I. P. 
Morris Department of the Wm. Cramp and Sons Ship and Engine Building Co., 
rated at 550 h.p. , 600 r.p.m. at 142 ft. head. There arc also four impulse turbines 
of the Pelton-Doble type, two of which are rated at 280 h.p., 124 r .p.m. at 135 
ft. head, and the other two are rated at 50 h.p., 300 r .p.m. at 135 ft. bead. The 
three large machines are directly connected to 6o-cycJe altematers: the two 
smaller machines are directly connected to d.c. generators. There is also a sepa. 
rate d.c. generator driven by a synchronous motor and the usual switchboard and 
control apparatus. 
The libraries of the University have a very complete collection of tTe3.tisell 
relating to mechanics, hydrauliCS, hydro-electric engineering, and to similar 
subjects. In addition, these libraries contain the more representative engineerint 
periodicals and the transactions of the leading engineering societies of the world. 
HYORAULIC POWER PLANTS. Professor SWITZER. A brief survey of the problem 
of the consulting engineer in waterpower work with a more detailed study of power 
houses and their equipment. 
H,·ORAULIC POWER PLANT DESIGN . Professor SWITZER. Applications of the 
work given in the preceding eonne to the investigation of problems of design of 
parts or the whole of a water power plant. Problems will be chosen to meet the 
needs of each student. 
*MACHINE DESIGN 
Professors C. D. A1.. IIERT, E. F. GARNER, F. S. ROGERS, and C. E. TOWNSEND. 
Under this head is included advanced instruction in descriptive geometry, 
kinematics, m~chine desig~ and design methods, and special design problems. 
There are mne well eqUipped drawing rooms. The Sibley Library and the 
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U~versity Library h~ve a very comple~e collection of books on drawing, macbine 
deslgn and construcbon, structural desIgn, and books on related subjects. 
·HIGHWAY ENGINEERING 
PrIJ!esIofS W. L. CONWEI..I. and j. E. PERRY. 
The la~rat~ry. for testing rocks, aggregates, and other non-bituminous bigh_ 
way '!laterials l~ In the base'!lent of Lincoln Hall. It is equipped with a Deval 
machine, Page lJI1pact machme for the toughness test, impact machine for the 
cementation test, ball mill, core dri ll , rock saw, grinding lap, Dony macbine 
briquette molding machin,:, rat~ler f?r tcsti1"!g paving bric~, sieve~, etc. ' 
The laboratory lor testmg bltumlnous hlghway matenals aml subgrade soils 
is housed in a separate building. This laboratory is equipped with facilities for 
making the standard tests of specific gravity, consistency, ductility, distillation, 
EVaporation, flash and burning points, fixed carbon, melting point, etc., on b i-
tuminous materials and also with apparatus for testing subsoils for volumetric 
change, moisture equivalent, bearing value, capillarity, water capacity, mecbanical 
analysis, etc. 
The otber laboratories of the Scbool of Civil Engineering equipped for tbe 
purpose of investigating tbe proper ties of engineering materials and the Ceramic 
Laboratory of the Department of Geology, which is equipped with kilns and a 
brick machine, are also available for students specializing in highway engineering. 
Tbe Library of tbe Scbool of Civil Engineering and the University Library 
contain a comrrehensive collection of books on highway engineering, periodicals, 
publications 0 technical societies, while the offi~ of the Department of H ighway 
Engineering has on file city and state specifications and reports, government 
bulletins and reports, reports on highway engineering research, standard plans 
and plans of bighway proJects, and catalogues of equipment, all of which are avail-
able to students. 
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING. This course will not be accepted as part of a major 
or minor subject in graduate work. 
ADVANCED HIGHWAY ENGINEERING. Study of research data, eeonomics of 
location, design of highways, contractor 's organizations, etc. 
HIGHWAY LABO RATORY. Standard tests of bituminous and non·bituminous 
materials, and subgrade soils and tests of paving mixtures. 
ADVANCED HIGHWAY LABORATORY. Investigation of special problems in the 
field of bighway research. 
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING DESIGN . Design of highways, highway structures, 
estimates of cost, etc. 
HIGHW AY ENGINEIUIING RESEARCH. Laboratory investigations and collection 
and analysis of data referring to the field of highway economics. 
In the fall of the ycar trips are made from time to time to investigate the actual 
condition of roads and various phases of highway work; in the spring numcrous 
field inspections are made of drainage and subsoil conditions; later, when work 
on bighway contracts begins, particular attention is paid to contractor 's equipment 
and organization. 
Nole. Forthe larger highway structures, seeSTR UCTURAL ENGl NEERl NG. 
·RAILROAD E NGINEERING 
Professors F. A. BARNES, ]' E. PERRY, and CARL CRANDALL. 
'l'he library of the School of Civil Engineering contains an excellent and up-
to-date collection of books, periodicals, and publications of railway and other 
technical societies on the location, construction, maintenance, and operation of 
railways and on transportation. Specifications. s~ndard pla~s, ano;! maps and 
profiles are available for use in the study of eeonomlCs of locatIon, rallway struc-
tures. signaling, yard and tenninal design., etc. Instru~ental e9uipmen~ is av::,-il_ 
able for securing additional data for speCial problems m relocatlon and m deslgn 
of structures. 
The following elective courses supplemented by problems as required, may be 
taken as part of a major or minor subject by those wbo may not have covered. 
such work in their undergraduate courses: 
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M AI NTENANCE OF WAY and STRUCTURES. Assistant Professor PaRRY. 
OPERATION ANO MANAGEMENT. Professor BARNES. 
ENGINEERING DESIGN. Professor BARNES and Assistant Professor C RANDALL. 
ENGINEERING RESEARCH. Professor BARNES. 
The first two consists of recitations and lectures; the latter two involve indi-
vidual work on special problems or investigations. The field is so broad that the 
interest of the student is considered in the assignment of work. 
In addition to the above courses, the student may take courses in other depart-
ments if time pennits; such as courses in transportation in the College of Arts 
and Sciences, or in the applications of electricity to railway work in the School of 
Electrical Engineering. 
Note. For the larger railway structures, see STRUCTURAL ENGl NEERl NG. 
· SANITARY ENGINEERING 
P'of~ssorl H. N. OGDEN and C. L. WALKER. 
The courses offered to graduate students may be divided into two classes: 
those dealing with the design, construction, and operation of sewage disposal 
plants and water purification plants: and those fundamental studies in chemIstry, 
biology, and bacteriology, which the undergraduate student in civil engineering 
may not have been able to I?UTSue. 
A sewage-disposal plant III the city of Ithaca offers opportunity for experi_ 
mental study of septic action and of sedimentation. Within a short distance 
from Ithaca are five other plants, well adapted for critical examinations of efficien-
cies. Numerous other opportunities are offered for the study of similar ques tions. 
The laboratories in all the related subjects are open to graduate students 
in sanitary engineering. The courses in organic chemistry are well adapted to 
the study of the disposal of trade wastes. The courses in mycology and botany 
afford excellent opportunity for studying the life history of algae and other 
water plants which affect both stream pollution and purification. T he courses 
in bacteriology deal not only with water bacteria and the colon types but also 
wi th pathogenic forms interesting from the point of view of epidemiology. The 
courses in the Medical College enable the student to trace the effect of the pol_ 
lutions of water supply and to acqui re a working knowledge of the water-borne 
diseases. F inally, a well-equipped sanitary laboratory established in the College 
gives an opportunity for students to acquire not merely laboratory technique in 
water analysis. but also a practical training in the forms of interpretation. This 
laboratory is also available for e~perimental studies of the efficiency of water and 
sewage plants and of methods of dealing with the refuse from factories. The 
library IS well provided with the literature of the various subjects bearing on 
municipal sanitation. 
The following courses in other subjects in the University may profitably be 
taken by graduate students in samtary engineering: Economics 76 ; Govern-
ment and Public Law 4; Chemistry 305; Chemistry 615: Botany 12 ; Entomolo-
gy 30; Veterinary College, course 43. 
In order to take advanced work in this department, the student must have 
had an equivalent of the following preliminary courses described in the Announce-
ment of the College of Engineering: 
Sanitary Biology: Municipal Engineering; Purification and Control of Water 
Supplies: Sewerage Works; Sanitary Laboratory. 
Primarily for Grilduiliu 
PYRIFICATION OF WAT&~. Professor OGDEN. Specific problems in water 
punfication; control of watersheds; effect of sedimentation on waters of different 
compositions; treatment of waters for particular requi rements such as removal 
of hardness. st'diment, bacteria, etc. A rcport on some existing 'water system will 
be required (rom each student. 
C~r,~FERENCE ON PRESENT MET~ODS OF SEWAG.I!. DISPOSAL. Professor OGDRN. 
A crltlC.al study of the construction and operation of plants now in existence. 
Inspections and reports. 
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LABORATORY COURS!!. Professors OGDEN and WALKER . Devoted to some 
special problem of sewage or water, such as the operation of a water-filtration 
plant, a sewage-disposal plant, the purification of trade wastes, the value of 
disinfection, etc. 
·POWER ENGINEERING 
PrtJfesstJrs W. N. BARNARD, F. O. ELLENWOOD, M. C. ERN~l3 ln/GER, R. E. CLARK, 
and W. H. Hoo'K. 
The graduate work conducted under this heading includes investigations in 
engineering thermodynamics, problems in power plant economics, the selection ' 
and arrangement of the equipment of power plants and the design of such equip-
ment. The library is liberally provided with reference books, periodical literature, 
and transactions of engineering societies relating to these subjects. 
DESIGN AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN HEAT-POWER ENGINEERING. Professors 
BARNARD, ELLENWOOD, and ERNSBERGER. 
·STRUCTU RAL ENGINEERING 
Professors L. C. URQU HART, E. N. BUltROWS, and C. E. O'ROURKE. 
In this subject instruction is offered in the detennination of loading and 
stresses and the design of roofs, buildings, bridges, arches, foundations, piers, 
retaining walls, and other structures of timber, steel, and concrete. 
A collection of detail plans of American structures is available, together with a 
large number of photographs of bridges and bui ldings. 
The library contains practically all the important books on bridge and struc-
tural engineering. It also contains a valuable collection of theses, those on original 
investigations relating to arch bridges and secondary stresses being especially 
noteworthy. These investigations have been conducted so as to fonn an extended 
and closcly related series. Their results constitute an important addition to pre-
vious knowledge of the relative suength, ~tiffness, and weight of different types 
of construction and of the method for their investigation and design. Special 
facilities are available for the study of secondary stresses in bridge trusses. 
To qualify {or graduate work in structural engineering, a knowledge of theo-
retical mechanics. of strength of materials, of engineering construction, and ele-
mentary courses in stresses and design in timber, steel, and concrete are required. 
The following regularly scheduled courses are open only to seniors and gradu-
ates but satisfactory work in any of them will not be considered as completing 
the requirements of a minor, and further study in some related field is expected. 
HIGHER STRUCTURES. Professor URQUHART. The theory of two- and three· 
hinged arches and of continuous beams and bridges. (Required of all graduate 
students whose major or minor is in Structural Engineering.) 
STI;:EI. BUILPINGS. Assistant Professor BURROWS. Design of a typical modem 
mill building. 
BRIDGE DI':SIGN. Assistant Professor BURROWS. Design of a modem railroad 
or highway bridge of moderate span. 
INVESTIGATION OF EXISTI NG BRIDGES. Assistant Professor BURROWS. 
Examination of and stress analysis of some of the local bridges. 
MA.~ONRY AND FOUNDATIO:SS. Assistant Professor O'ROURKE. A study of 
the various types of foundations for bridges and bu'ldings, including piled founda. 
tions. caissons, a nd cofferdams. 
CONCII:ETE DESIGN. Professor URQUIIART and Assistant Professor O'ROU RII:E. 
Design of a modem reinforced concrete building. 
REINFORCED CONCRETE ARCll. Professor URQUHART. Design of a railroad or 
highway reinforced concrete arch bridge. 
CONCRETE HIGHWAY BRIDGE DESIGN. Professor URQUHART. Design of reo 
taining walls, short span concrete bridges, and abutments. 
ENGINEERING DESIGN. Professor URQUHART and Assistant Professors BURROWS 
and O'ROURKE. Special problems of design or investigation not covered in the 
above courses. 
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-EXPERIMENTAL ENGlNEERING AND M ECHANICA L 
ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
Pf ojusors H. DIEDER ICHS, W. M. SAWDON, G. B. UPTON, V. R . G AGE, and A. C. 
OAVIS. . . ...-.-A f 
THE MATERIA LS TeSTING LABORATO RY. This laboratory. IS eqU.II-'V"'" or 
tension and compre!;Sion tests with an Olsen J?"ooo-It? machme, a Rlehl~ t OO,-
ooo-ib. machine, a 2oo,ooo-lb. Emery hydrauhc m~chme, an, Olsen 150,ooo-!b. 
th~-screw machine, a Charpy-lzod impact testmg machme, together Wlth 
several other machines varyin~ in capacity from 10,000 to 100,000 pounds. 
For transverse test there is a Rlehh! machine of 200,000 pounds capacity and a 
Fairbanks machine of 10000 pounds capacity. There are one Thurston auto-
graphic torsion machine: one. Olse~ torsic": machin~ of 200,000 i~ch-poufl:ds 
capacity and two Upton-LewIs fatigue testmg machmes. The eqwpment m-
cludes e;tensometers, a cathetometer, gas. fw:naces, temperinfl baths, ~':1d a ll 
other apparatus required for the determmatlon of the physical 9uahttes of 
engineering materials under tensile, oompressive, transverse, and torsional stress, 
and under different kinds of heat treatment. 
THE STEAM LABORATORY. In this laboratory there is a I so-HP triple expan-
sion Allis-Corl iss engine so fitted up that it may be operated as a simple, com-
pound or triple expansi~n engi.ne, oondensing or n~m-con~ensing. There are also 
several smaller engines, mclud.ng a Russel, a Hams-Corhss. a Payne, and a Troy 
steam engine. There are three surface condensers and one jet condenser which 
may be oonnected with these engines as desired. There are two 3S-kw. horirontal 
Curtis turbines and a IS-kw. De Laval turbine which drive electric generators 
and may be run condensing or non-condensing, and a Lee turbine direct connected 
to a Gould centrifugal pump . A two-stage Worthington air compressor driven by 
a Uni-flow engine and one airbrake pump, together wi th meters, nozzles, and 
other instruments. may be used for routine tests. This part of the laboratory also 
has several fans that can be arranged and equipped for testing. The apparatus 
and instruments used for engine testing comprise about eighty indicators of d iffer-
ent types, about seventy-five ~team gauges, a number of calorimeters for deter-
mination of the quality of steam, speed counters, tachometers, planimeters, etc., 
besides a number of dynamometers of various kinds. The boiler section of this 
laboratory has one Iso-HP Babcock and Wilcox water- tube boiler of the marine 
type, one 100-H P Babcock and Wilcox watertube boiler of the standard type both 
of which are fitted with internal superheaters, and an So-HP Heine water-tube 
boiler. The auxiliary apparatus consists of a Cochrane open heater, a Wainwright 
closed heater, a Wayne water softener, a Hayes CO, recorder, steam pumps, traps, 
injectors, etc. A full set of scales, measuring tanks, gauges, flue gas apparatus, 
separating and throttling calorimeters, pyrometers, etc., complete the boiler 
equipment. 
THE GAS ENGINE LABORATORY. The equipment in this laboratory is chosen 
with a view to providing a great variety of types as to fuel used, governing, etc. 
It includes an 8-HP Fairbanks gasoline engine, an 8-HP Olds gasoline engine, a 
6-HP Jngeco oil engine, a 6-HP and a ' S-H P Hornsby-Akroyd oil engine. a 30-
HP Westinghouse gas engine with gas producer, a lS-kw. General Electric Co. gas 
motor set, and a 4S-H P Diesel engine. High speed engines are represented by a 
variety of auto and airplane engines. The testing equipment includes a full set 
of indIcators and a Midgley indicator. Dynamometers are represented by a l So-
HP Sprague Electric, a 6o-HP Diehl Eleetric, and a Wheeler hydraulic good for 
loo-HP at 4000 r.p.m. 
THE H YDRAULIC LABORATORY. This laboratory contains the following 
machines and apparatus: a 6·inch single-stage De Laval centrifugal pump; a 
2J{-inch two-stage Worthington centrifugal pump; a 12-inch Doble water 
wheel ; a lO·inch Trump turbine; several Pelton wheels and hydraulic rams; sets 
of weir boxes with various types of weirs and nozzles for the determination of 
coefficients of discharge; various types of water meters and other apparatus for 
measuring the flow of water, such as Pitot tubes, Venturi meters, current meten, 
.te. 
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Tn~ OIL TESTINC LABORATORY. This laboratory contains a Cornell oil-testing 
machme, and a Thurston standard railway-testing machine. T he rest of the 
equipment consists of seve.ral viscosimeters of different types, flash and buming 
test apparatus, together wIth the necessary hydrometers and thermometers. 
THE REFRIGERATION LAIIORATORY. For the study of refrigeration the mechan-
icallabo~tory .possesses a 2-ton York absorption machine and a very complete 
York refngeratmg compression plant having a capacity of IS tons of ice. 
THE CEMENT LABOJtATORY. This laboratory not only contains the ordinary 
apparatus for the testing of cement and concrete, but in addition is equipped with 
crushing and grinding machinery and a small vertical kiln for making investiga-
tions on the manufacture of cement from raw material. 
THE FUEL TESTING LABORATORY. This laboratory contains a complete equip-
ment of fuel calorimeters and other apparatus needed for the determination of the 
composition and calorific value of fuel, whether gaseous, liquid, or solid. 
For the major work in this department the graduate student is required to 
select a subject in the field of mechanical engineering research. This work is in 
charge of officers of instruction who devote practically their entire time to it and 
give advice a nd assistance to graduate students who are carrying on investiga-
tions in the various branches of mechanical engineering. Much of the work in 
this subject is. conducted in the several laboratories described uoder Experimental 
Engineering. The equipment and resources of all other departments of the Sibley 
School are likewise available, and in most instances arrangements can be made to 
use the equipment of the scientific and engineering departments of the other 
colleges of the University. 
In addition to the well-equipped Sibley library containing reference books, 
periodical literature, bulletins and transactions of bureaus and societies, relating 
to mechanical engineering and allied branches of learning, the graduate student 
has access to the University Library and to the special libraries of the other elli:i-
neering and scientific departments of the University. In the University Library 
is a large collection of research theses, and the Department of Engineering Re-
search has on file the results of many investigations. 
As minor subjects the department offers the following courses open to both 
eraduate and undergraduate students: 
MEe .. ANlcAL LABORATORy-ExPERUIENTAL ENGISEERING. First term. 
Efficiency tests of gas and gasoline engines, steam injectors, steam turbine, blowing 
fan, hydraulic turbine, and centrifugal pumr' Reports are required to be full and 
complete; and to include data and results 0 each test under consideration, and all 
information necessary to understand completely the machine tested and the 
methods used. 
MECHANICAL LABORATORy-EXPERlldENTAL ESGINEERING. Second term. 
A written report is re<luired on each experiment. Detailed study of methods oC 
testing and methods of computation in the following subjects: testing of engines 
and boilers, air compressors, ice machines; measurement of flow of water, etc. 
MOTOR CAR CONSTRUCTION. Professor UPTON. 
H EATING AND VENTILATII-:G. Professor SAWOON . The methods of design and 
of construction of various forms of ventilating and heating apparatus. 
ApPLIED METALLOGRAPHY. Professor UPTON. Covers in historical sequence 
the development of knowledge of the internal structure of metals, and the relation 
of structure and properties; the technique of metallographic research, study of 
application of the Jaws of physical chemistry to interpretation and correlation of 
results. Study of stable and metastable conditions: heat treatment theory and 
practice. The practical aim of metallography is constantly emphasized. 
·ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Professo1s P. M. LINCOLN, V. KU.APETOFF, J. G. PERTSCU, W. C. BALLARD, and 
R. F. CUAWIIERLAIN. 
THE LECT\lRE Eq'.!.11P.w:ENT. The lecture room is except ionally well provided 
with display apparatus and with apparatus especially deSigned for demonstration 
p urposes. All types 'of electrical machinery may be operated on the lecture 
table, and a 6o,ooo-volt transformer is provided for insulator testing. 
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ToE D\')o;.4.),IO L.4.BOR.4.TORY. This laboratory is provided with a great variety 
of standard and special machine!l for both direct a?d alternating-current wo~k , 
along with the necessary meters and cont~1 eqUIpment. Among the special 
pieces of equipment are a street car truck .wlth m.otors and also a C<?mplete outfit 
lor exhibiting in actual operation the multlple-umt system of electnc car con.trol. 
The laboratory has been provided with a .large number of new machines, 
including an alternating-current generator which may be connected as a two-
phase, three-phase, or six_phase, machine; a modem rotary. conv~r pro-
vided with brush lifting device: a squirrel-cage and phase-wound IIlductlon mot.or; 
a sine.wave generating set; also a constant-current transformer and a high 
voltage testing transformer with a kenotron tube from which 100,000 volts d.c. 
may be obtained. 
THE STAIWAROIZING LABORATORY. This laboratory is equipJ:?t-d v.~th the.neces-
sary potentiometers, galvanometers and standards for the calIbration ollIlStru-
ments, and the testing of materinls used in electrical work. There is also a G. E, 
oscillograph for work on wave form. 
ToE CmnmNICATION LABOR ATORY. This laboratory is provided with repre-
sentative telegraph and tel~hone equipment including a complete machine-
switching exchange. The raduJ section includes several transmitters and anum· 
ber of tube sets operating as telephone and telegraph transmitters. For work 
with receiving circuits, an assortment of condensers and inductance coils are 
available in addition to the usual receivinj:" apparatus. Predsion measurements 
are made P9ssible by primary standards of Inductance, capacity, and wave length. 
Special facilities are provided for research in connectIOn with electron tubes; 
complete equipment for the manufacture and exhaustion of the same, including 
condensation pumps, is provided. 
AI.. EXANDER GRAY MEMORIAl.. LIBR .... RV. The new library of the School of 
Electrical Engineering in Franklin Hall has recently been made ready for the use 
of students and Faculty , in addition to the facilities of the main University Li. 
brary. 
THE UNIVERSITY POWER PI.ANT. The power for the various laboratories is 
obtained from the University Hydro-electric Plant, which contains large three· 
phase alternators, direct-driven by both impulse and reaction water-wheels. This 
plant is complete in every respect and is used for inspection. 
A GIIAD UATE student working fo r the r.LE.E. degree is expected to possess a 
knowledge of electrical theory and laboratory substantially equivalent to that 
required for the'degree of E. E. at Cornell University. Graduates of other institu-
tions with somewhat lesser preparation can, however, be admitted to the Graduate 
School for a term or two as "non-candidates," to take some of the fundamental 
senior courses and to demonstrate their fitness for graduate work. 
A considerable amount of advanced theoretical investigations by the members 
of the faculty is going on at at! times, into the general properties of electric, 
magnetic, and electrostatic circuits, theory of machinery and lines, dielectrics, 
electron theory, relativity, electric waves, etc. Graduate students are not only 
invited but expected to participate in these researches. Some of the above topics 
are taken up 11\ the courses mentioned below, especially in the Seminar and in 
Engineering Mathematics. 
Students inten1ing to do experimental research will be given all the available 
resources and assistance by the faculty and by the college mechanicians. Those 
intending to study a speCial topic or phenomenon are advised to communicate 
with the Director in advance, in order that they may know what facilities are 
available along those particular lines. 
TlIEORY OF ELECTII ICAL MACHINERY. Professor KAR .... PETOFF. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTIIICAL .MACHINERY. Professor KARAP£TOFF. 
FUNDAMENT.4.I..S OF EI..ECTRICAL ENGINEERI NG. Professor PERTSCH. 
ELECTRIC POWER PI.ANTS. Professor LINCOLN. 
ELECTRICAl.. DESIGN. Professor LINCOLN. 
ELECTloi lCAL COMMUN ICATION. Professor BAI.L.4.RD. 
ELECTItIC.4.L LABORATORY. Professor CUA MBERLA!N. 
ELECTRIC RAILWAY PRACTICE. Professor CHAJdBERLAIN. 
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CURRENT ELECTRICAL To r lCs. Professor PERTSCH. 
ENG1NERR ING MATHEMATICS. Professor KARArETOFF. 
S3 
THI!. GRADUATR SEIUNARY IN ELI!.CTRICAL ENGINEERING. Professors LIN-
COLN and lUItArETOFF. A topic is selected each year to suit the range of interests: 
and the prepa~tion of the students taking it. The primary purpose is to acquaint 
the students with modem research on the border line between physics and electri-
cal engineering, in topics which are expected to become of practical importance 
within the next few years. 
*IND USTRIAL ENGINEERING 
Projeuorl D. S. KIMBALL, A. E. WELLS, and M. A. LEI!.. 
Under this heading is included the consideration of the organiUition, adminis-
tration, and equipment of industrial enterprises. The library of the college is 
well supplied with literature relating to the various branches of this field of 
engineering, and access may be had to the special libraries on economics in the 
University Library and in the Department of History and Political Science. 
Attention is directed to the courses in History and Political Science which may 
be profitably pursued in conjunction with work in industrial engineering. 
In order to take the advanced course in this department, the student must 
not only have had the equivalent of the undergraduate course in mechanical 
engineering, but must also have taken the courses in industrial engineering and 
economics required of seniors who elect the special work of this branch. 
No regular courses of instruction are offered to graduate students; but the 
regular courses required of seniors taking the industrial engineering option in the 
College of Engineering are open to graduate students as courses suitable for their 
minor subjects. The instructing staff in this department is prepared to direct 
study and investigation in Industrial Organization, Industrial Management, 
Plant Design, and Safety Engineering and Fire Protection. 
INDUSTIt IAL OItGANIZATION AND ADM INISTRATION. Professors KUID ALL, 
WELLS, and LEE. 
D ItAWING AND DRSIGN. Professor LEE. 
*RUR:\'L ENGINEERING 
Projtl$Orl H. W. RILEY, B. B, RODB, J . C. MCCURDY, F. L. FAIR DANkS, and F. 
H. RANDOLrll. 
Students desiring to undertake graduate work in Rural Engineering should 
have. first of all, first-hand knowledge of farm life and of rural conditions general-
ly. Adequategrounding in the engineering fundamental s of the phase studied and 
ability to perceive the applications of these fundamentals are most essential , 
since the applications of engineering practices to agriculture, though of great 
economic importance, are usually successful in proportion as they are direct and 
!limpie. Whether a student 's preparation is adequate for any given line of ad-
vanced study can be determined only by special consideration of each case. 
Country life experience, alertness, originality, and interest are important factors 
for success. If the technical engineering phases of the proposed work largely 
predominate over the agricultural. the student should normally major in the 
appropriate school of the CoJlege of Engineering with a minor in Rural Engineer_ 
ing. If economic or pedagogical problems predominate, the major work would 
normally be taken in the department of Agricultural Economics or of Rural Edu-
cation. 
The teaching of Rural Engineering subjects. especiaJly in Junior project vrork 
and in agricultural high schools, is a topic of general interest in the department 
and the subject for most of the graduate work. All the courses of the department 
are studied as to their content and method ·with especial emphasis usually on 
Farm Shop Work. Knowledge of educational methods is prerequisite. 
FARM MECHANICS; FARM POWER r-,'rACHINERY; HOUSEHOLO :MECHANICS: 
FAR)! ENGi NEERING; DRAINAGE; FARM CONCRETE; FARM STRUCTURES; FARM 
SHOP WORK; MECIIANICAL DRAWING; ?-.-IECHAN ICAL PERSPECTIVE; INSTITU_ 
TIONAL ENGINEERING. 
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FAII.W: POWEll. Jo.fACH INEII.Y. An advanced course in fann tract~rs. power plows, 
and tractor plowing. with plenty of actual work wit~ ~01e.m equipment. Kno~l. 
edge of single cylinder engine principles and electnc IgnitIOn theory and practice 
is prerequisite. . 
DR.4.INAGE. The course offers opportunity fo r advanced study of drainage 
methods through the many actual problems te;> be foun4 on t~e colleg~ fa':"ls 3fld 
in connection with the large amount of extension w~rk In dral!lag7 which IS bemg 
constantly carried on by the e:<t,ension forc~. Su~rlor sUTVeymJ; mstrume.n~ are 
availahle Knowledge of drawmg, surveymg. soils, and crops IS prereqUiSite. 
FARM STII;UCTUII.ES. The course offers opportunity for drawing room work on 
structures in addition to special studies made in connecti,:," w~th ~he department 
extension work. Ventilation is of prominent interest and IS bemg mvestlgated by 
staff members. Knowledge of drawing, engineering principles, animal require-
ments and bam practices is prerequisite. 
RESEARCH IN RURAL ENGINEERING. Professors RILEY, ROBB, McCURDY, 
FAIRBANKS, and RANDOLPH. 
THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
*ASTRONOMY AND GEODESY 
*TOPOGRAPHIC AND GEODETIC ENGINE ERING 
P rofessor S. L. BOOTHROYD, Astronomy and Geodesy; Professor P. H. UNDE R.-
WOOD, Topographic and Geodetic Engineering. 
A graduate student may select a major or minor subject in Astronomy or in 
Topographic and Geodetic Engineering. 
A major in Astronomy will be required to take Modem Astronomy, Geodetic 
Astronomy and Geodesy and Practical Astronomy. He must offer as preliminary 
to his graduate study, General Astronomy, Engineering Astronomy and such 
courses in J\·lathematics and Physics as will be detennined by the nature of the 
graduate work which he proposes to follow in Astronomy. He is further advised 
to take his minors in Mathematics or Physics. 
Those majoring in Topographic and Geodetic Engineering must offer as pre-
liminary training the regular course in Civil Engineering or its equivalent, electing 
General Astronomy and Engineering Astronomy in that course. They will be 
required to take Geodetic Astronomy, Least Squares and Adjustment of Observa-
tions and Geodesy as well as advanced courses in Calculus and Mechanics. 
A graduate student who desires either Astronomy or Topographic and Geodetic 
Engineering as a minor subject will be held to substantially the same preliminary 
requirements as those majoring in these lines except that the requirements in 
Mathematics or Physics may not be quite so rigid. 
For the practical work at the Observatory the equipment includes, besides the 
Irving Porter Church Memorial Telescope, a superb 12-inch equatorial; an astro-
nomical transit by Troughton and Simms; an astronomical transit and a zenith 
telescope by Fauth, altazimuths by Troughton and Simms and Fauth; a Howard 
Siderial Clock; and other necessary equipment. 
The geodetic equipment is one of the most extensive in the country and in-
cludes among other things a Mendenhall Half-second Pendulum Apparatus of the 
pattern used in the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, also comparators 
and other equipment for the investigation of standards of length. 
For Graduates and Underg faduatu 
(For fuller description see the Announcement of the College of Engineering) 
MODERN ASTRONOMY. Professor BOOTHROYD. 
GEODETIC ASTRONO)(Y. Professor BOOTHROYD. 
PRACTtCAL ASTRONOMY. Professor BooTlIROYD, 
LEAST SQUARES; ADJUSTMENTS OF OaSERVATlONS. Professor UNDERWOOD, 
ADVANCED TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING, Professor UNDERWOOD. 
GEOCESY, Professor UZ,'"DERWooD, 
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Primarily for Gradual~s 
GEODETIC ASTRONOMY. Prof\lS!ior SOOTHROYD. In this course the student 
undertakes a critical study of the astronomical transit, the zenith telescope and 
the Il':3zimuth ins~ent, determining the instrumental constants for as ~any 
of the Instruments as tune permits, besides making observations for time, latitude, 
and azimuth, such observations to be of the highest degree of refinement attain_ 
able. 
GEODESY AND GEODETIC LABORATORY. Professors BOOTH ROYD and UNDER-
WOOD. ~ecial topics such as isostacy and the figure of the earth and advanced 
proble:ns Involving the application of the theory of least squares to the solution of 
geodetIC problems may be considered; laboratory investigation such as the de-
termination of the intensity of gravity or the study of standards of length or of 
special geodetic instruments may also be undertaken. The amount of work and 
the investigations undertaken will be arranged for each student. 
PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY. The study of planetary detail, including micrometri-
cal measurements on moon and planets as well as measurement of double stars, 
may be undertaken: also measurements of spectrograms for determination of 
stellar radial velocities. Complete series of spectrograms for the determination of 
the orbits of spectroscopic binaries may always be obtained so that such a prob-
lem may be carried through to completion. 
The Department of Astronomy is not at present prepared to conduet advanced 
courses in Celestial Mechanics and Theoretical Astronomy or advanced work in 
Astronomical Spe<;troscopy other than that mentioned in connection with the 
course in Practical Astronomy. Study along these lines may be undertaken by 
students under the direction of thc head of the department. Students contem-
plating an astronomical career are advised to arrange, in consultation with the 
head of the department, for courses in Mathematics, Physics, and Astronomy 
which will tit them to prepare for fe110wships in some of the research observatories 
which give full opportunities for the development of the student's research 
abilities. 
* PHYSICS 
Prt)f~s$ors ERNEST M ERRITT. j. E. TREVOR, FREDERICK BEDELL, F. K. RICHT-
JoIYER, R. C. GIBBS, C. C. BIDWELL, E. H. KENNARD, H. E. HOWE, C. C. MUR-
DOCK, j. R. COLLINS, and F. G. TUCKER; Doclors R. M. HOLMES and M. Scorr : 
Messrs. R. M. FISHER and E. E. ZIMMERMAN. 
Opportunities are offered for study and investigation in both thooretical and 
expenmental physics. More complete information than that given below can 
be obtained through correspondence addressed to the Department of Physics or 
to individual members of the staff. 
About forty rooms in Rockefe11er Hall are set aside for research. This work is 
organized separately with its own equipment, stock, and apparatus room, special 
workshop for the use of graduate students, appliances for the production, handling, 
and liquefaction of air and other gases. powcr-driven vacuum pumps, X-ray 
apparatus, a refrigerating plant, and a dynamo laboratory we11 equipped with 
VariOU5 sorts of direct and alternating current apparatus. An instrument maker 's 
mop and two mechanicians are available for the construction and repair of appa-
ratus. 
Members of the staff will be especially interested in directing research as 
follows: Professor Bedell, in electricity and magnetism, theoretical and experi-
mental, particularly in alternating current phenomena, and in aerodynamics ; 
Professor Bidl!.'ell in high and low temperature measurements and heat; Professor 
Collins, in spectroscopy, particularly in the infra·red: Professor Gibbs, in spectro-
scopy and luminescence; Professor Howe, in optics: Professor Kennard, in 
theoretical physics, especially in the electrical and magnetic properties of matter 
and in quantum theory: Professor Merritt, in experimental physics, particularly 
in electricity and magnetism and problems connected with luminescence; Pro-
fessor Murdock in electrolytic conduction and polarization, particularly in 
photo-active cells: Professor Richtmeyer, in photometry, illumination and X-rays: 
l'rofessor Trevor, in the theory of thermodynamics: Professor Tucker, in electron 
emission and ionization. 
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Members of the staff who are in residence in Ithaca during the summer often 
stand ready to consult with investigators. . 
Students desiring to undertake graduate work as candidates for a degree m~t 
ordinarily have completed not less than two years of undergraduate work Ifl 
physics. ... .. . . 
As a major or minor subJe<.:t tn p:hyslcs It IS. usual to. name el~her a partl~lar 
aspect of physics -as general physIcs, theoretIcal phYSICS, expenmental phYSICS, 
applied physics,~r some particular field in phys!CS,-sUC? as mechanics, ~eat, 
light, electricity. One aspect or field may be CQmbmed with another, or With a 
6ubject outside of physics, to form a single subje<.:t. Physics may be named as a 
subje<.:t when the other subje<.:ts are outside of physics. 
The CQurses listed below, for graduates and undergraduates, require as prepara-
tion, for the most part, a knowledge of calculus and either thorough teJl:tbook 
work in general physics, or laboratory ~'ork in ph:rsical measurements, or both. 
For an exact statement of these prerequisites an for a description of the ele-
mentary courses see the Announcement of the CoHege of Arts and Sciences. 
For Graduates and UmkrgradWltes 
GENERAL COURSES 
TEACHING OF PHYSICS. Mr. FISHER. 
ADVAI'CEO LABORATORY PRACTICE. Professor MURDOCK and Professor T UCKE R. 
Individual work intended for those wishing to investigate special topics, or to 
develop technique in preparation for research work. Lectures will include an 
introductory discussion of the theory of measurements and its laboratory ap-
plications. 
(MECHANICS. Professor GIBBS. Analytical mechanics, based upon Jeans' 
Theoretical Mu hanics. Not given in 1925-26.) 
[PROPERTIES OF MATTER. Professor BIOWELL. A study of gravitation, elas-
ticity, surface tension, viscosi ty and the flow of fluids. Not given in 1925-26.) 
ELECTRICIT\' AND MAGNETISM. Professor MURDOCK. A study of the funda-
mentals, based upon Starling's Electricity and ]I,lagnetism for Advanced Students. 
[LIGHT. Professor COLLINS. Geometrical and physical optics, based upon 
Houston's Treatise on Light. Not given in 1925- 26.J 
HEAT. Professor HOWE. A general survey of the ell:perimental facts and an 
elementary diseussion of thermodynamics and kinetic theory and their appli-
cations. 
WAVE MOTiON AND SoUND. Professor COLLINS. The general properties of 
plane elastic waves, waves on the surface of liquids, and plane electromagnetie 
waves, and a study of sound based upon Barton's Textbook on Sound. 
[INTRODUCTION TO MODERN PHYSICAL T HEORIES. Professor RICBTMYER. A 
summary of the development and present interrelations of such subjects as 
electromagnetic theory, photoelectricity, spectrum phenomena, electron theory, 
X-rays, radioactivity, and quantum theory, and the bearing of these on the struc-
ture of the atom and on other problems of modern physics. Not given in 1925-
;16·1 
SPECIAL TOPIC COURSES 
AeRODYNAMICS AI'D THE MECHANICS OF FLIGHT. Professor BEDELL. A study 
of horizontal fl.i~ht, climbing, gliding, propellers, airplane characteristics and con-
ditions for stabLiity. 
[HIGH TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS. Professor BIDWELL. The calibration 
and use of thermo-junctions, resistance thermometers, radiation and optical 
pyrometers; the construction of arc and resistance furnaces for the laboratory; a 
stu~y of prop:rties of m~teri:!:ls at high temperatures, with such original problems 
as tune permIts. Not gIven m 1925-26.) 
ADVA:;'C£D PHOTOGRAPHY. Mr. RIJ)DLE. To meet the needs of those who wish 
~ util!ze photography in some specialized field of investigation, or of those who 
Wlsh eIther to make further study of some phase of the photographic process or 
to take up some problem in photographic research. ' 
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ELECTILIC WAVES AND OSCILLATIONS. Experimental lectures. Professor 
MEilIl ITI. 
ELECTRIC WA\'ES AND OSCILLATIONS. Laboratory. Professor MeRRITT and 
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN GASES. Experimental lectures. Professor :MER-
IIITT. 
SPECIAL TOPICS IN RECENT EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS. Experimental lectures. 
Professors MERRITT, GIBDS, and RICllTMYER. 
Primarily for Gradualt$ 
GENERAL COURSES 
MECH ANICS. Professor KENNARD. The mechanics of systems of particles and 
of rigid bodies: generalized coordinates and Hamilton 's PrinCiple; the funda -
mental theory of fluid motion and of elasticity. 
\ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM . Professor KENNARD. The classical theory and 
its interpretation in terms of electrons, omitting some parts that involve special-
ized mathematics: the modem theory of radiation and of the electromagnetic 
field. Not given in 1925- 26.1 
PHVSICAl. OPTICS. Professor HOWE . The wave theory of interference, 
diffraction, and polarization: the electromagnetic theory of dispersion and ab-
sorption. 
ApPLICATIONS OF THElI;MODVNAM ICS IN PHVSICS. Professor .MERRITT. I ncludes 
a drill in the fundamental laws and the classical treatment of thermal radiation. 
P H\'SICS SEMI NARV. Professor MERRITT. In addition to the Seminary, other 
groups are usually formed for the discussion of currellt problems and literature. 
SPECIAL TOPIC COU RSES 
SPECIAL ToPICS. Reading in any branch of physics, e~perimental or theoretical , 
under the guidance of some member of the staff, supplemented by reports and 
regular conferences. In theory, possible topics among many are elasticity, fluid 
motion, theory of sound, the d ect ro-magnetic field; or a narrower field, including 
its recent developments, may be chosen. 
THEORY OF MEASUREME"·TS. Professor MURDOCK. 
IKINETIC THEORV OF MATTER AND QUANTUM THEORV. Professor KENNARD. 
Elements of the kinetic theory and statis tical mechanics, and of the quantum 
theory, with illustrations from thermal radiation, specific heats , photo-electricity, 
X-rays, and optical spectra. Not given in 19"5-26.) 
[Q UA NTU M. MECIIANICS. Professor KENNARD. A study of certain topics in 
higher dynamics and in statistical mechanics followed by a discussion of the 
quantum princi~le. adiabatic invariants, the correspondence principle and t he 
problems of emission and absorption, with applications to illustrate the prin-
ciples. Not given in 1925- 26.1 
THERMODYNAMICS. Professor TREVOR. 
SPECTROSCO PY and LUMINESCENCE. Lectures, assigned reading. and laboratory. 
Professor G IBBS. 
\ATOMIC STRUCTURE. Professor GIBBS. The development of modem atomic 
theory and its application in the explanation of spectral series, resonance and 
ionizing potelltial~, fine structure, luminescence, and chemical combinations ; the 
structure of the nucleus as revealed by radioactive and isotopic phenomena and 
the effects of high-speed bombardment. Not given in 1925- 26.J 
X-RA VS AND THE STRUCTURE OF ~{ATTER. Professor RICIlTNYER. The produc-
tion and measurement of X-rays, including gamma rays ; laws of emission, scatter-
ing, and absorption: the bearing of these phenomena on atomic structure, crystal 
structure, quantum theory, and similar problems. 
CONDUCTI\'ITV ANO ~TAGNETIZATION. Professor KENNARD. The electron 
theory of conductivity, thermo-E. M. F .'s, contact potential and the Hall and 
allied effects ; the modern theory of magnetization. 
IELECTJI;ICA.L CONDUCTIO'" IN GASES. Lectures and assigned reading. Professor 
TUCKER. The motion of ions and electrons in gases; thermionic emission and 
photo-electricity. Not given in 1925-26.J 
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MEASUR£MENT OF PROTO-ELECTRIC, TnERI.!IONIC AND I ONIZATION CURRENTS. 
Laboratory. Professor TUCKER. 
ALTIIRNATING CURRENTS. Professor BEDI:!LL. A study of the: underlying 
principles of alternating electric currents; the dev,elopment o~ graphical methodi 
of analysis as a basis for testing and {or the solution of practical problems. 
ELECTRICAL LADORATORY. Professor BEDELL and Dr. HOLMES. Testing of 
direct and a]temating-currcnt apparatus, and the investigation of special prob-
lems. 
ADVANCED ALTERNATING CURRENTS. Professor BEDELL. A seminary on the 
theory and measurement of alternating currents. 
DIIH.ECTRICS. Dr. HOI,MES. A study of electrical phenomena in insulating 
materials. Dielectric constant in static and in alternating field.~, and its variation 
with other physical properties. Imperfect insulators and energy losses therein. 
Application of electron theory. 
Professor R. A. MILLIKAN of the California Institute of Technology will deliver 
a series of lectures upon some topic of CUTTent interest during the spring of 1926. 
[Professor H. A. LoRENTZ of the University of Leiden will be in residence during 
the first third of 19Z6-27 and will lecture upon selected topics such as the quantum 
theory, atomic structure, light quanta, the Compton effect, etc.] 
GEOLOGY 
Professors H. RIES, C. D. HARR IS, A. C. GILL, O. D. "ON ENGELN, and C. M. 
NEVIN. 
Under the general title of geology are included dynamic and structural geology, 
physical geography, mineralogy, crystallography, petrography, paleontology and 
stratigraphic geology, economic geology. 
Graduate work in Geology may include. in addition to work done in Ithaca, 
the 0l?partunity of spending part of the time in investigation under approved 
direction in the field away from Ithaca. 
The University Library has a most extensive coUection of private publications, 
magazines, and geological society transactions, as well as files of North American, 
European, and other Geological Survey reports. In the Geological Department 
there is the entire library of the late Professor H. S. Williams, which is especially 
rich in reprints. 
Special rooms are also available for graduate students {or carrying on research 
work. 
The department is 2rovided with apparatus for different kinds of photographic 
work, and for polishing and sectioning ores, minerals, and rocks. 
A seismograph station is situated in McGraw Hall. 
-DYNAMIC AND STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
Professor NEVIN. 
Under this branch is also included work in metamorphism and sedimentation. 
A student taking a major in this branch of geology must first have had at least 
elementary work in such other branches of geology as the professor in charge may 
prescribe. 
For GrmluaJts and Undert'llduaies 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGV. 
GEOLOGIC MODEL MAKING. 
Primarily for GradlUlles 
METAWORPHIC GEOLOGY. Devoted chiefly to the study of the principles of 
rock alteration such as contact, hydrothennal, and regio~al metamorphism, and 
weathering. Lectures and laboratory. Laboratory conSists of making calcula-
tions of rock alterations and study of specimens and slides. 
SEDIMENTATION. A study of the fonnation of sedimentary rocks both phys-
ically and chemically and the interpretation of sed.iments in the geologic column. 
Lectures and laboratory. Laboratory work consIsts of actual experimentation 
with sediments in specially arranged tanks, of an examination of sands ot 
various origins, and field work. 
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P'~fI!JSO' VON ENGELN'. 
· PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
The region around Ithaca affords exceptionally excellent and varied illustra-
tions of physiogr~phy and glaciology. For many years the teachers and advanced 
students of physical geogr,,:phy have been engaged in an investigation of the local 
field pT"Obl ~s.' ~nd th~re IS further opportunity of this kind. There are also 
excel!ent f.aclhtles for lOdoor work. The main laboratory is well equipped with 
topographiC maps a~d photog~phs: the collection of relief models IS notably 
complete. and there IS an experimental laboratory with apparatus and facilitie$ 
for carryi!'lg on a variety of experiments in the development of land lonns, etc. 
A candidate for an advanced degree whose major subject is in physical geog-
tar!hy ~hould ha'.'e com~le~, dur.ing his undergraduate training, elementary 
UDlVerslty study 10 phYSICS (including an advanced course in heat), chemistry, 
mathematics, and economics, in addition to introductory courses in physical 
geography and geology. 
For Graduates and Underlradua/($ 
GEOGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICA. 
CoMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. 
Primarily fo, Graduates 
GLACIEkS AND GLACIATION. This consists of a study of living glaciers and the 
phenomena of the glacial period. Lectures, readings, laboratory and field work. 
Mapping and interpretation of glacial deposits. 
ADVANCED PIIYSIOGRAPHY. Particular problems, reading or field investiga-
tion, to suit needs of students. In general graduate students with minor in Phys-
ical Geography are expected to undertake work in tllis course. 
SEMINARY. Reviews of current literature or the original literature on some 
phase of the subject. 
· MINERALOGY, CRYSTALLOGRAPHY, AND PETROGRAPHY 
Professor GILL. 
rile laboratory equipment is relatively good as regards petrographic micro-
scopes, apparatus for chemical and physical investigations of rocks, and apparatus 
for special crystallographical detenninations. There are also collections of rocks 
and study collections of minerals. The largest of the latter include the Benjamin 
Silliman, Junior, collection. 
Special graduate counes in this division are not offered, but advanced work is 
adapted to the needs of the individual. Two of the less s~ial eourses are, 
however, so dependent on a rather advanced knowledge of phYSiCS or of chemistry 
or of both that they are to be considered as requiring the maturity of graduates, 
although open also to undergraduates with sufficient preparation. These are the 
coun;es in optical detennination of minerals and petrography. For graduate work 
in these subjects a student should have chemistry including quantitative analysis 
and a good knowledge of general physics. For petrography he should have also not 
less than a year of general geology. 
CkYSTALLOGRAPHY. 
MINERALOGY. 
For GradIWles and Undl"TKraduales 
CRYSTAL M.e;ASUltEMENT AND DltAWING. 
OPTICAL DETEltMINATION OF MINERALS. 
PETROGRAPHY. 
PrimoN·ly for Graduates 
SEMINARY IN ~hNERALOGY AND CRVSTALLOGRAPHY. This course is devoted 
chiefly to comment on current literature, with oe<:asional discussion of classical 
treatises. Original investigations by members of the class are also sometimes eon-
sidered. 
ADVANCED WORK IN M INERALOGY OR PETilOGRA.PHY. This is planned to suit 
the requirements of individual students. 
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. PALEONTOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY 
Pro/tHor HARIl IS. . • 
I> The University is so situated that excellent exposures of Devoman f?rmat!ODS 
aTC at its very door, and the typical sectio~s of New York. S~ate whIch arc. of 
fundamental importance in American paleoZOIC geology are Wlthm short excurszon 
range. The most important of these are the Rochester and Niagara gorges, 
Trenton Falls and the Helderberg escarpments, the Chemung Valley, and the coal 
fields in northern Pennsylvania. 
ExceHent facilities are afforded to those desi ring to study the later formations, 
since the department owns extensive collections made in the West Indies, Central 
and South America, as well as different parts of the United States and Europe. 
There is also the Newcomb collection (10,000 species) of recent shells; and an 
exceptional wealth of conchological literature in the geological and the general 
library. The Bulletin of A merua.n Pa.ltontology and Pa.laeontographica A mer1eamJ, 
the only paleontological journals in the country, are publi~hed in the department. 
For Gra.duates and Unrkrgra.duates 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEYING. 
I NVERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY. 
Primarily for GradUllies 
GENEJI.AL STRATIGRAP HIC GEOLOGY. An attempt is made during each year to 
look over the general geographic distribution of the geologic systems throughout 
the world (using English, French, German, and Spanish literature), noting the 
broader structural features and the fossil contents of the rocks. Considerable 
attention is paid to the historic development of stratigraphic geology and paleon-
tology with emphasis on the rOle played by each great leader in these phases of 
geologic science. 
SPECIAL AND RESEARCII WORK. The field is so broad and the topics so various 
that no description can be given adequately covering desirable courses of investi-
gation. Suffice it is to say that materials are being brought together, in the form of 
field notes, extensive colledions, and Iib~ facilities, so that this Department is 
justly regarded as the mecca for those desinng to work in the Ceno~oic geology of 
the Western Hemisphere. 
·ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 
Professor RIES. 
The v.ork in economic geology is designed to familiarize the student with the 
origin, occurrence, and distribution of the mineral products of economic value, 
and also with the practical application of geological princiJ?les. The laboratory 
contains an excellent study collection of economic matenals from the United 
States, Canada, Mexico, and Europe, including ores, fuels, clays, abrasives, 
building stones, etc., most of these representing suites of material collected by 
members of the staff of instruction on geological trips. This collection is supple-
mented by maps and models. 
In addition to the collections, the economic geology laboratory has facilities 
for general work and research on economic materials; the equipment for metalla-
graphic work on ores and for clay investigation is e~cellent . 
The work of graduate instmction consists in part of lectures and in part of 
speciallVork aTTanged to suit the needs of the individual student. Students who 
a~ registered for a major subject in economic geology are expected to engage in 
research, which should {>rcferably be based on field work. 
Excursions may readily be taken to the anthracite regions of Pennsylvania; 
to the iron, slate, cement, and talc region near Easton, Pa.; to the magnetite mines 
of the Adirondacks, etc. Field trips of greater or less length are taken to some of 
these localities every year. 
Fo r Graduates a.nd Undergraduates 
ECON01dlC GEOLOGY. Professor RII~s. 
OIL GEOLOGY. Assistant Professor NEVIN. 
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Primruily for Gr(lduates 
CLAY INVESTIGATION. Laboratory work and lectures. A study of the geology 
of clays and the laboratory methods for determining their properties and uses. 
ADVANCED WO~K IN ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. ChieHy laboratory work, but also 
lectures and readlllg on the geology and distribution of both non-metallic and 
metall ic deposits . 
.... SEMINA.\! IN EcONOM IC GEOLOGY. This course takes up a review of the cur. 
~t lite:ature .in ~nomic geology. or in some years there may be $ubstituted for 
thiS review a diSCUSSion by members of the class of the mineral resourees of certain 
countries, or certain groups of mineral deposits. 
"METEOROLOGY 
Professor R. A. MOROOFF. 
A broad field for investigation and research is offered in meteorology. The 
weather and climatic factors. in their relation to crop distribution and production 
and to engineering, transportation. c<:onomic and social problems. are suitable 
subjects for graduate study. 
The library of the Weather Bureau observatory, which is loeated in Roberts 
Hall. contains the meteorological data for such correlation studies. In addition, 
the library of the U. S. Weather Bureau at Washington, D. C .• may bedra'lVll upon 
for work!; of reference under proper restrictions. 
A graduate student in meteorology should have completed the elementary 
courses in meteorology and climatology, physics, mathematics, geology, and 
preferably elementary statist ics. 
CLIM ATOLOGY. Professor MORooFF. A COllrse covering general climatology, 
and the various climates of the United States with emphasis on those of New 
York State. 
RESEARCH. Professor MOROOFF. Original investigations in meteorology and 
climatology. 
SalUIUJl.Y. Profcsor MOltOOFF. Preparation and reading of reports on special 
topics. Abstracts and discussions of papers dealing with the current literature of 
meteorology and climatology. 
CHEMISTRY 
ProfulrJrs L. M. DaNN I5, W. R. ORNDORFF, W. D. BANCROFT, G. W. CAVANAIJGIf. 
£. M. CHA MOT. A. W. BROWNE, F. H. Ruonns, T. R. BRIGGS. and M. L. 
NICHOLS; JACOB PAPISII. DOI;/ors F. R. OEORGIA. A. E. McK,NNEY. C. W. 
MASON, E. B. JOHNSON. R. B. COREY. R. T. K. CoRNwall and O. H. BRASDI':S. 
A lj:raduate student who desires to take either a major or a minor subject in 
chemistry may select anyone of the following eight branches: inorganic chemis-
t ry, analytical chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, optical chemis-
try , sanitary chemistry. industrial chemistry, agricultllT3.l chemistry. Under the 
present procedure. both the major subject and the one minor subject required 
for the degree of Master of Arts, Master of Science, or Master of Chemistry, and 
both the major subject and the two minor subjects required for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy may be selected from the eight divisions mentioned above. 
but it is desirable that candidates for the degree of Doctor of Phil050phy select 
at leMt one minor subject outside of chemistry. 
A graduate student who desires to take a minor subject in Chemistry with some 
field other than chemistry as the major subject. will be required to offer intro. 
ductOf)' courses in inorganic chemistry, qualitative analysis a!ld quantitative 
analySIS as preliminary to his graduate study. The work upon hiS mmor subject 
in chemist ry may be taken in any branch of the subject that he is qualified to pur-
lue, and may comprise advanced courses selected from the subjoined list, with the 
approval of his special committee. . . . 
Candidates for the degrec of Master of Arts or Master of Science With major 
in chemistry wi ll be requi red to offer, as preliminary to their graduate work, in· 
troductory courses in the following prerequisite subjects: i~organie chemistry, 
qualitative analysis. quantitative analysis, and organic chemistry. They will be 
required to take, eithcr in connection with their major or minor work, or in ad· 
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dition to it, the course in introductory physical chemistry, unless the substantial 
equivalent of this work has been offered at entrance. . 
BefOTC admission to candidacy for the degree of Master of Chemistry, students 
must have completed the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Chemistry at 
Cornell University. or must offer the full equivalent of these requirements if they 
enter from other Institutions. 
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with major in chemistry will 
beexpected to offer, as preliminary to their graduate work, introductory courses in 
inorganic chemistry, qualitative analysis, quantitative analysis, organic chemis_ 
try, and physical chemistry, as wen as courses in chemical spectroscopy, chem. 
ical microscopy. gas and fuel analysis, and advanced quantitative analysis. 
Graduate students entering from approved universities may take, during their 
residence for the advanced degree, such of these prerequisite courses as they have 
not already pursued. If a graduate student lacks at entrance several of these pre-
liminary courses, more than the minimum period of residence may be necessary. 
-INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
Pr()j~J()rs DENNIS and BROWNE: Docl()r McKINNEY. 
INTRODUCTORY INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. 
Professors DENNIS and BROWNE and Dr. McKINNEY. 
ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Lectures and laboratory. Professors 
DENNIS and BROWNE. 
SELECTED TOPICS IN ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Lectures. Professor 
BROWNK. 
-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
ProjeH()r NICBOLS; DodorJ COREY and BRANDES. 
INTRODUCTORY QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. 
Assistant Professor NICHOLS and Dr. COREY. 
ADVANCED QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Laboratory. Assistant Professor NICHOLS 
and Dr. COREY. 
I NTRODUCTORY QUANTITATiVE ANALYSIS. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. 
Assistant Professor NICHOLS and Dr. BRANDES. 
ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant 
Professor NICHOLS and Dr. BRANDES. 
ELliCTROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS. Laboratory. Assistant Professor N ICHOLS and 
Dr. BRANDES. 
ASSAYING. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant Professor N ICHOLS and Dr. 
BIl.ANDES. 
GAS AND FUEL ANALYSIS. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant Professor 
NICHOLS and Mr. MORSE. 
ADVANCED GAS ANM.YSIS. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant Professor 
NICHOLS and Mr. MORSE. 
SPECIAL METHODS OF QUANTITATiVE ANALYSIS. Laboratory. Assistant.Pro-
fessor NICHOLS. 
-ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
Pr()jtssor ORNDORFF; Doctor CORNWELL. 
INTRODUCTORY OIl.GANIC CHEMISTRY. Lectures and laboratory. Professor 
ORNDORFF and Dr. CORNWELL. 
ADV",NCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Lectures and laboratory. Professor ORN-
DORFF and Dr. CoRNWELL. 
THE CoAL TAR DYESTUFFS. Lectures and laboratory. Professor ORNDORFl" 
and Dr. CoRNWELL. 
STEREOCHEMISTRY. Lectures. Professor ORNDORFF. 
J..IETHODs OF ORGANIC ANALYSIS. Laboratory. Professor ORNDORFF and 
Dr. CORNWELL. 
-PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
Projessors BANCROFT and BRIGGS. 
INTRODUCTORY PHYSICAL CHEM ISTRY. Lectures and laboratory. Professor 
BRIGGS. 
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ADVANCED PHVSICAL CHEMISTRV. Lectures and laboratory. Professors 
BANCROFT and BRIGGS. 
ApPl.lED COLlOIO CHEYISTRY. Lectures. Professor BANCROFT. 
ApPLIED ELECTIlOCHEIUSTII,Y. Lectures and laboratory. Professor BRIGGS. 
THEORETICAL ELECTROCHENISTIlY. Lectures. Professor BANCROFT. 
·OPTICAL C H EMISTRY 
Pro/tSJorl CHAYOT and PAPISH; Doctor MASON. 
INTRODUCTORY CHEMICAL SPECTROSCOPY. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant 
Professor P.-I.PISII. 
ADVANCED C II£Ir,UC.-I.L SPECTROSCOPY. Laboratory. Assistant Professor 
PAPISII. 
S PECTIlOGRAPHIC METHODS. Laboratory. Assistant Pro fessor PAPISH. 
SPECI.-I.L METHons IN OPTICAL CHEYISTII.V. Lectures and laboratory. Assist-
ant Professor P.-I.PISH. 
INTRODUCTORY CIIEMICAL M ICROSCOPY. Lectures and laboratory. Professor 
CHAMOT and Dr. MASON. 
ADVANCED CSEWICAL MICROSCOPY. Laboratory. Professor CH.-I.WOT and Dr. 
MASON. 
S PECIAL METHODS IN CHEMICAL M ICROSCOPY. Lectures. Professor CHAMOT 
and Dr. MASON. 
MICROSCOPY OF COMWERCIAL ALLOVS. Laboratorv. Professor CRAMOT and 
Dr. MASON. -
MICROSCOPY OF FOODS AND BEVERAGES. Laboratory. Professor CHAIoIOT and 
Dr. MASON. 
INTRODUCTORY PHOTO.IUCROGRAI'IIY. Laboratory. Professor CH.-I.MOT and Dr. 
MASON. 
· SAN ITARY C HEMISTRY 
Dodqr GEORGIA . 
I NTII.ODUCTOItY SANITARY CHEIoIISTRY (FOODS). Lectures and laboratory. 
Dr. GEORGIA. 
INTRODUCTORY SANITAItY CHEMISTRY. (WATER). Lectures and laboratory. 
Dr. GaORGIA. 
ADVANCED SANITARY CHEMISTRY. Lectures and laboratory. Dr. GEORGIA. 
SMJiTARY CHEWISTRV (DISINFECTANTS). Lectures. Dr. GEORGIA. 
·INDUS TRIAL CHEMISTRY 
Pro/essqr RHODES; Dodqr J OHNSON. 
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY. Lectures and laboratory. Professor RaoDEs and 
Dr. J OBNSON. 
SI!.LECTED TOPICS IN INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY. Lectures. Professor RUODES. 
BITUMENS. Lectures. Professor RaOaEs. 
THE C HEMISTRY OF FUELS. Lectures. Professor RHODES. 
CHEMICAL PLANT DESIGN. Conferences and calculation periods. Professor 
RaODEs and Dr. JOHNSON. 
CHEMISTRY OF PULl' AND PAPER. Lectures. Dr. JOII NSON. 
-AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
p,q/essor CAVANAUGH. 
INTRODUCTORY AGRICULTURAL CUEWISTItY (FERTILIZERS, INSECTICIDES, 
SoiLS). Lectures and laboratory. Professor CAVANA UGH and Mr. MISCALL. 
INTRODUCTORY AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY (FOODS AND FEEDS). Lectures and 
laboratory. ProCessor CAVANAUGH and Mr. M ISCALL. 
ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. Laboratory. Professor CAVANAUGH 
and Mr. MISCALL. 
ELEMENTARY C HEMISTRY OF FOOD PRODUCTS. Lectures. ProfessorCAVANAUGB. 
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BOTANY AND PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
Pre/elserl K. M. WII!GAND, LewIs KNUDSON, DONALD REDDICK, A. J. EAMES, 
L. W. SHARP, O. F. CURTIS, W, C. MUENSCHER, L. C. PETRY, and E. F. Hop. 
KINS; Docter A. L. GRANT. 
Graduate work is offered in physiology, histology, morphology, cytology, tax· 
onomy and economic botany. A portion of the graduate research in plant pathol-
ogy is conducted in the botanical laboratories. 
The laboratories of the department are in Stone Han, one of the buildings of 
the College of Agriculture, and are wen equipped with the necessary apparatus 
and coJlections for research. The herbarium contains abundant local and foreign 
material for ta:o;onomic study. 
The very rich tlora about Ithaca and its a~ssibility make the location especially 
advantageous for all phases of botany, as material may be easily obtained. 
Gardens and green-houses are also available for the growing of experimental 
material. 
The University Library and the library of the College of Agriculture are well 
CQuipped with special works and periodicals dealing with at! phases of botanical 
science. A department library in which are kept the books in more constant use 
has been established in connection with the laboratories. 
A general department seminary is conducted throughout the col!ege year. 
In this seminary advance in knowledge in the various phases of botany is presented 
and discussed. A seminary in plant physiology offers to graduate students 0ppc?r_ 
tuni ty to become familiar with current work in plant physiology and to consIder 
the relations of this work to agricultural practices. At these meetings there are 
also held general conferences and discussions of opinions or methods not con· 
veniently or appropriately dealt '.vi th in the general courses. Seminaries are con-
ducted in taxonomy of the vascular plants and in morphology. The purpose of 
these various seminaries is not only to keep abreast of the literature of the subject, 
but to fumish to the student an opportunity to gain experience in presenting the 
results of his own research or in developing opinions respecting the work of others. 
Graduate students are expected to attend the seminaries dealing with their special 
fields of work. 
As a prerequisite for work in general botany, anatomy, cytology, and compara-
tive morphology, the student will be expected to have a knowledge of the funda-
mental features of botanical science. 
A fundamental training in botany and chemistry is required of any student 
who expects to major in plant physiology. If it IS not possible to obtain this 
training before entering upon graduate work at Cornell, then the student will be 
expected to broaden his knowledge in botany and chemistry after beginning 
graduate work. The advanced courses in plant physiology are required of all 
graduate students in plant physiology and preferably should precede research 
work in this field. Those students whose interests are in the science of crop pro· 
duction will find plant physiology of especial value. 
The University conducts a Sununer School of Biology in which there is oppor-
tunity for graduate study and research in botany. The school is in session for six 
weeks in July and August, but a longer period of study can be arranged. A pfO$. 
pective student contemplating sununer work in botany and plant physiology 
should correspond with Professor Wiegand before coming to Ithaca . 
. In add~tion. to various courses in the different fields of botany that are de· 
SIgned pnmanly for undergraduate students the following courses are provided 
and are especially conducted for graduate students. 
·PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
PfDjessDrs KNUDSON, CUIITIS, and HOI'J.:lNs. 
PLANT PUYSIOLOGY. Professors KNUDSON, CUIITIS and HOPKINS. Advanced 
lecture course. This ~s .a comprehensive course covering the entire field of plant 
phYSiology. EmphasiS IS placed not only on the fundamentals of the subject but 
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on research methods, and the literature of the subject is critically considered. 
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY .. Professors KN UDSON, CURTIS, and HOPKINS. Advanced 
laboraUlry course. This course supplements the lecture course and is designed 
Ul enable ~he student to acquire by laboratory work the fundamental facts of 
plant phYSiology and Ul enable him as well to acquirc the methods and technique 
needed in phYSiological research work. 
SEUINARY IN PLANT PHYSIOLOGY. Professors KNUDSOS, CURTIS, and HOPKINS. 
RESEARCH IN PLANT PHYSIOLOGY. Professors KN UDSON, CURTIS, and HOPKINS, 
"PLANT ANATOMY 
Proflaors EAMES and SHARP. 
ANATOUY, Professor EAMES. First tenn. A course designed to give workini' 
acquaintance with the intemal morphology of vascular plants. Emphasis is 
placed on practice in interpretation and detcnnination of matcrial. I t is planned 
primarily for advanced students in pathology. pomo!ogy, genctics or other lines 
of applied botany. (For general training in histology see MORPHOLOGY.) 
Given in altemate years. 
[METHODS IN HISTOLOGY AND C n OLOGY. Professor SHARP. Second tenn. 
Designed to acquaint the student with methods employed in preparing material 
for histological and cytological investigation. Given in altemate years, not given 
in 19:15-26.1 
RESEARCH IN ANATOUY. Professor EAMES. 
"CYTOLOGY 
Professor SHARI'. 
CYTOLOGY, Professor SHARI'. Second tena. An advanced course dealing 
with the subject matter, literature, and problems of cytology. The course is in-
clusive and is of special value to thc geneticist. The course is intended to bring 
the critical knowledge of the student down to date. Round-table discussions on 
topics suggested by the laboratory observations and by readings, and the review 
of literature are important features of the course. 
RESEARCH 1;)( CYTOLOGY. Professor SHARP. 
"MORPHOLOGY 
Professors EAMES, SHARI' , and PETRY. 
MORPHOLOGY OF BRYOPH YTES A~D VASCULAR PLANTS. Professor EAMES 
and SHARI'. First and second terms. The course deals with the structure and 
development of plants above the Thallophytes. Part I deals chiefly with anatom-
ical and histological features, the inclusion of fossil fonns affording a broader 
basis for a study of phylogeny. In Part II emphasis is placed on the morphology 
and cytology of reproductive organs in the various groups. 
(Comparative Morphology of Fungi is offcred in the Department of Plant 
Pathology.) 
SEUINARY IN MORPHOLOGY, Professors EAMES, SHARP, and PETRY. 
RESEARCH IN MORPHOLOGY. Professors EAMES, SHARI', and PETRY, 
"TAXON01-rY 
Professors WIEGAND and EAMES; Doc/or GRANT. 
TAXONOMY OF VASCULAR PLANTS, Professor WIEGAND and Dr, GRANT. First 
and second tenns. A study of the principles of classification of the higher plants 
and of the more prominent families . Field-work, herbarium methods and the use 
of keys and special tenns are also given attention. 
SEMINARY IN TAXOI'OMY. Professor WIEGAND. 
RESEARCH IN TAXONOMY. Professors WIEGAND and E AYES and Dr. GRANT. 
· PALEOBOTANY 
Professors PETRY and EAMES. 
R ESEARCH. 
"ECONOMIC BOTANY 
Professor MUENSCHER. 
RESEARCH. 
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·PLANT PATHOLOGY 
P'I1/unw REoole,,;:. 
RasB.u ca. 
·PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Professors L. :M. MASSEY, H . H . WHETZEL , M . F. BARRUS, H. M . F ITZPATaICC, 
F . C. STEWART, P. M . BLOPGETT, C H ARLES C HUPP, W . H . B URKBOLOEl, 
H . E. T II OMAS, E. F. GUD". D. S. WELCII, a nd K. H. F ERNOW. 
The laboratories of the department are fuJly equipped for teaching and rt· 
search in this subject. Many pieces of apparatus for use in connection with 
specialized research problems are available and additional apparatus can ~ 
supplied whenever it is needed. Greenhouses having about 2,500 square feet of 
floor space afford facilities lor experimental work and for the culture of diseased 
and healthy plants for class use. These houses arc divided into compartments so 
that various artificial conditions of temperature and moisture can be maintained 
for d iverse trpes of plants and kinds of experimental work. A garden near the 
laboratories IS available for the use of graduate students. Field laboratories in 
important crop sections of the State are maintained through co-operation with 
rrowers. These laboratories provide certain graduate students who receive fellow-
&hips (several of which are usually available each year) with an opportunity of 
pursuing investigations on a largc scale under most favorable commercial coo-
ditions. 
The pathological herbarium includes a local collection of fung i and pathological 
materials and sets of well-known fungous cxsiccati. The library contains most of 
the important works on plant pathology. mycology. and bacteriolop', complete 
sets o.f the mor~ important journals. many monographs. and practically all the 
expenment statIOn hterature on these subl"'''. 
Candidates for the Doctor's degree shOll d spend at least one season in the field 
in order to come into contact with the practical aspects of control problems. 
Students preparing for gradua~ work in plant pathology are W]:ed to obtain a 
thorough knowledge of elementary physics and chemistry, includmg organic and 
physical chemistry, and of general botany, plant histology, and plant physiology. 
A reading knowledge of French and German is indispensable in phytopathological 
research and must be acquired before the beginning of the second year of graduate 
work. Candidates for advanced degrees must have fundamental trainin, in the 
subjects enumerated above. Opportunity is afforded for fur ther study m these 
subjects after entering the Graduate School, but a student availing himself of this 
opportunity can not expect to receive a degree in the minimum amount of time 
~uired f9r residen~ ... Members of the staff are prepared to direct invest.igatio:m 
m the vanous sub-d,vlslons of the broader field, mcluding that of bactenal diS-
eases of plants. 
Courses in plant pathology and mycology are offered in the six-weeks special 
Summer School of BIOlogy conducted by the University. Opportunity lor rradu-
ate study and research is provided as a feature of this schoof. Arrangement for a 
longer ~riod of study than six w«ks with residence credit in the Gradua~ School 
is poSSIble. Before coming to Ithaca, prospective students should correspond 
with a member of the staff conce-rning work contemplated. 
GE""EltAl. PLANT PATHOLOGY. Professor WHUZEL. Fir.;t or second term. A 
fundam~tal introdu~tory course treating of the nature, cause, and control of 
plant dIseases. DesIgned especially for undergraduates but required of all 
graduate students who have not had its equivalent. This course is also offered 
during the $ix_weeks summer session. 
PRINCIPLES OF PLANT DISEASE CONTROL. Professor WHETZEL. Second term. 
A consideration of principles and methods in plant Jis<::ase control. Designed for 
advanced und~rgraduate and graduate students. 
AD VANCED PLANT PATHOl OG\·. Professor MASSEY. First and second tenns. 
A. presentation and analysis of the experimental and empirical knowledJl:eof plant 
diseases. The phenomena of infection, susceptibility. host reactions and symp-
tomatology will be cri tically considered. Primarily lor graduate students. 
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ELEYEN.TAIIY MYcot.~y . Professor F ITZPATRICK. First term. A synoptical 
course designed to acquaint the student with the general field of mycology. Em-
ph~is will ge placed on morphology and phylogeny, rather than on taxonomy. 
ThIS course IS also offered dunng the six·weeks summer session. 
(MYCOLOGY. Professor F ITZPATRICK. First and second terms. An intensive 
study of t he morphology, ta~onomy, and phylogeny of the fungi (Phycomycetes 
and Ascomycetes). Pnmanly for graduate students. Not given in 1925-26.1 
.MYCOLOGY. P.rofessor FITZPATRICK .. Fi~t and seco'.ld. terms. Alternating 
Wlth the course Just named, and deahng with the Basidiomycetes and Fungi 
Jmperfecti. 
HISTORY OF PLANT PATHOLOGY. Professor WHETZEL. First and second 
terms. R equires a reading knowledge of French and German. Designed es-
pecially for graduate students specializing in Pla.nt Pathology. 
GERM AN PHYTOPATHOLOGICAL READING. Professor W HETZEL. First and 
second terms. For graduate and advanced students. Designed to assist graduate 
5tudents in preparing for their language examination requirements in German. 
RESEARCH. Professors MASSEY, WHETZEL, BARRUS, F ITZPATRICK, and STEW-
AliT, and Assistant Professors BLODGETT, CHUPP, BUJ/Ii;HOLDER, THOMAS, and 
GUBA. 
SEMINA J!Y. Members of the staff. 
·PLANT BREEDING 
ProjeSJfJrs R. A. EMERSON, H. H. LOVE, C. H. r.rYERS, F. P. BUSSELL, A. C. 
F RASEJ!, and R. G. WIGGANS; Doctor ERNEST DORSEY. 
The laboratories of this department are supplied with calculating machines 
necessary for statistical investigations; have the necessary microscopes, micro· 
tomes, p:u-affin ovens, etc., for studies of the histological phases of genetic prob-
lems; and are equipped with cameras and accessories for photographic work. 
The departmental library contains the principal books and periodicals dealing 
with plant breeding, evolution, and general genetics. The department has green-
house room approximating 2000 square feet of floor space, a part of which is 
available for the use of graduate students. A garden near the laboratories affords 
the necessary room for most of the plant materia! used by graduate students. 
For more extensive plantings, room is provided on the University farms. 
In order to enter upon graduate work in plant breeding, the student should 
have had the equivalent of the following courses: genetics. plant breeding, gener· 
al botany, general plant physiology, elementary zoology or biology, introductory 
inorganic chemistry, and elementary organic chemistry. In case a student has 
not had all these elementary courses, he should take them early in the period of 
his graduate study, and since he will not be permitted to present them as partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for a major or a minor in plant breeding, he will 
ordinarily find it impossible to complete his graduate work in the minimum time. 
In addition to the prerequisites hsted above, it is desirable that upon entering 
his graduate work the student should have had the equivalent of the following 
eournes: plant taxonomy, plant cytology, advanced plant physiology, plant path-
ol~, and co=es in either fann crops, pomology, floriculture, or vegetable gar-
dening. 
Students majoring in plant breeding will ordinarily find it necessary to remain 
in It haca during the summer, or to make satisfactory arrangements for growing 
and studying elsewhere the plant materials used in connection with their research 
problems. Since the department has accommodations for only a limited number, 
prospective students will find it to their advantage to correspond with a member 
of the departmental staff some months prior to entering upon their work. 
Primarily jor Graduates 
BIOMETRY. Given in alternate years. A discussion of statistical methods as 
applied to problems in biology and genetics. The course is designed primarily to 
develop methods for the study of variation, correlation, curve fitting . and probable 
error. 
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GENETICS. Assistant Professor FRASER. An advanced course dealing with the 
following topics: the methods of genetical testing and analysis, factor interac_ 
tion, factor linkage, sex ,inheritance, ~utation,. and the n':'ffieri~l ~ts of 
different systems of breeding and selection. Particular attention mil be gwen to 
the modes of attacking problems in genetics. Laboratory analyses of experi-
mental data, and studies with Drosophila. Laboratory fee, 13.00. 
RESEARCH. Professors E MERSON, LOVE, MYERS, and BU9SEL.L, and Assistant 
Professors FRASER and WIGGANS. 
SEMI NARY. Professors EYERSON, LoVE, MYERS, and BUSSELL, and Assistant 
Professors FRASER and WIGGANS. 
ZOOLOGY, E NTOMOLOGY, AND LIMNOLOGY 
Professors J. G. NEEDHAM, H . D. REED, G. W. HERRICK, O. A. JOHANNSEN', 
J. C. BRADLEY, R. MATHESON, G. C. E MIIODY, E. F. PaIt.LIPS, P. w.. CLAASSEN, 
A . H . WRIGHT, A. A. ALLEN, and B. P. YOUNG. 
Every facility possible in the way of material and equipment is placed at the 
disposal of the student desiring to investigate in the following fields: Entomology, 
Limnology, Ecology, General and Experimental Zoology, Morphology of animals 
both descriptive and experimental, Embryology of Invertebrates, Economic 
Entomology, Taxonomy, Parasitology, Aquiculture. 
The laboratories are equipped with modem compound, binocular, and dissect-
ing microscopes. microdissecting and injecting apparatus, euscopes, microtomes 
and accessorIes, paraffine and constant temperature ovens, projection and draw. 
ing apparatus, facilities for modelling in wax, work shop, fully equipped prepara-
tion rooms, cameras and dark rooms. 
Connected with the laboratory of Insect Taxonomy are extensive collections of 
both indigenous and exotic insects of all orders. These have been determined by 
specialists and are accessible to properly prepared students for comparison. The 
collection includes many sets of specimens illustrative of the metamorphoses and 
habits of insects. There is also an extensive collection of other invertebrates, 
fishes, amphibia, reptiles, birds and mammals as well as more than 12,000 speci-
mens of fb;ed material for developmental and structural studies. In assembling 
these collections, efforts have been made to obtain material from all parts of tlIe 
""orld illustrating biological princil?les. 
Advanced work in Entomology IS largely carried on in an insectary, a separate 
building; a second insectary adjacent to the laboratories is available for other 
phases of the work. A fish culture experiment station on the University farm 
affords exceptional opportunities for investigations in the biology of fresh water 
organisms. 
The Cayuga basin, with its diversified topography, its extensive fauna, and it!! 
mingling of three life zones, offers unusual opportunities for ecological field work. 
Within the basin are two state parks and two wild life preserves, all within waik-
ing distance of the University; the fonner established on account of the beauty of 
their scenery, the latter on account of their interesting fau na and flora. There is 
also a v.·oodland bird preserve in Ithaca near the site of the Biological Field 
Station. 
The special entomological library. the libraries of the a~culturaJ and medical 
colleges, and the central university library afford sets of al l important journals 
and books. 
In order to undertake graduate study the student should not only be prepa~ 
in the fundamentals of Animal Biology but also have or acquire a foundation m 
the particular phase of this subject which he intends to pursue. 
The members of the staff are prepared to direct the research work of graduate 
students in connection with the summer School of Biology of Cornell University. 
-TAXONOMY 
InSECTS. PrDfessor BRADLEY and other members of the staff. 
RESEARCH IN SYSTEMATiC ENTOMOLOGY. Professors BRADLEY, NEEDRAII, 
MATflESOS, and j OliANNSEN. 
ADVANCED SYSTEMATiC ENTOMOLOGY. Professor BRADLE\·. 
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TAXONOWY OF I NSECTS. ProCessors BRADLEY, NEEDHAlf , HERIUCK, JOHANN"-
RN, CLAASSEN, and DR. FORBES. 
INVEttTEB!l.ATES (other than Arthropods). Assistant Professor YOUNG. 
Arrangements may be made Cor the study of special groups of invertebrates. 
VERTEBRATES. Professors WlUGDT and ALLEN. 
ADVANCED ICRTItYOLOGY, HERPETOLOGY and ZOOGEOGRAPHY. Professor 
WRIGHT. 
ADVANCED OIlNITBOLOGY AND MAMMALOGY, Professor ALLEN. 
RESEARCH IN ICHTHYOLOGY AND HERPETOLOGY. Professor WIlIGDT. 
RESIURCH IN GENEIlAL ORNIThOLOGY AND EcONOMIC O RNITHOLOGY AND 
MAMMALOGY. Professor ALLEN. 
-MORPHOLOGY 
P,ojesS()fS JOHANNSEN and REED and Assistant Professor YOUNG. 
RESEARCH IN MOitPHOLOGY ANDEIIIBIlYOLOGY OF INSECTS. Professor JOBANN-
SBN. 
RESEARCH IN MORPHOLOGY OF INVERTEBRATES AND VERTEBRATES (including 
experimental studies). Professor REED and Assistant Professor YOUNG. 
MORPHOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT OF I NSECTS. Professor J OHANNSEN. 
CoMPAJ.ATlVE ANATOMY AND MORPHOLOGY OF VERTEBRATES. Professor 
REED. 
INVERTEBRATE ZooLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY. .lssistant Professor YOUNG. 
'"ECONOMIC ENT OMOLOGY 
P'OjtsSMS H ERRICK, MATHESON, and PARII:QTI (Geneva) . 
EcONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY AND INSECTARY METHODS. Professor MATHBSON. 
FOREST I NSECTS. Professor HE!I.!l.ICK. 
PARASITES AND PARASITISM. Professor MATHESON. 
THE RELATIONS OF INSECTS TO DISEASE. Professor MATHESON. 
RESEARCH IN ECONOMIC ENTOWOLOGY. Professors HEIlRICK, MATHESON, and 
PAUOTI (Geneva). 
RESEAIlCB IN PARASITOLOGY. Professor MATHESON. 
RESEARCH IN MEDICAL ENTONOLOGY. Professor MATHESON. 
RRsEARCH IN APICULTUU. P rofessor PHILLIPS. 
-ECOLOGY AND LIMNOLOGY 
P,ofessors NEEDHAM, EM80DY, and CLAASSEN. 
RltSEARCH IN ECOLOGY OF INSECTS. Professor.; NEEDHAM and Assistant Pr0-
fessor CLAASSIJN. 
RESEARCH IN LIMNOLOGY. Professors NEEDHAlf and ElIIBODY. 
GENERAL LIMNOLOGY. Professor NEEDHAM . 
RltSEARCB IN AQUICULTUllE. Professor EYBODY. 
SEMINARY. 
RESI!:AIlCH IN GENERAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ZooLOGY. Professor REBD and 
AS&istant Professor YOllNG. 
-ANATOMY 
P,ojesS()f1 A. T . KaRll and J. W. PAPEl. . . 
'the laboratories for this subjed are situated on. the third floor of .St~ 
HaIl and are admirably lighted and thoroughly ventilated. For gross dissection 
there is a large general laboratory, a~d adjoining the dissecti,:g. ~ is a: sma:Uer 
laboratory for special work, fitted With a hood ~nd .other. faCI\!tles,rOr digestion, 
maceration eorrosion, etc. At the end of the maID dissectlDg room IS a large dark 
room with 'a projection outfit and facilities for drawing sections for making re-
constructions. Upon this floor al~ is situated.a dark r?OI" witJ;t a complete out-
tit for taking photographs of speCial preparations for Ill.ustratlDg r~arcli. .In 
the basement IS a compressed air apparatus for embalming and making speoal 
injections. . . .. . 
There is an abundance of anatonucal matenal, which IS embalmed and kept In 
cold storage so as to be ready for use when needed. The refrigerating apparatus 
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is also used for freezing specimens for secti~ms. In addition to the und!ssected 
material, there is an ample supply of SpecH~.\ parts, such as bones, brams, the 
various abdominal and thoracic organs, specIal sense organs, etc. 
The equipment includes microscopes, dissecting microscopes, microtomes, a 
portable X-ray outfit, glassware, reagents, and other necessities of an anatomical 
laboratory. 
In collaboration with the department of Histology and Embryology, every 
facility is offered for studying anatomical problems from both the gross and the 
developmental points of view. 
In the library are to be found complete sets of practically al1 the important 
periodicals dealing with anatomy, and the proceedings and transactions of the 
leamed societies. In addition, the library is well supplied with the most impor_ 
tant anatomical monographs and books. 
Graduate 'work in anatomy should be preceded by courses in general biology 
and comparative or human anatomy. A reading knowledge of German and 
French is essential for successful research in anatomy. 
ANATOMY. Dissection of the upper extremity: of the head and neck; of the 
thorax; of the lower utremity; of the abdominal and pelvic walls and viscera. 
Thoracic and abdominal viscera, sedion demonstrations. 
CENTRAl.. NERVOUS SYSTEM AND ORGANS OF SPECIAl.. SENSE. Laboratory work 
on gross and microscopic preparations. 
DETAILED TOPOGRAPHICAl.. DISSECTION AND STUDY OF ANY REGION. 
RESEARCH ... ND ADVANCED WORK. 
·HISTOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY 
Professor B. F. KINGSDURY and DoctOf H. B. ADELMANN. 
The equipment for this subject comprises a supply of modern microscopes, 
camera \ucldas, polariscopes, microspectroscopes, photomicrographic cameras, 
and other special apparatus, in sufficient number to give each student oppor-
tunity for learning to use them, and for applying them to anr special study in 
which they arc needed. Two projection microscopes are available for blotting 
paper and ""a,,; plate reconstructions. The general and research laboratories are 
large and are equipped with microtomes, incubators, aquaria, etc. The collection 
of specimens is large and constantly increasing, and comprises preserved material 
and embryos, as weU as embryological and histological series of microscopic 
preparations of man, mammals, and the lower vertebrates. 
In addition to the general laboratory, preparation room, and private labora-
tory rooms for the staff, there are for thIS subject a Jarge and "I\'ell-lighted ad-
vanced laboratory with three small rooms for individual workers, a photomicro-
graphic laboratory and dark room, and a drawing and projection room. A museum 
of embryological models occupies the center of the advanced laboratory. The rich 
and varied fauna of the Cayuga Lake region affords favorable opportunity for 
investigation in the histology and embryology of all the main groups of verte-
brates; material for the study of the development of the sheep, cow, and pig, 
is also available. Advanced work in histology and embryology IS of necessity in-
dividual and is abundantly provided for. In addition ad\'anced students are 
sometimes recommended to take some one or more of thc general courses in the 
subject. As preliminary to graduate work, students are expected to have had 
the courses in the tissues and one of the following: the organs, special histology, 
embryology. A year's work in zoology. biology, anatomy, or physiology may 
with advantage precede advanced work in this subject. 
ADVANCED WORK IN HISTOLOGY .AND EMDRYOLOGY. Professor KINGSDUJ.Y 
and instructors. 
SEMINARY IN HISTOLOGY AND EIdDRYOLOGY. 
·HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 
p,ojessfffl SUTHERL ... ND SIMPSON and 1. B. SU'-1N.ER; Doctor AARON BODANSC:Y. 
~or advanced and graduate work in e:o:r.erimentai physiology two large Iabora-
tone~ and severa~ small~r roon;s are avaLiable. Lf!'boratory A, on the first floor 
of Stunson Hall, IS proVided With eleetro-motor-clnven shafting and Sherrington 
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recording dmms of the most recent pattern, capable of giving wide ranges of 
5Pee4· All neeessary app~rat,:,s is available for graphic work in muscle and nerve 
physlOlogy, for the IOvestJgatlon of problems in connection with the circulatory 
and respiratory syste.ms, where objective records are desirable (for example, 
movements of the eXCised amphibian and mammalian heart) and for the experi. 
mental study of the special senses and the central nervous system. Pendulum and 
spring myographs are avai.\able and several forms of ergograph for the study of 
~uscular a~d n~ous fatlg~e. E~ch table is supplied with chronographs and 
tune-recc:'r~l~g tU~lng.forks, mductlon machines, keys, switches, commutators, 
ete. ItdJouung this labor~tory are two smaller rooms: one is being equipped for 
expenmental work on ammal heat and body temperature, the other contains a 
Ludwig kymograph with accessories, and is used primarily for eJlperUnental 
physiology. Th~e is also a dark room for photographic and optical work. 
Laboratory B IS devoted mainly to research. The equipment includes hae-
momanom~ters and blood·pressure apparatus of the most recent type. and six 
large Brodie kymographs for continuous smoked paper. A time-recording clock 
and artificial respiration and chloroform apparatus have just been added. Pie-
thysmographs for recording volume changes in the various bodily organs are 
provided and several clock-<lriven dmms are available. 
In connection with this laboratory there is a workshop with a skilled mechani-
cian who is capable of making and modifying any kind of apparatus which may be 
required for special research. 
In the basement, on a solid concrete floor, a room has been equipped with gal-
vanometers, capillary electrometers, shunts, rheocords, bridges, and all the other 
apparatus reqUIred in electrophysiology. 
The biochemical laboratories on the seo;)nd floor of Stimson Hal1 include a 
general laboratory, and a smaller laborat.ory for research, both fitted throughout 
with water, gas, suction pumps. and draught cupboards. Adjoining these are a 
room for metabolic work, a balance room, a consbnt temperature room, and 
storerooms for chemicals and apparatus. 
The equipment, which is being steadily increased along many special lines, is 
,ui ted to the investigation of problems connected with the chemistry and func-
tions of the animal body, and includes, besides a stock of glass apparatus and 
the ordinary fittings of a chemical laboratory. several metabolism cages, large 
and small balances, polarimeter. large centrifuge, Buchner press, incubators, ap-
paratus for measurement of H-ion concentration, Hilger wave length spectrom-
eter, and a selection of the most important works of reference. The principal 
periodicals dealing with physiology and biochemistry are also kept in the building. 
Recently a fie ld station has been added to the department within two miles 
of the Medical College. This consists of two fenced fields, each of about five acres 
of orchard and pasture land, to,l;ether with barn and housing for large animals 
such as sheep and goats. Another fenc~d fiel? of twenty acres adja~nt to .the 
station has been leased for five years and IS available for pasture. On thiS statIon, 
which is entirely devoted to research in physiology and biochemi~try, many prob-
lems are under lfIvestigation and as much of this work can be carned out by gradu-
ate students, under supervision, it may be considered as an important asset to the 
Graduate School. 
A ,Problem demanding original investigation is prescribed. for each student, 
who IS guided in his choice of a subject by one of the professors IfI charge, due con-
sideration being given to his previous trainin~ and to the line of .work in which he 
desires to speCialize. Having select~d a subject .the student WIll be expe.c~d to 
concentrate his efforts upon it. While the work IS done under the SUpervISion of 
some one of the members of the teaching staff, and every facility provided in the 
way of apparatus, etc. , the student!s encouraged.to rely on. his o~ resources as 
far as possible, especially in pJanmnj': and carymg out hl~ expenm~nts . . Any 
special apparatus which he may reqUire ~r whi~h he may himself desIgn, Will ~e 
made for him by the laboratory mecha~lIc . . l~ I~ expected that the ~sults of. h!s 
work will be embodied in a thesis, and If thIS IS Judg~ to b:e or.s~clent ment It 
will be published in full or in abstract in some accredited SCIentific JOurnal. 
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The prerequisites necessary for a student intending to major in biolorical 
chemistry are inorganic chemistry, qualitative and, quantitative analysis, physical 
chemistry. advanced organic chemistry, and physIology. 
In addition to original investigation, which may be undertaken by students 
who have the necessary preparation, the following systematic courses are offered 
to graduate students: 
PHYSIOLOGY OF THE C IRCULATION AND RESPIRATION. Professor SU(PSOH. 
PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSCULAR, NEaVOU!, ALIWBNTARY, EXCIl.ETORY, AND RHDO-
CJ.JIII H SYSTEWS: HEAT REGULATING NECBANISYS: TH E SPECIAL SENS.!!! AND 
GENERAL SENSIBILITY. Professor S lIoIPSON and Dr. J. A. DYE:. 
LABOaATORY. In connection with the course last named. Professor S IMPSON. 
SPECIAL C HAPTERS IN BIOCHEMISTRY. Assistant Professor SUMMaR and Dr. 
BODANSl:Y. 
-FOOD AND NUTRITION 
Prolusurs ADELAIDE SPOHN and HELEN MONSCH, and Acting Professor E. H. 
NASON. 
The laboratories for graduate work in food and nutrition are situated in the 
Building of the Collf{:e of Home Economics. Two laboratories are available for 
the work. namely, (I) an animal laboratory, adequately equipped for nutrition 
work with small animals, and (2) a chemical laboratory, provided with apparatus 
for work in the application of chemistry to the study ollood and nutrition. There 
is also special eqwpment for energy metabolism studies and a diet kitchen lor use 
in the preparation of food for the work in human metabolism. 
In order to take up graduate work in the chemistry of food and nutrition the 
student should have had the equivalent of the following courses: quantitative 
chemical analysis, biological chemistry, physiology or biology, nutrition and 
dietetics. In addition to the courses listed, a knowledge of physics and physical 
chemistry is highly desirable. 
For Graduale.s and Undert. radl«lles 
DIET IN RELATION TO THE TREATYI!.NT OF DISEASE. Professor MONSCII. 
NVTll:I'fION OF ScIl OOL CIIILDREN. Professor MONSCH. 
SPECIAL PRODlEYS. Instruction by members of the departmental staff. 
P,imarily lor Gradl«l lu 
F OOD AND NUTRITION, Professor SPOHN. Advanced lecture course. First 
term. Primarily for graduate students, but open also to seniors witb the per-
mission of the instructor. A critical study of recent advances in food and nutri-
tion. The purpose of the course is to acquaint students with the methods and re-
sults of recent investigations in the field. 
LADORATOI.Y METHODS IN FOOD AND NUTI. ITION. Professor SPOHN. A 
course I?lanned to train students in methods of investigation such as are em· 
ployed m research work in food and nutrition. Opportunity is offered for the 
study of methods used in feeding experiments with small animals, experiments 
with human subjects on the nutritive value and digestibility of foods, metabolism 
dudies using the Benedict portable respiration apparatus. Laboratory fee, $8.00. 
RESEARCH IN FOOD AND NUTRITION. Professor SPOHN, Acting Assistant 
Professor NASON, and other members of the staff. This course offers opportunity 
for individual research in animal nutrition, hwnan nutrition and metabolism. 
food chemistry, chemical changes ta.king place in the process of food preparation. 
Laboratory fee, SVlO for each credit hour. 
S.R"'!N,uy IN FOOD AND NUTRITION. Required of graduate students takint. 
major m thIS department. Members of the Food and NutritioD Staff. 
- ANIMAL PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY 
Profeuors V. A. MOORE, W. A. HAGAN, S. A. GOLDBERG, and C. M. CA.FEtnEI.. 
The la~ratories of animal pathology and bacteriology are well equipped for 
research m general pathological morphology, the pathology of infectious diseases 
and for bacteriological work, especially in connection with experimental patholorY 
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and immunology, but also with problems associated trith the morphology a.nd 
physiology of bacteria. 
Candid';te6 for advanced degrees electing pathology or bacteriology as their 
major subject .must ~ve had the COrTespondlng general course given In this de-
partment, or IU; equivalent. Candidates electing a minor subject in this de-
partmen~ ~ay take up a research problem, if they possess sufficient prelimi_ 
nary tramlng, or may pursue regular undcrgraduate course work, the courses 
taken to be subject to the approval of thei r committee. All graduate students 
electing work in this department are required to attend the seminar. 
For a list of courses, with descriptions, see the Announcement of the Ne1J 
York State Veterinary College. 
RESEARCH IN PATHOLOGY AND B ... CTER IOLOGY. Profesoors MOORE, HAGAN, 
GoLOBERG, and C ... RPENTER. 
SEMIN ... RY. Professors MooRll!;, H ... G ... N, GOLDBERG, and C ... RPENTER. 
(For dairy bacteriology, sec: Dairy Industry and Bacteriology; for soil bac-
teriology. sec: Agronomy.) 
" VBTERlNARY P HYSIOLOGY 
PrClfeJsors P. A. FISH and C. E. HAYDES. 
The department has a good equipment for the study of physiol~ical problems 
in connection with the domest icated animals. The laboratories Situated in the 
Veterinary College, are ample and are provided with modem apparatus for such 
researeh as can best be conducted in the laboratories. In the same building there 
is a well-assorted collection of recent books and periodicals on comparative physi-
ology, which may be supplemented by the many works on general physiology in 
the University Library. 
The Veterinary Experiment Station, controlled by the College, and not far 
distant, ean be utilized for field observations and the study of those prob\em.s 
outside of the scope of the laboratory. This unusual combination of field and 
laboratory research should be condUCIve to important results. 
As a preparation and aid in this research, attendance at the general lecture 
and laboratory courses in veterinary physiology is recommended. 
PHYSIOLOGY RECJTATlOlo:S. TtlI': PHYSIOLOGY OF THI': NUTJ.ITlOl'( ASO SBC .. :-
TlOl'( OF TNI': DOMESTlC ... TED ANIMALS. THE PHYSIOLOGY.OF THB MU5CUL ... .. 
... NO NE"YOUS SYSTEIoIS. PHYSIOLOGIC ... L LABOR ... TORY. CoUJ.SB IN URl N& 
ANALYSIS. 
ADY ... NC£O PHYSIOLOGY. Professor Flsn and Assistant Professor H ... YD8N. 
"VETER>JNARY MEDICINE, AMBULATORY CLINIC, AND OBSTETRICS 
I NCLU DING DISEASES OF THE GENIT ... L O RGANS 
Professor O. H. UDALL, DClCIClTS E. R. CUSHI NG and M. G. FINCHER. 
Opportunity for the clinical st!l~y of i~terr:al di5Cases of animals is afford~ 
by material in the ambulatory ch".,c. ThIS chm~ J:!~ gradually ~eveloped until 
it demands a large part .of the tIme of h'o chm~lans. Espectally. abundant 
are affections of dairy ammals. Students are reqU.lfed to repo'1 ~helf !>~a­
tions and files of notes on com:r.leted cases are aV8.\lable for additional informa_ 
tion.' Special and research stu ents will be giyen ~n~ividual i~tructi?n to meet 
their requirements, and may supplement their ehmcal expcnenoe lI'1th further 
study in the various laboratories and museums of the College. 
"DISE ... SES OF BREEDING CATTLE 
P'CI[essClrs R. R. BIRCH and H. L. GILMAN. 
the department has available. for re5Carch in c:onnection witJ:! the diseucs of 
cattle a herd with a complete hlst~ry of e~ch amma.1. Th~~ IS also an ex~n­
sive collection of material illustrating varIOus morbId conditiOns of t~e. gemtal 
organs of cattle. Ample fa~i1ities are a~ hand for the study of the chmcai and 
bacteriological aspects of thiS .group of d iseases.. . 
Extensive researches are being conduct~ on th~ .dlSeaSes o~ the genital organs 
of cattle, with special reference to abortion, stenltty, and kindred phenomena. 
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. VETERINARY PHARMACOLOGY AND DISEASES OF SMALL ANIMALS 
Prof~$jor H. J. MILKS. . ' . 
The laboratories of the department are weI! equlp~d {or research In vete~nary 
phannacology. The clinic supplies abundant matenal for research both In ex-
ternal and internal diseases of small animals. 
There is an operating room with modem equiement and facilities for handling 
approltimately sixty animals. The library facilities are good. 
·VETERINARY SURGERY 
Professor J. N. FROST. 
The laboratory in surgery is well equipped for research and special study aiong 
surgical lines, especially in connection with diseases of the bones, tendons, and 
tendon sheaths. 
Candidates for advanced degrees should have as preliminary preparation 
general pathology, physiology, general and special surgery. 
SPECIAL SURGERY. Professor FROST. 
RESEARCH IN SURGICAL DISEASES. Professor FROST. 
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*ACRONOi\lY 
Professors T. L. LYON, J. A. BIZZELL, H. O. BUCKMAN, J. K. WILSON, B. D. 
WILSON, and H. P. COOPER. 
Special laboratories are provided for graduate students; they are equipped 
[or chemical and bacteriological investigations of soils and of crop production. 
The usual facilities for the chemical analyscs of soils and plants are at hand, and 
permit thc determination of all the constituents of the soil concerned in plant 
nutrition. For bacteriological work the laboratory contains in its equipment, 
autoclaves, sterilizers, incubators for different temperatures; and for mecl1anical 
analyses centrifuses, shaking machines, and other necessary apparatus. Two 
greenhouses proVide opportunity for conductin~ crop and soil tests during the 
winter, and for experiments with nutrient solutions and sand cultures. A field 
for plat experiments gives ample facility for work on a larger scale. In this field 
a series of Iysimeters, each holding between three and four tons of soil have been 
built. Pipes from these tanks carry the drainage water into a tunnel where it is 
collected for measurement and analysis. These varied and extensive facilities 
afford opportunity for students trained in anyone or morc of the several sciences 
to investigate soil or plant nutrition problems. 
A complete set of the soil maps of the United States is arranged in form for 
ready reference. The University Library is unusually well supplied with the pub-
lications in which the literature of soil science is to be found. 
A graduate student who desires to make agronomy his major subject should 
have had sufficient training in analytical chemistry or in bacteriology to give 
him a command of the technique as well as the principles of the subject. It is also 
desirable that he should have had enough technical agr iculture to enable him to 
see the agricultural bearing of the work, 
Primarily for Graduates 
MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF SOIL9. Professor BIZZELL. F irst term. Given in 
alternate years. A theoretical and practical study of the methods used in the 
mechanical analysis of soils. Intended primarily for graduate students. labora-
tory deposit, $2. 
SOILS, ADVANCED COU R9E. Professor BIZZELL. First tenn. Students must 
consult Professor Bizzell before registering for this course. An advanced course 
designed primarily for graduate students. The lectures {leal with the important 
properties of soils from the theoretical and technical standpoints. Review of the 
literature and preparation of papers are important parts of the work. 
SoiL BACTERIOLOGY. Professor J. K. WILSON. Second term. A course in 
biological soil processes designed primarily for graduate students. The laboratory 
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work wi}1 be supplemented by reports and by abstracts of important papers on 
the subject. Laboratory fee, SS. 
RE5EARCII. Professors LYON, BIZZELL, BUCKMAN, and ) . K. WILSON, and 
Assistant Professors B. D. WILSON and COOPER. 
SEMINARY. Required of graduate students taking work in the department. 
*FLORICULTURE AND ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE 
Professors E. A. WHITE, A. C. BEAL, and RALPH W. CURTIS. 
The field of investigation and research in floriculture and ornamental horti· 
culture is a broad one, and there are excellent opportunities for original work in 
these subjects. Studies in variation, nutrition, or in ref:ard to the culture and 
improvement of plants may be undertaken. MonographiC studies on the various 
genera of ornamentals offer an important field of research. Summer work is of 
special importance in studying plant materials, and it is desirable that candidates 
for the Master's degree spend at least one summer at the University. This is 
required of all candidates for the Doctor 's degree. 
Every candidate for an advanced degree must have had a thorough training in 
general biology, botany, economic entomology, soils, fertilizers, and genetics. 
A student who takes his major subject in the department must already have had 
the courses noted below or their equivalent, excepting only the advanced courses. 
A student who takes his minor subject for the !I·raster's degrce in this department 
of study may register for these courscs. Each student is required to deposit a 
typewntten copy of his thesis with the department. 
In addition to the classroom and laboratory equipment, a range of greenhouses, 
aggregating sixteen thousand square feet of glass, is now available for instructional 
purposes. The department has about thirty acres of land devoted to nurseries 
and to field expenments with peonies, gladioli, irises, roses, asters, and other 
annual and perennial plants. This area also furnishes material for laboratory 
ell:ercises. 
The library equipment consists of a large and steadily increasing collection of 
works of reference, comprising a number of the rater books of the ancients, and 
an unusually full assortment of the garden herbals of the sill:teenth, seventeenth, 
and eighteenth centuries, and the leading monographs and manuals of modern 
times, suprlemented by complete sets of a large number of the horticultural journals 0 Europe and America. The largest bound collection of seed, plant, 
and nursery catalogues in the United Statcs is in the library of the department. 
This collection is very useful to students monographing horticultural plants. 
Students have access to an herbarium comprising about thirteen thousand culti. 
vated plants. . . 
The University campus affords an excellent collection of woody plants In 
mature condition , and an arboretum is rapidly being developt;d whi~h exhi~its all 
the useful plant forms in arrangement for type study and also In thelT groupmg for 
various uses. 
Graduate students who have been trained in general horticulture and who have 
not had specialized courses in Floriculture and Ornamental H?rticulture may be 
required to take certain undergraduate courses. The followmg courses are reo 
qwred of all graduate students: 
THli: HISTORY ANI> LITERATURE OF ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTUR.E. Professor 
BEAL. 
SUIINARY. Professor WHITE and staff. 
FORESTRY 
Professors R. S. HOSMER, S. N. SPRING, A. B. RECKNAGEL, JOHN BENTLEY, JR. , 
C. H . GUISE, and) . N . SPAETH. . . , 
Students who wish to do graduate work In forestry , either for a Master s 
degree or for a Doctor 's degree, are offered opportuni.ty for advanced s.tudy or 
research in silviculture, forest management, forest pobcy, forest protection, and 
lorest utilization. . 
Candidates for the Master 's degree register for one major and. one mm<?r sub· 
ject , and pursue either advanced study or research along these hnes. ThiS year 
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is not devoted to undergraduate class work taken by gradu.ate students, althougb 
in special cases a part of the student's time may be spent In such work. 
Candidates for the degree of Master in Forestry mu~t show adequ!lte prepara_ 
tion in the following fundamental. subjects or thel~ equivalents: Eng!ish, Ino~an_ 
ic chemistry, solid. geometry, .tngonometry, .plaln and topographic surveytDI, 
introductory phYSICS, dynamic geology, mmeralogy, general bo~ny, plant 
physiology, general biology, zoology, general entomology, ~noIIUC:S. They 
must also have satisfactorily completed forestry courses the eqUivalent of those 
offered in the four-year undergraduate course of the Department of Forestry, 
New York State College of Agriculture, leading to the degree of Bac~elor of 
Science. (See the Announcement of the New York State College of Agnculture 
at Cornell University.) In addition they must have had at least three months' 
experience in forestry work, satisfactory proof of which is to be a signed statement, 
or an examination in woodsmanship, or both. Students who enter as graduates 
without having had undergraduate instruction in forestry should be able to com-
plete the work for the Master 's degree in two years, if they have had satisfactory 
training in fundamental sciences. If they lack this, it will require a colTe..;pond. 
ingly longer time to get the Master's degree. Prospective students should write 
to the Department of Forestry for infonnation regarding the special lines of 
graduate work which they desire to follow. 
A student entering the Graduate School as a candidate for the degree of Master 
in Forestry should enter a t the beginning of the first (autumn) term. Otherwise 
it will be difficult to arrange his work satisfactorily. It may often be advisable 
that such students attend the forestry summer camp. 
ADVANCED WORK AND RESEARCH 
Advanced work and research may be done in the following sub-fields: 
-SILVICULTURE. Professor SPRING, Professor BENTLEY, and Professor SPAETH. 
-FOREST MANAGENE!;1". Professor RECKNAGEL, Professor BENTLEY, and 
Professor GUISE. 
- FOREST POLICY. Professor HOSMER. 
-FOREST PROTECTION. Professor HOSNER. 
6FoREST UTILIZATION. Professor RECKNAGEL, Professor BEN"ILEY, and Pro· 
fessor GUISE. 
Grad1U.lle COtlrs~$ 
ADVANCED FOREST MANAGEMENT. Professors RECKNAGEL and GUISE. This 
course covers advanced work in organizing It. forest property for management. 
An important part is the critica1 study of working plans. The course includes ad· 
vanced work in forest finance. 
FOREST ADWINISTItATION. Professor RECKNAGEL. The administrative or· 
ranization and business practice in Federal, State, and private forestry. 
SltWINARY. Field and classroom conferences on important phases of forestry. 
Conducted by members of the forestry staff. 
·POMOLOGY 
P,of~ssors A. J. HEINICKE, U. P. HEDRICK, L. H. MACDANIELS, D. B. CAIlJ.ICK, 
C. W. PECK, and JOSEPH OSKANP. 
The large eJtperimental and varietal orchards of different fruits at Ithaca and 
at Geneva are available for graduate use. Representative varieties of 311 domes-
ticated species that grow in this climate may be found in these orchards. Each 
year a large collection of exotic fruit is brought together at the College; herbarium 
and preserved material is also available. Modern apparatus for research work on 
pomol.ogicalproblems involving chemical, histological, and physiological technique 
1~ avallabl~ m the department!ll laboratories. Special opportunity for investigl!-' 
hon. of fruit storage. problems IS afforded by a modern cold storage plant which IS 
eq~IIPped for expenmental purposes. The important pomological literature reo 
qUU"ed for research is found in the libraries at Cornell and at the State Station. 
In or~er to enter upon graduate work in Pomology, the student should have 
the eqUivalent of the folJowing courses; General Botany, Elementary Plant 
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Physiol~, Economic Entomology, Elementary Plant Pathology, Introductory 
Inorg~mc and Elementary ~anic Chemistry, Elementary Pomology and Sys. 
temat~c Pomology. In addition, students are required as part of their graduate 
work In romology to take. advanced courses in Plant Physiology and Chemistry, 
unl~ss m.mors are chosen In those subjects. They are urged, however, to choose 
a minor m some phase of Botany, particularly Plant Physiology. 
. On account of th~ nature of the work, it is very desirable that graduates study. 
Ing for the Master s degree should spend one summer at Ithaca or in the field 
investi~ating their special subject. This is expected of graduates working for a 
Doctor s degree. 
E':ONOMIC .FRU l"r~ OF TilE WORLD. Professor MACDANIE!..S. A study of all 
species of frult.beanng plants of economic importance not considered in previous 
~rses, such a~ the ?ate, tht; banana, citrus fruits, nut-bearing trees, and newly 
Intr;oduced fruits, ~t~ speCial refer~nce to their cultural requirements in the 
Umted States and Its Insular possessions. Emphasis is placed on botanical rela-
tionships and fruit structure. 
ADVANCED POMOLOGV. Professor HEINICKE. A systematic study of the 
sour.ces.of know.ledge and opil!ion as to practices in pomology; methods and diffi. 
culttes In expenmental work In pomology, and results of experiments that have 
been concluded or are being conducted. 
RESEARCH PROBLEMS IN POMO!..OGV. Varietal and taxonomic, Professors 
HEDRICk and MAcDANIELS; nutritional, Professor HEINICKE; histological and 
morphological. Professor MACDANIELS; winter injury of fruit tree tissues, and 
cold storage of fruits, Professor CARRICK; various phases of general fruit culture, 
membef!l of the staff. 
SEiUNARY. Members of the staff. 
·VEGETABLE GARDENING 
P,O/tSJ01S H. C. TUOMPSON, PAUL WORK, E. V. HARDENlIURG, and H. \V.ScHNECK. 
Opportunity is offered for research in such lines of vegetable gardening as the 
student may select. There are exceJlent opportunities for original work in this 
subject since very little research work has been done. 
The facilities available include the regular classrooms and laboratories; a 
small research laboratory; greenhouse space of approximately 6,000 square feet; 
hot beds and cold frames and about fifteen acres of land devoted to research and 
teaching. SJ?CCial equipment is secured as needed for students majoring in vege· 
table gardemng. 
In order to enter upon graduate work in vegetable gardening, the student 
should have the equivalent of the follo"'ing courses; Botany T and 20, P lant 
Pathology I, Entomology 3, Agronomy I, Vegetable Gardening I , 2 and 3. These 
courses are outlined in the Announcement of the College of Agriculture. In case a 
student has not had all of these courses he should take them early in his period of 
graduate study. Students takin~ either a major or a minor in vegetable gardening 
are required to take the course m Systematic Vegetable Crops and the course in 
Advanced Vegetable Gardening and to attend the seminar. 
Students majoring in vegetable gardening will ordinarily find it necessary to 
spend one swnmer in Ithaca, in order to grow and study plant materials used in 
their research work. 
SVSTElolATIC VEGETABLE CROPS. Professor Wou:. First term. This course 
deals with the taxonomy, origin, history, characteristics, and adaptation of kinds, 
varieties, and strains of vegetables. Attention is also devoted to identification, 
to classification, and to exhibition and judging. The leading varieties of the 
vegetable crops are grown each year. The value of the course consists, to a great 
extent, in gaming an actual acquaintance with the crops as they grow. 
AOVANCEO VEGETABl.E GARDENING. Professor THOMPSON. Second term. 
This course is devoted to a systematic study of the sources of knowledge and 
opinions as to practices in vegetable production and handling. Results of experi-
ments that have been concluded or are being conducted are studied and their 
application to the solution of practical problems are discussed. 
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SEMINARY. Professors THOMPSON, WORK, HARDENBURG, and ScHNECK:. 
Recent literature is taken up for general study and discussion. All graduate stu_ 
dents in vegetable gardening arc required to take part in this seminary. 
RESEAIlCH. Members of the staff are prepared to direct investigations in the 
various lines of vegetable production and handling. 
·AN IMAL HUSBANDRY 
P rofessors H. H. WING, M. W. HARPER, E. S. SAVAGE, L. A. MA\'NA.II.D, R. B. 
HUlloIAN, and C. L. AL.utN. 
Among the herds and Hocks belonging to the College of Agriculture are a dairy 
herd of One hundred CO\\-'S, a herd of beef cattle, studs of draft horses, a flock of 
about I ~O sheep, and a herd of breeding swine. The equipment for animal hus-
bandry Includes a verr full rol1ection of the herd and flock registries of all the 
breeds of domestic anunals kept in this countrr., amounting to more than one 
thousand volumes, and affording excellent faCilities in heredity and genetics. 
The animals of the herds and flocks provide opportunity for the study of prob-
lems in nu.rition. A laboratory for small animals provides furt her opportunity 
for a study of the principles involved and a fully equipped chemical laboratory IS 
available to graduate students. In order to undertake graduate work in animal 
nutrition the student should have had rourses in physiology and biological chem-
istry, in addition to the elementary courses in the particular field in which he 
wishes to do his work. 
No strictly graduate courses are offered in the D~rtment of Animal Hus-
bandrr, but members of the staff are prepared to dIrect investigations in the 
followmg fields, and graduate students taking a major in Animal Husbandry 
will be required to select a problem in some one or more of these fields: Animal 
Husbandry; Meat and Milk Production; Practice in Feeding and Stable Manage-
ment; The Horse; Mechanics of the Horse; Advanced Stock Judging; Principles 
and Practice of Feeding; Principles of Animal Breeding; Practical Horse Training; 
Dairy Cattle; Beef Cattle, Sheep, and Swine. 
Under ce.rtain conditions, minor subjects may be pursued in one or the other of 
the following courses: 
For GraduIJ/l1 and UndUfradlUltes 
AOVANCED COURSE IN THE PRINCIPl.ES OF ANIMAL GENETICS. Professors 
WING and HARPER. 
AOVANCEO COti RSE IN THE P RINCIPLES OF ANIMAL NUTRITION. Professors 
MAYNARD and SAVAGE. 
Primarily for Graduates 
SEMINARY IN ANnIA .. HUSBANDRY. Professor WING and other members of the 
staff. Attendance at the seminary is required of all graduate students taking 
either a major or a minor subject in the department. 
DAIRY INDUSTRY AND BACTER IOLOCY 
P rofelSorJ]. M. SUUMAN, W. A. STOCKING, H. E. Ross, H. C. TRO\', P. F. 
SHAIlP, E. S. GUTHRIE, W. W. FISIC, T.]. MeISERNE\', and W. V. PIlICE. 
The laboratories of the department a re weI! equipped for special work and offer 
excellent opportunities to graduate students for research . 
. Before taking up graduate work in bacteriology or dairy industry, it is de-
s~ble th3:t a stud~nt have general chemistry. qualitative and quantitative analy-
SIS, org~llIe cheml~try , and ~enera.1 bactenology, in addition to the elementary 
courses III the partIcular field III which he wishes to do his graduate work. 
For dCltailed deseriftions of the courses in bacteriology and dairy industry see 
the Announcement 0 the College of Agriculture. 
Formal courses opcn to undergraduate and graduate students are given in the 
following subjeds: 
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DAIRY I NDUSTRY 
For UndcrgradlWl~s and Gradrlales 
ANALYSIS AND CONTROL OF DAIRY PRODUCTS. Professors TROY and Mc IN-
ERNEY. 
MARI!:ET MILl!: AND M ILK INSPECTION. Professor Ross. 
BUTTER. Professor GUTHRIE. 
CHEESE. Professor FISK . 
CONDENSED MILK, POWDERED M ILK, AND IcE CREA~I. Professor PRICI!: . 
DAIRY CHEMISTRY. P rofessor SHARP. 
SEM INARY. Professor SHRRMAN. 
BACTERIOLOGY 
For Unrkrgradllales and GradlUJlf:$ 
GENERAL BACTERI OLOGY. Professor SIIERMAN. 
AGRICULTURAL BACTRRIOLOGY. Professor Sn ERMAN. 
DAIRY BACTERIOLOGY. P rofessor STOCKING. 
·DAIRY I N DUSTRY 
For GradWllu 
Graduate students may elect research problems in any of the various fields of 
dairy industry; the analysis of milk and its products· the sanitary production and 
control of market milk; the manufacture and t~hnology of milk products· 
dairy chemistry. ' 
' BACTERIOLOGY 
For Gradrlales 
Research problems may be selected in various phases of pure and applied bac-
teriology; taxonomy: physiology; technique; daIry bacteriology: food bacteri-
olO!P'; water and sanitary bacteriology; industrial fermentations. (For p'atho. 
gemc bacteriology, see AN IMAl. PATHOLOG\' AND BACTERIOLOGY; for SOIl bac-
teriology, see AGRO!'!O IolY.) 
·POULTRY H USBANDRY 
P rofessors ] . E . RICE and G . F. HEUSER: Messrs. L. C. NORRIS, and C. K. 
POWELL. 
This department of study is well equipped with facilities for carrying on ad-
vanced work. The equipment includes over 2,000 fowls with which to carry on 
feeding, housing, and breeding experiments, and also appliances for investigation 
in incubation, breeding, and artificial illumination. The laboratories and equip· 
ment provide facilities for anatomical and analrtical work. In addition to a very 
oomplete set of bulletins in the poultry library, assembled from the various ex_ 
periment stations in the United States and Canada, numerous books on poul try 
husbandry are available in the University Library, the library of the College of 
Agriculture, and the special departmental library. The department is also pro-
vided with a topical card index, with cross references, of the principal poultry 
books, bulletins, and maga:dnes; a large mass of data from research; 6,000 
negatives, a large number of which have to do with poultry investigations; and 
morc than 3,000 lantern slides. 
The Poultry Husbandry Building and auxiliary buildings furnish facilities 
for graduate work along many lines of instruction and research. These building~ 
have been constructed at a cost of approximately $150,000, and include the 
administration building, laying pens, the fattening house, breed exhibition house, 
and long brooder house. Over forty varieties of poultry are kept for class use, 
and facilities are now available for the study of the adaptation of the various 
breeds, feeds, equipments, methods, etc., to the needs of the various locations and 
types of poultry farming. 
Owing to the fact that many colleges do not give the undergraduate courses in 
poultry husbandry which are prerequisite to graduate work in the subject, stu-
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dents coming from other institutions cannot in all eases enter immediately up-
on graduate study. Many students will find it necessary or desiI:abl~ to spend. 
year in preliminary study taking undergraduate courses before be$:inrung graduate 
work. The preliminary courses include Farm Poultry; Poultry Feeds and Feed. 
ing; Poultry Incubation and Broodi~: The Breeds of. Poultry M,d Judging; 
Poultry Breeding: Poultry House Des,gn and Construction; Marketmg Poultry 
Products' Poultry Farm Management; the Field of Poultry Husbandry, Instru~tion of an advanced nature and investigation may be taken along the 
lines of poultry feeding. il!umination, and poultry Cann management; in CO-(lp-
cration with the !?tafi o,f the Veterin~ry <;Ollege. in poultry disease iryve,stigatiop.s; 
and in co-operatJon with the staff In histology and embryology, In inCUbatiOn 
nperiments. 
Primarily lor Graduates 
SEIoIIS'AJ. Y. Professors RICE and HEUSER and Messrs. NORRIS and POWELL. 
RESEARCK. Professors R ICE and H EUSER and 1-Iessrs. NORR IS and POWELL. 
THE NEW YORK S TATE AGRICU LT URA L EXPERIMENT S TATION AT 
GENEVA 
Pfo! euofs R. W. TnATCHER, U. P. HEDR ICK, R.]. ANDERSON, A. BBRGER, R . S. 
IhrEBD, D . C. CARPENTER, R . C. COU .. ISON, H.] . Coss, A. C. DAHLBBlG, H. 
GLASGOW, G. ] . HUCKER, M. T. M UN N. P.]. PAUOTT, W. H. RANKIN, F. C. 
STEWART, L. L. VAN SLYKE, RICHARD 'VELLINGTON. 
Since July I , 1923, the State Agricultura l E"'periment Station at Geneva has 
~en under the administration of Cornell University. the research workers of its 
sta.tr are eligible to membership on the faculty of the Graduate School, and its 
faci lities for research are available to graduate students. 
The Station has a farm of approximately two hundred acres which is used al-
most exclusively for field experimenta\I\'Ork with fruit and vegetable crops and 
certain special soil studies. It has laboratory buildings devoted exclusively to 
research in agricultural bacteriology, agricultural chemistry, agronomy, agri. 
cultural botany, dairying, economic entomology, horticulture, and poultry raising. 
It has abo a research reference library, permanent exhibits and re<:oros of progress 
of its research, suitable conference rooms, and adequate facilities for publication 
and distribution of results of station work. 
Certain phases of the investigations now being conducted at the Station and 
other problems for which the facil ities of the Station are suitable may be used as 
thesis problems by graduate students. 
There is opportunity at the Station for graduate research in the following lines, 
under the direetion of members of the staff as indicated; 
AGRICULTURAL BACTERIOLOGY 
DAIJ;"y BACTE1UOLOG"Y. Professors BREED and H UCKER. 
SoIL BACTERIOLOGY. Professor CONN. 
BIOLOGICAL STAINS. ProCessor CONN. 
AGRICULTURAL C HEMISTRY 
Ca~J(ISTR"Y OF MILK ANO ITS PRODUCTS. Professors VAN SLYItB and CAR-
raNTEl!. . 
CuSM ISTRY OF PLANT TISSUES. Professors THATCHER and ANDBRSON. 
CHEMISTRY OF INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES. Professor THATCBEJ:. 
AGRONOMY 
PLANT NUTRITION. Professor CoLLISON. 
PLANT TOXINS. Professor CoLLISON. 
AGRICU LTURAL BOTANY 
PLANT DISEASES. Professors STE WART and RANKIN. 
SEED CONTROL AND IMPROVEM ENT. Professor MUNN. 
DAIRYI NG 
DAIlY PRODUCTS. Professor DAHLIIERG. 
THE MEDICAL SCIENCES 
ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY 
ORCHARD INSECTS. Professors PARROTT and GLASGOW. 
CANHING CROPS INSECTS. Professor PARROTT. 
HOR TICUL TURE 
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GEHETICS OF FRUIT BREEDING. Professors HEDR ICK and WELLINGTON. 
FRUIT PROPAGATION AND MANAGEMENT. Professor HEDRICK. 
SVSTEIIATIC BOTANY OF HORTICULTUR<l.L P!.<l.NTS. Professor BERGER. 
THE MEDICAL SCIENCES 
As PRESENTED IN THE MEDICAL COLLEGE IN NEW YORK CITY 
For a full description of the work in the Medical College in Ithaca and in New 
York City, see the Announcement of the Medical College. Students desiring to 
enter the Graduate School for work in the medical sciences can obtain appl ication 
blanks at the office of the Dean of the Medical College. Professor C. R. STOCK:-
ARD, Chainnan of the Group, may be consulted for additional information. 
The Medical College in New York City comprises the main building on First 
Avenue opposite BeUevue Hospital and the adjacent Loomis Laboratory on 
Twenty-sixth Street. 
THE MAIN BUIl .. DING occupies the entire block between Twenty-seventh and 
Twenty-eighth Streets, on First Avenue, extending back one hundred feet, thus 
affording an available space of nearly 20,000 square feet on each of its seven Ooors. 
The Department of Anatomy occupies the entire fifth floor. In addition to a 
commodious and well lighted dissecting room there are numerous smaUer rooms 
for investigation and research in anatomy, histology, and embryology, prepara. 
tion rooms, storage rooms, etc.. The fourth floor is devoted entirely to pathology, 
bacteriology, and the College Library. There are several rooms for investi!\,ators 
and assistants, preparation rooms, classrooms, a teaching museum. and a library 
containing current numbers and many back files of the important journals de-
voted to medical sciences. in English, French, and German. The facilities offered 
by the departmental libraries in the medical school are readily amplified by use of 
the various libraries in New York City. several of which are within easy reach of the 
college buildings. Among these the library of the New York Academy of Medi-
cine, the second largest medical library in the country. is worthy of spe(:ial men-
tion. The departments of Physiology and Chemistry occupy the third floor of the 
Mllin Building and are eqUIpped with laboratories devoted to the problems 
of research, in addition to those used by students in the course leading to the 
M.D. degree. Organic chemistry, physiological chemistry, and chemical path· 
ology are thus especially provided for. One large room IS set aside for ealor. 
imetry and another has been equipped as an operating room in connection with the 
work 10 experimental physiology. The lower floors of the Main Building contain 
the college offices, the dispensary, lecture rooms. classrooms, and a power plant. 
THE LooMIS LABORATORY, besides the pharmacological laboratories for med-
ical students, contains laboratories for research on bacteriology, hr~iene, physi_ 
ological chemistry, experimental medicine, and phannacology. Faclhties are thus 
fumished to graduates who may desire to pursue further study or research in the 
variow; departments of laboratory investigation. The second floor of this labor· 
atory is devoted entirely to pharmacology and its allied sciences; the first and 
third floors provide accommodations for the Department of Experimental Medi· 
cine with research laboratories for physiological chemistry and chemical pathology. 
The fourth and fifth floors are devoted to research in pathology, bacteriology, 
hygiene, serology. and immunology; they also provide ample accommodations 
for photomicrography. 
BELLEVUE HosrlTAL, whose gates open directly opposite the college buildings. 
furnishes ample opportunity for extending the problems of the laboratory to the 
bedside besides offering many intricate problems for solution in the laboratory. 
The Hospital is organized in four .divisions. one of which has, by the T~tees .. of 
the Hospital, been placed at the dIsposal of the Faculty of the Cornell UruVerslty 
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Medical College for medical research and instruction. The se~ces thus,intrusted 
to the College include, continuously. ninety mcdi~ beds, .mnety surgical beds, 
sixty beds to gcnito-urinary diseases, a neurological servIce, and, for one-hall 
the year, fifty-four obstetrical beds. Moreover, the College has general privilettes 
in the other divisions, which afford it continuous opportunity for instruction 
and research in the wards devoted to the treatment of alcoholic diseases, tuber-
culosis, gynecology, and the psychopathic diseases. 
NEW YORK HOSPITAl. . The Medical College, through the courtesy of the 
Governors of the New York Hospital, had long been accorded certain privileges 
for instruction in its wards, but on the 1St of January. 1913. a definite arrange_ 
ment was established between Cornell University and the New York Hospital, 
through the donation to the hospital of a generous fund which was presented by 
Mr. George F. Baker, one of the governors of the hospital, upon the condition 
that thereafter half the entire medical, surgical, and pathological services of the in_ 
stitution should be definitely assi~ned to the Cornell University Medical College 
for the advancement of its teachmg and research. By this most advantageous 
arrangement the University nominates the visiting staff and laboratory staff of 
its division and secures the admission of its students to the wards as clinical 
clerks, which enables the college to make a definite provision in its cournes of in-
struction and research for work in the New York Hospital, and this is now closely 
correlated in the curriculum with the similar work which had hitherto been done 
in Bellevue Hospital. Furthermore, the laboratory staffs of the different depart. 
ments of the Medical College are placed at the service of the hospital for the pur-
poses of extending its scientific works. The hospital service thus assigned to the 
college comprises 100 beds. This service is exceedingly active. It includes several 
thousand acute and emergency cases brought in annually from a large ambulance 
and dispensary district, The services thus supplied to the College are ample for 
advanced research as well as for undergraduate instruction. 
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL. Through thegeneTosity of the late Dr. James Douglas, 
who gave this Hospital an endowment for the study and treatment of cancer and 
allied diseases, the Memorial Hospital became affiliated in 1914 with the Cornell 
University Medical College. The conditions under which this union was con-
summated place upon Cornell University Medical College the responsibility 
for the medical and surgical activities of the Hospital, subject however, so far as 
administrative action is concerned, to the approval of its Board of Managers. 
The Cornell University Medical College is required to approve the five medical 
members of the Board of Managers of the Memorial Hospital and to nominate 
their successors in case of vacancies, and to name the me<hcal and surgical staff, 
subject to the approval of the Board of Managers of the Hospital. 
THF. JOHN E. B£RWINll MATERNITV CLINIC. An affiliation having been con-
summated between the John E. Berwind Maternity Clinic and Cornell University 
Medical College, the medical direction of the clinic is placed under the control 
of Cornell. The medical st.tff, including the resident and house staffs, are ap-
pointed by the clinic only on nomination by the Medical College. Cornell stu-
dents are definitely assigned to the clinic for practical instruction under the direc-
tion of the Professor of Obstetrics. Cornell students having been provided for, 
vacancies in the student staff are filled by appointment. Application for such 
assignments should be made to the Superintendent of the Clinic at 125 East 103rd 
Street, New York City. 
TltE RUSSELl.. SAGE ISSTIl'UT£ OF PATIIOI..OGV. The Russell Sage Institute of 
Pathology has been affiliated with the Second Medical (Cornell) Division of Belle-
vue Hospital since 1913. Endowed by Mrs. Russell Sage in 1907, it has provided 
funds for research work in pathology and medicine. Laboratory space has been 
generously given by the trustees o( Bellevue Hospital and clinical facilities have 
been furnished by the Cornell Medical Division. The Institute has constructed 
and equipped a respiration calorimeter and has maintained a metabolism ward 
adjacent to the gene~a1 wards of the divisi?n. ~he research workers have heeD 
~ember;; of the hospItal staff and have ll,SSlsted m the caT.e of patients and the 
instructIOn of students. The metabohsm ward, chemIcal laboratories and 
calorimeter furnish unusual facilities for teaching the d iseases of metabOlism. 
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·ANATOMY 
Professors C. R. STOCKARD, C . V. MORRILL, R. CHAMlIERS, JR., and G. PAPANI-
COLAOU. 
Abunda~t materia~ and sufficient apparatus are available for advanced study 
an.d work In the vanous. br:anches of anatomy, embryologY, histology, compar-
atl".'e. morphology, descnpbve an.atomy, and experimental anatomy. Students 
desmng to pursue graduate work In any of these branches must have had in their 
college courses preliminary training in general zoology and comparative anatomy. 
A reading knowledge of German and French is essential. 
Ne,,:, York City offers exceptional advantages for obtaini~ fresh human 
matena1. The large slaughter-houses are accessible for comparatIve mammalian 
tissues and organs. The e:<>tensive collections of specimens and models in the 
city museums are e:<>tremely helpful and instructive to the advanced student. 
The members of the staff offer courses in the various phases of anatomy in 
which they are especially engaged. The courses offered for the medical students 
appear in the Announcement of the Medical College, and are particularly recom-
mended to those students who have not pursued work of this kind. Technical 
and practical anatomical work are fully provided. 
Preliminary Requirements: Physics, Chemistry, and Biology as required for 
admission to the Medical College. 
MORPHOLOGY, EMIlRVOLOG .... H ISTOLOGICAL TECHNIC, GENERAL HISTOLOGY, 
MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY AND ORGANOLOGY. DESCRIPTIVE ANATOMY, including 
courses in dissection of the human body, DEIoiONSTRATIONS ON TilE CADAVER, 
LIVE ANATOMY. TOPOGRAPHICAL ANATOMY, NEURO-ANATOMY AND NEURO-
HISTOLOGY, ApPLIED ANATOMY, ORGANS OF SPECIAL SENSE, ANATOIdICAL RE-
SEARCH. 
ANATOMY OF THE LIVING BODY. Associate Professor MORRiLL. 
SPECIAL AND TOPOGRAPlJICAL STUDIES OF DIFFERENT REGIONS. Professors 
STOCKARD and MORRILL. 
HUWAN HISTOLOGY AND HISTOGENESIS. Professor CHAMIlERS and Dr. NONI-
DEZ. 
EXPERIIoIENTAL MORPHOLOG Y. Professor STOCKARD. 
ANATOMY OF THE INfANT AND POSTNATAL DEVELOPMENT. Professor Srocl:-
ARD. 
·PHYSIOLOGY 
Professors GRAHAM LusK and D.]. EOWARDS: DO(./or H.]. DEUEL. 
Students desiring to elect physiology as a major course, in addition to complet-
ing the course in general physiology given to medic:,-l stu.dents, will be req~~d 
to undertake some special problems, preferably deahng With aspects of nutntlon 
or circulation. Students electing physiology as a minor course may select either 
the work in general physiology given to medical students or may select only 
a portion of this course (e.g., nutrition. circulation, etc.) provided an additional 
amount of special work in these subjects is undertaken. 
A preliminary knowledge of chemistry-analytical, organic, and physiological 
-as well as of physics, is requisite for those who select physiology as a major. 
GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY. Comprising nerve muscle physiology, central nervous 
system, special senses, respiration, circulation, secretion, digestion, metabolism. 
PHYSiOLOGY OF NUTRITiON. Professor LUSK, Dr. DEUEL. 
PHYSIOLOGY OF CIRCULATION. Professor EOWAROS . 
• PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY 
Professor S. R. BENEDICT. 
The laboratories available for advanced work and research in physiological 
chemistry and chemical pathology include those. of the Department o~ Chemis.try, 
in the Main Building, and a research la~ratory Ifl t~e GCT!eral. r-.·r~monal Hospl.tal. 
These laboratories provide adequate equIpment for In,:"cstlgatlon Ifl a great v~ne~y 
of special problems in the chemistry of the plant, ammal, or human orgarnsm w 
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health or disease, by chemical, physical, or opti~1 methods. In the college 
library the principal journals relat~ng to .th~ SU~Jects ru;e on. file. . 
Students e~pecting to pursue InvesttgatlOn I~ 'physlolog.u;!l' ~e~l$try !If 
chemical pathology should have adequate prellmmary trammg In InOrganiC, 
analytical and organic chemistry, as well as in physics, physiology, and physical 
chemistry: though a study of these latter subjects could be pursued at the Collqt', 
together with more advanced work in special lines. 
ORGANIC A!OoIO PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY: RESEARCH. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY. 
CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY. 
·PATHOLOGY, BACTERIOLOGY, AND HYGIENE 
ProfeSSOr! JAMES EWING, W. J. ELSER, O. H. ScHULTZE, J. C. T ORREY, E. S. 
L'EsPERANCE, and A. F. COCA, and Doc/or M. C. KAHN. 
The laboratories of pathology, bacteriology, and hygiene occupy the fourth 
floor of the main building and the third and fourth Roorsofthe Loomis Laboratory. 
The equipment includes all the means commonly employed in research in these 
fields and much new and original apparatus. These laboratories are provided 
with suitable quarters for the care of animals. The library includes about 8,000 
bound volumes and a large and valuable collection of monographs and reprints. 
There is an e~tensive collection of specimens illustrating pathological histology, 
much material for histological study, and a museum containing about 3,000 
specimens. The recent material from the autopsies at several hospitals is con-
stantly available for study, and furnishes a supply of problems in many fields. 
which is practically inexhaustible. Applicants who have been admitted to the 
Graduate School are urged. to present the degree of Doctor of Medicine for ad-
mission to these courses. 
Preliminary requirements: Anatomy, including Histology and Embryology. 
GENERAL PATHOLOGY, SPECIAL PATHOLOGY, PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY, MED-
Ico-LEGAL PATHOLOGY, AUTOPSY TECHNICS, EXPERIME NTAL PATHOLOGY, 
BACTERIOLOGY, IMM UNOLOGY, HYGIENE and PREVENTIVE MEDICINE. 
' PHARMACOLOGY 
Professor R. A. HATCHER. 
The laboratory of pharmacology in the Loomis Laboratory is well equipped 
(or general work and research in pharmacology and special opportunities will be 
afforded for doing work involving the action of drugs on the circulatory system 
and methods of biological testing of drugs and medicines, either supplementing or 
replacing chemical tests for activity and identity. 
The departmental library is sufficient for the immediate needs of workers and 
its facilities are readi ly amplified by the College, and other libraries nearby, 
which fUrnish every opportunity for e~tending the work. 
A knowledge of chemistry and physiology is required. 
MATEII.IA MEDICA AND PHARMACY; PHARWACOLOGY. 
RESEARCH IN THE PHARMACODYNAMICS OF DRUGS. 
TOXICOLOGY. 
FELLOWS: SCHOLARS: ROSTER OF DEGREES 
FELLOWS AND GRADUATE SCHOLARS IN 1924- 25 
HONORARY FELLOWS 
Edith ,Ayers Copeland, B.A. (Wellesley) 1914. M.A. (Wellesley) 1916, Ph.D. 
(Chicago) 1921. 
Charles Alexius I?ickinson, A.M. (Clark) 1922, Ph.D. (Clark) 1925. 
Howard Scott Liddell, A.B. (Michigan) 1911. A.M. (Michigan) 1918, Ph.D. 
(Cornell) 1923. 
Walter Earl Loomis, B.S. (JIlinois) 1921, M.S. (Cornell) 1922, Ph.D. (Cornell) 
1924· 
Elizabeth Fallin },f6ller, A.B. (Goucher) 19Z1, A.M. (Clark) 1922, Ph.D. (Cornell) 
1924. 
UNIVERSITY FELLOWS 
The Cornell Fd/()w in Ene/ish: ]"larvin Theodore Herrick, A.B. (Cornell) 1922, 
A.M. (Harvard) 1923_ 
TM McGraw FeUuw in Civil Eneinu rinr: Thomas Caldwell Adams, B.S. in C.E . 
(Utah) ' 922. 
The Sore Jotllew in Chemistry: Lauchlin MacLaurin Currie, A.B. (Davidson) 
1918, A.M. (Davidson) 1923. 
The Schuyler Fell(}UJ in Animal Biology: Ralph Langley Parker, B.S. (Rhode 
Island State) 1915, Sc.M. (Brown) 1911. M.S. (Iowa State) 1922. 
The Goldwin Smith Fell(}UJ in Botany: Clarence Glenn Teeter, B.A. (McMaster) 
1919. 
The President White FtlU(}UJ in Physics: Roy Clarence Spencer, A.B. (Cornell) 
19l1. 
The Erastus Brooks Fell(}UJ in Mathematics: Elbert Frank Cox, A.B. (Indiana) 
1911· 
The Uni~trsity Fellow in Archittctuu: Arthur Hill Emerick, B.Arch. (Cornell) 
1924. 
TM Univusity FtllOU! in German: Clifford Ellwood Gates, A.B. (Colgate) 1915, 
A.M. (Colgate) 1911. 
TM University FtllOU! in Romance Langlwges: Miguel Zapata y Torres, A.B. 
(Cornell) 1922, A.M. (Cornell) 19l4· 
The University Felluw in At,icultu,,; John Budd Wentz, B.S.A. (North Dakota 
Agricultural) 1913, M.S. (Cornell) 1916. 
The Charlts Bull £ink Memorial Ftlluw in Eltctrical Enginuring: Warren lt$I1-
dolph Neumann, B.S. in E.E. (Kansas) 191 8. 
The Presmnl White Fellow in EuroJm!n History: Wallace KJippert Ferguson, 
A.B. (Western Ontario) 1924. 
The Presmnt White Ftltuw in Politkal and Social Scknce: Frank Wallace Note-
stein, A.B. (Wooster) 1923 . . ' 
TM Susan Linn Sate Ftllows in Philosophy; Charles Arthur Ellis, A.B. (Oberlin) 
1922, A.M. (Oberlin) 1923; Frank Kassel. A.B. (Pennsylvania) 1921. 
The Susan Linn Sage Fellow in Psychology: Max Meenes. A.B. (Clark) 1921. 
The Felluws in Greek and Latin: .Margaret Louise Tallmadge, A.B. (Wellesley) 
19 11: John Paul Pritchard, A.B. (Cornell) 1922. 
SPECIAL TE~'[PORAR Y FELLOWS 
The Grasselli Fellow in Chemistry: Nathaniel Fuchs. B. Chern. (Cornell) 1919· 
The DuPont Fellow in Chemistry: Paul Warttman, B.A. (Iowa) State Teachers 
College) 1918, M.S. (Wisconsin) 192 1. . 
The Herman FralCh FelluU!s in Plant Pathology: Harold Wakefield Fitch, B.S. 
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(New Hampshire State) 192 1: Arthur Lewis Pierstorff, A',B. (D,hio State) 1919. 
The Western New York Farms Corporation Fellow: Earl LouIs Felix, B.S.A. (Ten_ 
nessee) 19:<>2. 
The Union Sulphur Company Fellow: Clifford Vaughan Kightlinger. B.S. (Grove 
City) 1920. • . . 
The Williamson Co-optrali!~ Vegetable AS$OClIltwn Fellow: Allan Goodrich New_ 
hall, B.S. (Minnesota) 1918. . . 
The Barer Felkro.l! in Plant Pathology: James Stewart Wiant, B.S, (Pennsylvama 
State) 1924. 
The In ternational Milk Dealers' Association Fellow: George Knaysi, B.S. (Cornel l) 
Thle9J.1~lional Canners' A $socialion Felltr.t! in Chemistry: Laurence Francis Pratt, 
B. Sc. (Massachusetts Agricultural) 19:11. 
T he Palmo/ivt Fellow in Chemistry: Paul Henry Fall, A.B. (Oberlin) 1914. A.M. 
(Oberlin) 1918. 
The Honorary hllow ;n Fine Arts: Horace Farnham Colby, B.F.A. (Cornell) 
1924. 
GRADUATE SCHOLARS 
The Susan Linn Sage Scholars in Philosophy: Kung Chuan Hsiao, A.B. (Missouri) 
1922; Oilman Walter Gotshalk, A.B. (Princeton) 1922; Max Harold Fisch, 
A.B. (Butler) 1924; Paul Marion Flory, A.B. (Northwestern) 1923, A.M. 
(Northwestern) 1924; Willard Lawyer McKinstry, A.B. (Amherst) 1923; 
John Reginald Cresswell. B.A . (McMaster) 1922. 
The Graduate Scllolars in Mathematics: Mardiros Epipan Hekimian , A.B. (Cornell) 
1924; Edward Aaron Saibel, S.B. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
1924. 
The Susan Linn Sage Graduate Scholar in Psychology: Helen Marion Bateman, 
A. B. (Cornell) 1921. 
T he Graduate Scllolar in Cllemistry: Jeanette Lukens Kerbaugh, B.S. (Western 
Reserve) 1919. 
T he Graduale Scholar in Physics: Madison Cawein, B.S. (Kentucky) 1924. 
The Gradutl/e Scholar in Civil Engineering: Shu-tien Li, B.S.C.E. (Pei Yang) 
19 23. 
Th e Gradutl /e Scholar in La/in and Greek: James Hutton, A.B. (Cornell) 1914. 
The Graduate Scholar in Archaeology and Comparative PhiJology: Cora Rolfe 
Laubscher. A.B. (Randolph-Macon) 1915, A.M. (Cornell ) 1921. 
The Gradutlle Scholar in Animal Bw/ogy: Stuart Taylor Danforth, B.Sc. (Rutgers) 
19 21 . 
The Graduale Scholar in English: Richard Beck, A.B. (Gymnasium of Reykjavik) 
19 20. 
Th e Graduate Schola , in Hislory: Joseph Ruttenberg, A.B. (Cornell) 1913, A.M. 
(Cornell) 1924. 
The Graduale Scholars ill Political Economy: Henry Shenk Davis, A.B. (Wesleyan) 
1914; Samuel Henry Everett, A.B. (Amherst) 1913. 
ADVANCED DEGREES CONFERRED IN 1923-24 
MASTERS OF AR T5 
CONFERREO SEPTUIBER 29, 192J 
Pa~I.G~mber Culley, A.B.: Physiology, English . Thesis: A Study oj Polyneu-
,n hS fn fQwls. os Compared with lValltr«m Degeneration. 
Vicente: VIllamil Fur?eyre, A.B.: Agricultural Chemistry, Physical Chemistry. 
ThesIs: A '!ew DCS1ccaled Molas$ts and a Siridy qf /Is Proper/its. 
Margaret Dille Hudson, Pd.B., B.S.: English Literature, Modem European 
History. ,Thesis: A BiMiogra/>lIicru Study ()f Ihe New Poelry. 
Ida itZkOWitz, A.B.: Mathematics, Physics. Thesis: The Inscribed Quadriwtmzl. 
De\bert.,Ernes,t Keenan, A.B.: French, English Language. Thesis: Am~Tica and 
Ameruons 111 Contemporary French Drama. 
Dexter Mernam Keezer, B.A.: Economic Theory, Statistics. Thesis: A Du-
cussWn (1/ Some of Ihe Economic Factors 8Mring upon Ihe Lqss of Range Callk 
frqm Expqsuu (with Specwl R~ference tq Colorado). 
Donaldson Wright Kingsley, A.lL Histology, Physiology. Thesis: A Stwiy qf 
the Retoticn of Lymplwtu; Tissue to the Glands of the Nictitating Membrane 
of Ihe Cal ,l1Id Ihe. Rabbit, and a Brief Study qf the Origin of Plasma Celb in this 
Region in Ihe Cat. 
Dana Jackson Leffingwell, A.B.: Systematic Vertebrate Zoology, Ornithology. 
Thesis: A S tudy of Ihe Ecology of Ihe McLean Bogs, with Specwl Refere." 
10 the Mammalian Fauna. 
Edith Webster Mank. B.A.: Entomology, Rural Education. Thesis: A S Iwi.y 
of Ihe Beetle Coltrmq,,/y /<nown as Baris scolopa"a Germor. 
Elmer Stephens Mapes, A.B.: American History, Economics. Thesis: Th, 
EJection of 1842 in Ne-.J.J York Stale. 
Marian Ploss, B.S.: Mathematics, Education. Thesis: On Ih e Forms of Plane 
U"icursa/ QrUJrtic Curves. 
Thomas Smyth, B.S .: Ornithology . Slstematic Zoology. Thesis: A Study of the 
Food and Feedi>!g Habits of the RUJ1ed Grouse. 
Russell Halderman Wagner, A.B.: Latin. Public Speaking. Thesis: A Transla_ 
tion of Ihe "De Vita Beala" of Lucius Annaer<s Se>!ua with Cr1'lical and ex-
egetical Notes. 
CONFERRED FEBRUARY 6, 1914 
Mary Margaret Case, A.B.: Public Speaking. Latin. Thesis: The Traini"g qf 
an Ora/or. 
Grace Edna Cornelius, A.B.: English, Philosophy. T hesis: The. Date of Ihe 
Sonnets. 
Herbert Le Roy Fancher, A.B.: German, French. Thesis: Interpretations of Ihe 
Judas Character in A/odern German Literalure. 
Ale)[ander Benjamin Gutman, A.B.: Zoology, Biochemistry. Thesis: Studies on 
Amphibian Metamorphosis IInder Experimental Conditions. 
Frieda Barbara Knoepfle, A.B.: Latin, German. Thesis: Th~ De 8rmtate 
Vitae. of L. Antwells Seneca: Introduction, Translation. and Critirol Notes. 
Edward Avery Richmond, B.S.: Limnology, Systematic Entomology. Thesis: 
Some Studies on Ihe Biology of the AqlUJti, H)'drophilida~ _ 
CONFERRED JUNE 16, 1914 
Marion Louise Ayer, A.B.: Latin, Greek. Thesis: An Examin!l ti.on of the Vellu. 
Noles in Vaticanus 1901, Palalinus 1470, and Cornell 18: Three. Manuscripts 
oj Cicero's De Oratore. 
Florence Stahl Bakkum, B.A.: Mathematics, Educat ion. Thesis : RlIlu and 
Compass Constrllction. 
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Jesse Fremont Bateman, A.B.: Anatomy, Physiology. :rhesis:,TM L61eraJ 
Apuluru oj the Fourth Yen/rick of Ih~ H'I.I"fln Brain, Wllh SP~1 Referena 
/0 Ihe EJft cl of Iheir Closure upon Ihe C" "dallO,. of lire Cuebrospnwl Fluid alld 
UPM Ihe Gruss Slruc.lllre of lire ,f3rain. . .. . . . . 
Marvin Grant Bauer, A.B.: Pubhc Speaking, English Literary CntlClsm. ThesiS: 
The RhdoNca/ Practice of A brakam Lincoln. 
Richard Beck, A.B.: English Literature, Old English. Thesis: Byron and 
Byronism in /ukmd. 
Anna Clara Caroline Besig, ~.B . : En~I~~, 18th Century Li.terature, American 
Literature. Thesis: The LJlerary CnlfCf..Jm of Jonathan Swifl. 
Lester Eugene Denonn, A.B.: History of Philosophy, Ethics. Thesis: TM 
Significance of 1M My/hs in PIa/rI'S Philosophy. 
J eannette Sarah Deyo, A.B.: Spanish, Latin. Thesis: Classical R efuenUI in 
EJ Libra de Buen Amar of Juan Ruiz. 
Evalyn Eli...abeth Dixon, A. B. : Modem European History, English History. 
Thesis: Cancerl1il1g the Origil1 of the Propaganda Decrees of N(}fIem/Jer 19 and 
December 15, 1892. 
Viola Josephine Don, A.B.: Psychology, Physiology. Thesis: LaPSt of Meanin, 
with Visl«Il Fixation. 
Miriam Leach McClammy, A.B.: Philosophy, English. Thesis: TM Ethical 
System of James Word. 
William Graham McLaughry. A.B.: French, English. Thesis: Sciaue ond 
R emy de Gourmant. 
Lily Diana Mage, A.B.: History, French. 
RW{)lution, 1755- 1793. 
Thesis: Coutlum and 1M French 
Florence Marie Mears, A.B.: Matnematics, Analysis. Thesis: A Special 
Function of Ont VariaNt. 
Ruth Lydia Nanz, A.B.: French, Mathematics. 
and Iht MaJiaer:ol Latin Literature. 
Thesis: Rem, de Gourmtml 
Naomi Nash, A.B.: English Literature, English Language. Thesis: W ords-
worth's Use of Gruk and Roman Myth. 
Katherine Eli...abeth O'Brien, A.B.: Mathematics, Analysis. Thesis: A Study 
of Mtthflds of Proof of Deswrles' Rille of Signs and Ihe B lldan ·Fourier Theorem. 
George Raymond Roy Pflaum, B.A.: Public Speaking, English. Thesis: Tu 
Voice Training of lhe Oralars in A.ntitjuity up to the lime of Quinlilian. 
Donald Sims Rickard, A.B.: French, Spanish, Italian. TheSis: Tht Pa,anism 
of Remy de GOllrmont 000 ils Reflection in His Literary Work. 
George AJvin Rupp, A.B.: Political Science, History. Thesis: TM Development 
of Mu nicipal Home Rule in tM State of New York. 
Joseph Ruttenberg, A.B.: Modem Ew-opean History, History of Philosophy. 
Thesis: Life and Political Opinions of the Right Honourable Sir James Made-
intosh. 
Charles Kenneth Thomas, B.A.: Publie Speaking, English Literary Criticism. 
Thesis: TIM Rhetorical PrlUtice of John Donlte in His Sermons. 
Florence Ray Wilson, A.B.: Mathematics, Philosophy. Thesis: A Sulk wilh 
all of ils Sin,ularities al a Point. 
Arthw- Lensen Woehl, A.B.: English, Publie Speaking. Thesis: TM Poeti'$ 
of Arista/k aOO Iht Odyssey. M'l· uel Zapata y Torres, A.B.: Spanisn, French. Thesis: Juan RuiJ y la p lJeSUJ 
i,ica Popular Castdlana en la &lad Media. 
MASTERS OF SCIENCE 
CONFERREO SEPTEM8ER 29, 1923 
Benjamin Franklin Gaines, B.S.: Experimental Engineering, Physics. Thesis: 
Flame Propagation in the Delonation and Normal Explosion of Gaseous Mix-
lures. 
Lena Bondurant Henderson, B.S.: Taxonomy of Plants, Plant Physiology. 
Thesis: Studus in the Geltus Plantago . 
Warren Blumhardt Meixner, B.S.: Plant Materials, Landscape Design. Thesis : 
S urgestttl Course for Golf Course Superinlendenu. 
ROSTER OF DEGREES 
Maurice Earl. Phillips, B.S.Agr.: Entomology, Economic Entomology. Thesis: 
Tu Cep~IK Nerwus System of Blalta Germanica. 
Andre~ SImpson, A.B.: Experimental Engineering, Industrial Engineering. 
Th~lS: Som~ Faclors Affectinz the Opera/ion of Intunal CombustWn Enzinu. 
Fred.enck Patttson Weaver, B.S.: Agricultural Economics, Fann Management. 
Thesis: A Study of the Prices of Farm Products in Pennsylwnia. 
Carlos Eugene Wolfrom, B.S.: Bacteriology, Organic Chemistry. The Hydrottn 
Ion Conuntration of Laboratory Matuials in Bacteriology. 
CONFERREO FEBRUARY 6, 1924 
Minnie Davis Eesley, B.S.: Bacteriology, Sanitary Chemistry. Thesis: A 
Study of the Microbial Dn;elopment in Some FolJd$ ift Household Refrigerators. 
William Maier, B.S.: Rural Education, Fann Management. Thesis: The 
Problem of Teaching for Vocational Choice in Trumansburz, N. Y. 
Paul Edmond Martin, A.B.: Experimental Physics, Alternating Currents. 
Thesis: A Study of the Photo·Galvanic Behavior of a Few Metals in Distilted 
Waler. 
Takayoshi Tanaka, B.S.A.: ?o.Iorphology of Iosects, Economic Entomology. 
Thesis: The Alimentary Canal of the Larva 0/ Simi/ium pietipes Hazen. 
Lorentz George Wade, B.S.E.E.: Industrial Engmeering, Electrical Engineering. 
Thesis: Loyal Legion of Lotters and Lumbumen, ils History and Operation. 
CONFERRED JUNE 16, 1924 
Ralph Mosser Barnes, B.S.M.E.: Industrial Engineering, ~perimental En~i­
neering. Thesis: A Siudy of the Desizn and Organisalion of an Indus/nat 
Planl. 
Roland Willey Bartlett, B.S.: Agricultural Economics, Fann Management. 
Thesis: A Study of the Organization and Development of CoiJpuatit'e Fire In· 
surance Companus in New York Stale. 
Roger Wolcott Blakely, B.S.: Animal Husbandry, Farm Management. Thesis: 
MiJll Prod'lction as Influenced by the Amount of Protein in the Grain Mixture. 
Harry jamison Chatterton, B.S.Agr.: Rural Economics, Farm Management. 
Thesis: A Short History and Survey of Some Important Supply and Demand 
Factors of the Cal/on Industry. 
Nelson Evans COOK, A.B.: Inorganic Chemistry, Industrial Chemistry. Thesis: 
Cerlain Reactions af Carbqn and Oxygen. 
Ferris Dewey Cornell. B.S.: Rural Fann Management. 
Edward Michael Curley, D.V.M.: Meat and Dairy Hygiene, Veterinary Medi. 
cine. Thesis: Ewlution, Purpale and Exlent of our Meat Iftspec/ion &rvice. 
George jacob Druckerman, B.S.: Industrial Chemistry, Physical Chemistry. 
Thesis: The Effe,1 of Lighl during Grcrwth up"" the Ceilulose Conlent of &d 
Spruce "Picet! Rubens." 
Paul Lincoln Edinger, B.S.: Agricultural Economics, Poultry Husbandry. 
Thesis: The Trend of Agriculture in Adams, Cumberland, Franklin, and York 
Couftlits, Pennsylvania. 
John Orval Ellsworth, B.S. in Agr.: Agricultural Economics, Rural Education. 
Thesis: Farm Prices of Agricultural Products in Ulah. 
Howard Housel Good, B.s.: Poultry Husbandry, Agricultural Economics. 
Thesis: Variations in Temperature in the United Stales, by States, as Affeclint 
Paultry Manafemenl. 
Rufus William johnson, B.S.: A(:ronomy, Rural Education. Thesis: The Effect 0/ Ortanic Mukhes upon Ihe Nttrale ConUnl of Soil. 
Qumta. Cattell Kessel: Entomology, Limnology. Thesis: A Synapsis of the 
Streblidae of Ihe World (Diplua). 
Elizabeth Loring Keyes, B.A.: Zoology, Biology. Thesis: Siudies of Acuaria 
Spira lis Mol. and Acuaria N. Sp. with a Discussion of Ihe Pathological Chanfes 
Produced in their Hosts. 
Danie! Francis Kinsman, B.S.: Soil Technology, Geology. Thesis: Sonu Pre-
liminary Intltsligations on the O'fanic Soils of New York Stalt. 
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John Peyton Little, jr., B.S. in E.E.: Ex~rimental Phys.ics, Mathematics. 
Thesis: Th e Effect of Light on a Cuprous OX1ck Photo-ChemIcal Cell. 
David Gabriel Nicolet, C.E.: Refrigeration Engineering, Electricity. Thesis: 
Refr1'gualion. 
Lewis Hopkins Renshaw, B.S.: Agricultural Economics, Farm Management. 
Thesis: Production and Marketing of Virginia Farm Products . 
Alfred Herman Rishoi, B.S.: Dairy Industry, Agricultural Economics. Thesis: 
The Efful of llomogeniwtion on Ihe Viscosity and SlabUity oj ETJapOraltd Milk. 
Archie Hunt Robertson. B.S.: Bacteriology, Organic Chemistry. Thesis: The 
Bacterial Flora of }.Iilking Machines. 
Roy Hilman Thomas, A.B.: Rural Education, Rural Economy. Thesis: The 
Sia/us of Two Reprtsenlali~ Groups of Form Boys of School Age out of &hool 
in the State of North Carolina. 
Nina janet Tonks, A.B.: Poultry Husbandry, Special Pathology. Thesis: A 
Stu y of the Conelatian of Monthly with Yearly Egg Production of Flodu of 
White Leghorn Pullets under Normal Conditions and under Artificial lltumina-
lion. 
Edmund Ellsworth Vial, B.S.: Fann Mana~ement, Animal Husbandry. Thesis: 
An Eumomu Study of Ihe Types of Formmg in the Sta te of Illinois. 
Louis Frederick Warrick. B.S.Ch.E.: Sanitary Engineering, Experimental En&i-
m~ering. Thesis: The Me(lSlfnmellt of Tllrbidity in IVater. 
Cyril James Watson, B.S.A.: Agricultural Chemistry, Organic Chemistry. 
ThesiS: The Efftt:l of Alkali Added in the Manufacture of P01J.'dered Milk on 
the Chemical Properlres of tile Product. 
Forrest Blythe Wright, B.S.: Rural Education, Rural Engineering. Thesis: 
A study of Procedure in Teaching Rural Engineering, Course Three. 
MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE 
CONFEIUUW SEPTEMBER 29. 1913 
Wesley Hotchkiss Bronson, B.S.: Fann Management, Economics. Thesis: 
Farm Management Surveys in MauachusMls. 
Rex Warfield Colt, B.S.: Rural Education, Rural Economics. Thesis: A Stud, 
of tile Objectives and A pproprinte OrganiZ.'ltion of A griculluraJ Teaching in the 
Normal Schools of K entrlcky. 
Goldan Orlando Hall, B.S.: Poultry Husbandry, Rural Economy. Thesis: 
A Study of tile Relation be/ween Body Conformation in Laying Fowb and Siu 
and Sha~ of Egg Laid. 
CONFERRED FEBRUARY 6, 1924 
William Jesse Baird, B.S., B.S. in Agr.: Rural Education, Fann Management, 
Rural Social Organization. Thesis: Agricultural Education in Berea Colhre 
and How it Functions in Appalachian AmerUa. 
Robert Herman Klamt, B.S. in Agr.: Fann Crops, Soil Technology. Thesis: 
CIUfIf!r as a Soil ImpfOver. 
Edmund Mitchell Mannin!, B.S.Agr.: Floriculture, Vegetable Gardening. 
Thesis: A SUT1ley of the F oruuiture Industry in Southwestern United Stotes. 
CONFERRED JUNE 16, 1924 
Edgar Lewis Andrews, B.S.in Agr.: Poultry Husbandry, Poultry Farm Manage-
ment. 
John Franklin Booth, B.S.A.: Agricultural Economics, Fann Management. 
Thesis: Agricultural Cooperation in Saskatchewan , Its History and Present 
Stalus. 
Edwin Raymond Hoskins, B.S.: Rural Education, Rural Economics. Thesis: 
Some Vocational Resources and Nuds of a Rural Commlmity as Determined by 
Ihe Locaticm of Special Crollps. 
James Drake Pope, B.S.: Rural Education, Economics. Thesis: Cerlain Effects 
of Boys' Club Work as a Seta/it'e Agency for Vocaticmal Courses in Agricullure. 
Andries Adrian Smit, B.S.C.: Agricultural Economics, Fann Management. 
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Thesis : T~ County Agent andlhe Farm Bureau MOfJemtntwith Special R~/erenct 
to its Commercial Activities. 
Jua~ P1~ton Torres, ~.Agr . : Plant Breeding, Plant Physiology. Thesis: Deter-
mJlJahon and l~~rltanct of Head Shape in Cabbage. 
Donald Bower Wilson, B.S.Agr. : Fann Management, Rural Education. Thesis : 
A Study of the Farm Business OrganiMtion 0/ Sixty· Four Farms in lVilliamson 
Count y, Ttxas. 
MASTERS IN FORESTRY 
CONFERREO JUNE 16, 1924 
Randolph Milton Brown , B.S.: Forest Management, Accounting. Thesis: A 
Forest 1V0~king Plan lor the Rodburn Tracl, Schuyler Counly, New York. 
Johan Andries Groenewald , M.F.: Silviculture, Forest Utilization. Thesis: 
The Growth and Culture oj Eucalyptus. 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
CoNFERREO JUNE 16, 1924 
Frederic Faris, B.Arch.: Arehitectural Design, History of Architecture. Thesis: 
A CapitolJor the League of Nations. 
MASTER IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
CONFERRED FEBRUARY 6, 1924 
John Vincent Larkin, B.Arch.: Landscape Design, Planting Materials . Thesis: 
Hillview, a Residmtial Property. 
CONFERREO JUNE 16, 1 9~4 
Walter Augustus Julius Ewald, B.L.A.: Landscape Design, Architectural Design . 
Thesis: A Desit,n Jor a Residential Property . 
Roland SchultheiS, B.L.A.: Landscape Design, Planting Design. Thesis: A 
Design/or a Residential Property. 
MASTERS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CONFERRED SEPl"EMBER 29, 1923 
Frank Ellsworth Conkling, jr., C.E.: Bridge Engineering, Hydraulics. Thesis: 
Riwted Joints . 
CONFERREO FEBRUARY 6, 1924 
Chen Yuen Tu, A.T.E.C.: Railway Engineering, Highway Engineering. Thesis: 
An lnt'esligation 0/ Railway Signaling. 
CONFERRED J UNE 16, 1914 
Shu Yuen Chan~, B.S.C.E.: Railroad and Highway Engineering, Architectural 
Design. Thesls: A Study oj Railroad Track . 
1. Pu Fang, C. E.: Geodctic Engineering, Railroad Engineering. Thesis: Deler-
miMtion o/tht Latitude of tlte F'lertes Observatory. 
Peace Chiliang Wood, B.S.C.E.: Railroad Engineering, Structural Engineering. 
Thesis: A Study oj tlte Economics of Railroad Location. 
MASTERS OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
CONFERRED JUNE 16, 191{ 
William Cook Andrae, ?>LE.: Measurement and Properties of Air, Study of 
High Speed. Internal Combustion Engine Indicators. Thesis: Properties of 
Air ana Measllremelll 0/ Air Flo-d!. 
Eugene Stanley Ault, B.E., M.E.: Experimcntal Engineering, Refrigeration. 
Thesis: Methods 0/ Tnting. .. . . . 
Frederic Charles Evans, ~LE.: Power Engmeenng, Experimental Engmeenng. 
Thesis: PreliminQ.ry Design oj a Large .Steam Poa;u Plant.. . 
Yoh Sai Koh, B.S.M.E.: Power Engineenng, Expenmental Engmeenng. Thesis: 
Tltt Design oj a Steam P01J.'er Plant for Hankow, China. 
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Ching Yen Wu, B.S.M.E.: Power Engineering, Experime~tal Engineering. 
Thesis: The Design of a Strom Power Flori/for Woosung, Chm a. 
MASTER OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
CONFERRED JUNE 16, 19:!4 
Michel George Malti, B.S.E.E.: Electrical Engineering, Physics. Thesis: A 
Study of Equi~aknl Mesh and Star Polyphase Syslems, 
DOCTORS OF PHILOSOPHY 
CONFERRED SEPTEMBER 29, 1923 
Willard Riehlman BafTett, B.Chem.: Organic Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, 
Industrial Chemistry. Thesis: Ist1phenolphllw.kin and Some of Its Derit1(lliws. 
Meyer Bodansky, A.B.: Biochemistry, Physiology. Zoology. Thesis: Exper;-
mtnwt Sludiu on Liver Injury and on Anemia. 
Oran Cedi Boyd, B.S. in Al;r.: Plant Pathology, Plant Physiology, Physical 
Chemistry. Thesis: I nveshgalions on Ihe Rdalive Efficiency of So~ Cop~r 
Fungicuus in the. Conlrol of Polala Diseas~ and Ins«1 Pesls. 
Harold Duke Brown, B.A., M.S. in Agr.: Soil Technology, Physical Chemistry, 
Plant Breeding. Thesis: Suljo/ication in Pure and Mixed Cullutes wilh Speci<U 
Reference 10 Sulfale Prodw;twn, Hydrogen- Ion ConeenlmlWn and NitrijWJl~. 
Alan Dit(:hfield Campbell, A.B., A.M .: Mathematics, Philosophy. Thesis: TM 
Classification of Linea, Families of Conics in Various DomaIns. 
Woolf Cohen, A.B.: History of Philosophy', Ethics, Economics. Thesis: K1WWl. 
edt,e and Reality in the Philosophy of Wllhe/m Max Wundl. 
Arnold John Currier, A.B. M.S.: Inorganic Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, 
Agricultural Chemistry. Thesis: Absorption of Carbon DisulphUk Vapor by 
Aqueous Sodium Trinilride Solutitms-Appliwlions to Gas Anolysis. 
Paul DeMund Evans, A.B., A.M.: American History, Modern European History, 
Mediaeval History. Thesis: The Holland Land ComfHlny. 
Walter Sprague Frost, B.S.: Inorganic Chemistry, Agricultural Chemistry, Soil 
Technology. Thesis: A Stwiy (If Ammtmium Trinilride . 
Wilbert Andrew Garrison, A.B.: Psychology, Education, Mathematics. Thesis : 
The Effect (If Varied Inslructions on Ihe Perceplion of Dislanc~ in Terms (If 
A rm-Movement. 
William Patrick Hayes, B.S., M.S.: Economic Entomology, Insect Morphology, 
Biology. Thesis: A Compara/hoe Study of Ihe Life-Cycle (If Cerlain Phyloplwt,(lUJ 
Scarabaeid Beetles. 
Hoyt Hopewell Hudson, A.B., A.M.: Elizabethan Literature, Public S~king. 
Philosophy. Thesis: Elizabethan and Jacobean Epigrams, A Critical and 
Hislorical Study. 
Rufus Richard Humphrey, A.B. , A.M.: Embryology and Histol?fY, Zoology, 
Human Anatomy. Thesis: The Primordial Tum Cells (If AmphibW. 
Alton LeFevre Markley, B.S., M.S.: Agricultural Chemistry, Industrial Chemis-
try, Physical Chemistry. Thesis: A Chemiwl and Physic(l-Ckmical Sludyof 
the Composition (If Milk wilh S~cio.l &ference 10 Ihe Original Acidity. 
Alden Howard Moody. B.S.: Inorganic Chemistry, Physical Chemistry. Indus-
trial Engineering. Thesis: The Quantitatillt SefHlration of Thorium and Cuium. 
Roy Wallace Moore, B.S.: Inorganic Chemistry. Agricultural Chemistry, Chem-
ical :Microscopy. Thesis: The Hydrides of Germanium. 
John Herbert Nelson, A.B.: American Literature, English Literature, American 
History. Thesis: The Nrgro Charader in Ameruan Literature. 
Ernest Edgar Pittman, B.S. in Agr.: Dairy Industry, Bacteriology and Pathology, 
Organic Chemistry. Thesis: The BacUriol Conlent (If Creamery Wastu. 
Theresa Elizabeth Schindler, B.A., M.S.: Floriculture, Landscape Art, Genetics. 
Thesis: A .l,{onograph and Sludiu on Viola Tricolor and Closdy Rdalro Spr~ies. 
Harold Robert Smart, B.S., A.M.: Logic and Metaphysics, Ethics, Physics. 
Thesis: The Philosophual Prm,ppositionJ of lIfathemalual Logie. 
George Hume Smith, A.B.: Botany, Mycology, Historical Geology. Thesis: 
Siudies in Vascidar Analomy of Ranalian Flowus. 
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Leland .Spencer, B.S.:. Fann Management, Agricultl1l1l1 Economics, Economics. 
Thesis : All ~omu Sludy of Rural Stou Credil ill New York. 
Nonna~ Hamilton Stewart, A.B" M.S.: Entomology, Zoology, Histology . 
. Thesls: The DewJopmenl, Gruwlh, OM Food Hobill (If Ihe While Suder. 
Rlchar4 Sh~ard . Vase, B.S.~hem.: Organic Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, 
Physical ~hell,1lstry. Thesis: SIiI/onejluoreJGein and Dihydr(lxylxn$l1y/.benuru.. 
O·S"lfonu Acid and Some of Their DuiMlives. 
C ONFERRED FEBRU,\RY 6, 1924 
Archie Fay Ba~ey, B.S. in Agr.: Plant Breeding, Plant Physiology, Soil Tech. 
nOlop'o Thesis: A Study flf Ihe Inhuitonce of Sm ut Resistance in CroSJes Ixlween 
Varieties (If A rena Sotiva. and A~'ena Sieri/is. 
Thon:tas Perrin Ha~son , jr., ~.B.: EliUlbc;than Li terature, English History, 
Philosophy. ThesIS: The Dlllna of Ceorte (If /IIonterrntyor by Borlhol(l~ 
Yont ond Its Injluen", in Renaissance Entwnd. 
Edgar ~Iauvelt ~ohnson, B.~hem.: Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, 
PhySical Chemistry. ThesiS: A Mclhod f(l r llie Extroclwn (If Germanium f rom 
Germanium.Bearin: Zinc Oride. 
Myl'O!' .Slade .Kendrick, A.-B., A.M.: A~cultural Economics,. Economic Theory, 
Poli tical Science. Thesis: Tire Ma rkelln: of Hay in Ihe Umted Stalu. 
Pavao Kvakan, E. of Agr.: Plant Breeding, Plant Physiology, Botany. Thesis: 
The Inheritance of Brl1W1l Aleurone in },{aiu. 
Clyde Walter Mason , B.A.: Chemical Microscopy, Physical Chemistry, Crystal. 
lograph:y and Mineralogy. Thesis: Microscopic Chemical Reacll flns (If the 
Acids (If Chlorine, Brominl, and Irxlille. 
John Paul Nale, A.B.: PsychoIOb'Y, Physiology, Education. Thesis! An Experi. 
mental S tudy of Affection. 
Kunitaro Niinomy, A.B.: Economic Geology, Physical Geography, Structural 
Geology. ThesiS: The MOlnesite DeposilS of Manchuria. 
Leo Chandler Norris, B.S.: Animal Husbandry, Organic Chemistry, Physical 
Chemistry. Thesis: Tire Volatiie Fally A~id Prod",/ion in l/ie Intes/inal Tra.t;1 
of Ca/res Fed Whole Milk or CCf~ol Cruel. 
Auguste Pepin, B.A., B.S.A.: Soil Technology, Ph~ical Geography, PhySical 
Chemistr)'. Thesis: The R8k (If Calcium in-Dunkirk and V(liusia Soils. 
Alvin Canfield Purdy, A. B. : Orl:anic Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Engineering, 
Thesis: Metauesolsulfoneph/halein and J, 6·Diml/llybulfonejluoran and S(lm~ 
of Their Deri~a /ires. 
Harry Stafford Read, B.S. in E.E., 1-.£.5.: EXperimental Physics, Theoretical 
Physics, Mathematics. Thesis: Tempera/ure Effea (In X_Ray Absorplwn. 
Frederick William Reynolds, B.S. in E.E.: Experimental Physics, Theoretical 
Physics, Applied Electricity. Thesis : Some Effects 0/ Gas upon Ille Resislance 
and Ruis/anee TempetalllTl Coefficient (1/ Thin Platinum Film s. 
Lawrence Paul Wehrle, B.S.: Economic Entomology, Insect Ecology, Systematic 
EntomolOP." Thesis: A Bio/(lgical S ludy of Some Insuls Injurious 10 Clatu 
with Spee'lal Rr.fuence to Ihe Cll)ffr Sud Calupilw.r (Las~~resia ~nlerJtincwPlll 
Clemens) and / ~e Clour Flower Midtt (Das)'1leur(l. UgumlnlCoia. Lllllner). 
Carl Louis Wilson, A.B., A.M.: Botany, Plant Pathology, Entomology. Thesis: 
The Medullary Bundk in Rew.lion 1(1 Ihe Primary Vascular Sys lem in Ih e Chen(l · 
poIiioch(l(le ond A moranthauae. 
CoNFERRED JU:.'E 16, 1914 
Johannes Abraham Christoffer Fagginger Auer, B.D.: Logic and Metaphysics, 
German Literature, History. Thesis: A nsdm and the }listory of Ihe Onlolfltical 
Artument. . . . 
Hyman Chonon Berkowitz, A.B .. A.M.: Spamsh Literature, French Llteratu~, 
Romance Philology. Thesis: Ramo>! de Muonu(I Roman(l$, A Siudy of HIS 
Co$lumb,islo Essays. 
Geoq;:e Edward Gordon Catlin, B.A., M.A.: Political Science, ~'[ ediae\'al History, 
Philosophy. Thesis: Me/hod in Politics and Appliwti(lns (If a Political Method 
1(1 the Treolmen / of Ihe 11islory (If Civifiaalion. 
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Harold Haydn Clum, A.B.: Plant Phy~iol?gy. Plant P!l-thology, Physical Chem. 
istry. Thesis: The Effect of Transpfrahon and EtlV1r()nTn(lnuJl Factors of ua! 
Tempera/u.es. 
Julia Trueman Colpitts, B.A., A.M.: Analysis, Geometry, Philosophy. Thesis: 
.. 
Entire Functions Defined by Suus oj the Form :tF (n)-
.' Robert Brainard Corey, B.Chern.: Inorganic Chemistry, Physical Chemistry 
Chemical Spectroscopy. Thesis: The H:ydriJu of Germanium. ' 
Nellis Maynard Crouse, B.A.: American History, Modern European History 
English History. Thesis: Conlribldiens of Ihe Cana4UIn hSlllls /11 Ihe Ceo: 
graphical Knuwfedge of New France 1632 10 1675. 
Frank Anum Csonka, Chern. E.: Physiology, Chemistry, Bacteriolo~. Thesis: 
On the Admjnistr(lli~n of Various Pro/ei!!s with Bmzoic A cid 10 a PIg. 
Andrew Jackson DadIsman, B.S. , M.S. In Agr.: Farm Management Political 
Science, Rural Organization. Thesis: Farm Organization. ' 
Julia Dale, A.B., A.M.: Mathematical Analysis, Geometry, Theoretical Physics. 
Thesis: Some Pro/>trties of the Exponential Mean. 
Francois Jean de Villiers, A.B., M .S.: Horticulture, Plant Physiology, Physical 
Chemistry. Thesis: The Efful of Low nmperature on Ihe Mature Pear. 
Rcta Hazel DieJmann, A.B., M.A.: Modem European History, American His-
tory, French Literature. Thesis: Dramatic Repreuntation as a Means of 
Popular Instruclion in the French Rero/ution 178g-t794. 
Ernest Dorsey, B.S.: Plant Breeding, General Botany, Physical Chemistry. 
Thesis: Cytological Studies of tile },faturation Divisions in Cereal Hybrids. I. 
Chromosome Behavior in Certain Inlusptcific Wheat Hybrids . 2. Chromosome 
Behavior in Cuiain AI'coo Hybrids. 
Edwar~ Henry Dusham, A.B:, M.S. : Insect Ecology, Insect Morphology, Eco. 
nomIc Entomology. ThesIS: The Dogwood Sawfly, Macremphytus Varianus 
Norton. 
William Whitfield Elliott, B.A., M.A.: Analysis, Applied Mathematics, Applied 
Physics. Thesis: Generalized Creen's Functions for CompatilJle Differential 
Systems. 
Rui Feng, B.S., M.S. in Agr.: Agricultural Economics and Fann Management, 
Rural Education, Rural Social OrganiUltion. Thesis: A Program of Chi1Jl!u 
Agriculture. 
Evelyn Ida Fernald, A.B., A.M.: Plant Physiology, General Botany, Ph~ical 
Chemistry. Thesis: The Inh ibt"tion of Bud Der ..cJopmmt as Correlated It'lth the 
Osmotic Concentration of Sap. 
Walter Hoyt French, A.B .: Modern English Literature, Middle English Litera-
ture, Spanish Literature. Thesis: Anthony Trollope. 
Merl Conrad Gillis, B.S. in Agr.: Plant Breeding, Plant Physiology, Farm Crops. 
Thesis: A GeneticaJ Study oj the Fertility of the Side Florets of the Barley Spike. 
Julia Moesel Haber, A.B., A.M.: Anatomy of Plants, Vertebrate Zoology, Taxon· 
omy. Thesis: The Anatomy and tke Morphology of the FJower of Euphorbia . 
Vernon Raymond Haber, B.Sc., M.A.: Insect Morphology, Economic Entomol-
ogy, Systematic Zoology. Thesis: The BJo«l of Insecl$ with Spedal Reference 
to that of BlaJleUa Germanica Linn. 
Charles Brockway Hale, A.B.: Modern English Literature, American Literature, 
Old English. Thesis: The Art of Thackeray. 
Merton Jerome Hubert, A.B., A.M.: French, I talian, Spanish. Thesis: The 
NUIJI!ls and Dramas of Palll HertJieu. 
Morton Charles Kahn, B.S.: Preventive Medicine, Baeteriolo~, Physiologi~l 
Chemistry. Thesis : Part J. A Cultural Study of AnlJl!robit; Spore Bearlnr 
BtUteria with Strains Isolated by the Barber Single Cell Tuhnic. Part II. Anae-
robic Spore Bearing Bacteria of the Human Inlestine in Health and Cutai" 
Diseases. 
J ames Arthur Kennedy, A.B.: Sanitary Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry. 
Bacteriology and Pathology. Thesis: A Study of the Method for the Determina-
tion of Oxygen Consumed WatlW. 
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Thom~ Tien-Gi ~ing, A.D., ~.M.: Industrial Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, 
Physical Cheml~try. ThesIs : A Study of the Oxidation of Chinese Wood Oil. 
WalwT ~arl Loomls,.B.S. , M.S.: Vegetable Gardening, Plant Physiology, Physical 
C;:hemlstry. Thesis: Transplan./inr. Studies 'wi th Vegttables. 
Kal Lum Lung, B.S. Agr. : Agricultural Economics, Fann !\[anagement, Eco-
nomics. Thesis: A Financial History of Ihe Unitt d Statu Departmentaf Agri-
cul/ure. 
Sarah ~lice McNulty, A.B.: Organic Chemistry, Physics, Physical Chemistry. 
ThesIs: OrlhocresoJ~n:;rili and Some of Its Derivatives. 
Bradfo~d Noyes,. B.S., M.S .. : Experimental Physics, Alternating Currents, 
Physical Chemistry. TheSIS: The Change in the Ru istanu of Carbon and 
Graphite with Temperature. 
Arthur August Pegau, B.A., M.A.: Economics, Petrography , Stratigraphy . 
Thesis: T he Pecnatile Dikes of America, Goochland, and Ridgeway Area, Vir-
ginia. 
Earle Keith Plyler, A.B., A.M.: Experimental Physics, Theoretical Physics, 
Mathematics. Thesis : The Infra-Red Absorptwn of lee. 
Edward Louis Proebsting, B.S., M.S. in Agr. : Plant Physiology, Pomology, 
Physical Chemistry. Thesis: Rein/ion of S tored Food to Cambial Actit>ily. 
M. George Scheck, A. B. : Psychology, Physiology, Education. Thesis: COlltrast 
and Con/our. 
Merit Scott, A.B.: Experimental Physics, Theoretical Physics, JI.·[athematics. 
Thesis : The Siriking Potentiat in the Lqw_ Voltage Mercury Arc. 
jasper Leonidas Stuckey, A.B., A.M.: Economic Geology , Mineralogy and 
Petrography, Stratigraphy. Thesis: The Pyrophyilile Deposits of Ihe Dup 
River Rt~ion of North Carolina. 
Andrew Dillard Suttie, B.S.A., M.S., M.S. in Agr.: Plant Breeding, Soil Tech-
nology, Fann Crops. Thesis : T he Genelic Interre/a/iolls of Differen/ Types oj 
Dwarf Corn. 
Chi Yu Tang , B.S., Jl.LS.: Economics, Agricultural Education, Fann Manage-
ment and Agricultural Economics. Thesis: A History of Chinese Agriculture. 
Marion Marsh Torrey, A.B., A.M.: Mathematics, Physics. Thesis: Classifica-
tion of M01JoUal lnvolu/ions Hat>ing a Fixed Tangent Cone. 
Shih_Tsin Tung, B.S.: Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, Ru~al 
Social Organization, Soil Technology. Thesis: The Food SupPly and Popula/,on 
of the World. 
Herman Frederick Vieweg, B.Chem.: Physical Chemistry, Mineralogy and 
Crystallography, Physics. Thesis:. Fricti0'!81 EJecJri'~ty.. . 
Frank Wilco1;on, B.S., M.S.: Inorgamc Chemistry , PhYSIcal Chemistry, Chemical 
Microscopy. Thesis : The Ammonolysis of Sodium Nitrate. 
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